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MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIRMAN 

 

 

2012 was a year of consolidation following the sharp increase in 

growth recorded in 2011. 

 

Terreïs therefore optimised the refocusing of its assets on Paris 

commercial real estate by selling off, first for €24.9 million, its 

provincial property and second, €34.9 million of residential property.  
 

At the same time, Terreïs also purchased Paris service sector assets 

for €32 million. 

 

More than ever, Terreïs is positioned as one of the only true real 

estate companies in Paris (81% of its assets in Paris and 14% in Ile 

de France). 

 

The quality of its real estate portfolio (valued at €1.138 billion at the 

end of 2012) and its property management have helped to achieve a 

financial occupancy rate of 96%. 

 

Thanks to its successful consolidation, Terreïs is again able to 

continue its strong growth while complying with the golden rule: buy 

premium-quality Paris commercial real estate at the best price. 
 

 

Jacky Lorenzetti 

Chairman of the Board of Directors 
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BACKGROUND AND STRATEGIC POSITIONING 
 

History 

 

Established on 17 April 2000 under the name 
"Foncière Foncia", Terreïs was a subsidiary of the 
Foncia Group until its shares were listed on the 
Euronext Paris market in December 2006.  
 
Terreïs was originally set up to manage the real 
estate assets acquired by the Foncia Group as it 
bought up businesses and property management 
companies. 
 
Some of the property management companies which 
owned their premises wanted to sell their business 
and the premises at the same time. If the location 
and quality of the real estate were considered good 
enough, the Foncia Group, through its dedicated 
subsidiary, would buy the business premises of 
property management firms in addition to the 
business itself.  These transactions were 
systematically financed based on fixed-rate loans. 
The premises would then be leased back to the 
property management company, by now a Foncia 
Group subsidiary. 
 
After its shares were listed on the Euronext Paris 
market in December 2006, and until mid-2008, 
Terreïs invested in small and mid-sized office and 
retail premises, mainly in city centre locations in 
Paris and major cities throughout France. The 
Company has grown as a result of the commercial 
leases currently managed by the network of Foncia 
Group companies, and through acquisitions 
facilitated by the ability of this network to introduce 
new business.  
 
In early 2009, the Company stepped up its 
acquisition strategy to take advantage of numerous 
market opportunities and acquired mixed-use 
properties in the Paris CBD. 
 
Two structuring transactions marked the beginning 
of 2011: (i) the absorption of the company DAB 
Expansion and its Avenir & Investment subsidiary, 
whose real estate portfolio was mainly comprised of 
Haussman-style residential buildings in the best 
Paris neighbourhoods, and (ii) a capital increase in 
cash of €96.3 million.  
 
In 2012, the Company (i) continued its shift into the 
services sector with the gradual refocusing of its 

asset base towards Paris service sector property 
and (ii) decided to divest its provincial property to 
focus exclusively on Paris and its close suburbs.  
 
At the end of 2012, 95% of Terreïs assets were 
located in Paris and the Paris region. Its value was 
estimated at €1.138 billion. 
 
Strategic positioning 

Terreïs is characterised by its positioning as a long-

term and proactive investor, structured around three 

main areas: 

1°) Value creation right from the time of 

acquisition: property is acquired at the bottom 

of the cycle, when the terms are advantageous, 

and investments are geared toward top-of-the 

range assets in Paris selected according to 

strict criteria (multi-tenancy, occupancy rate, 

etc.). The value created since 2009 therefore 

stands at over €200 million according to the 

estimates of valuers. 

2°) Adapting structures to the 

development strategy: in December 2010, 

Terreïs decided, with Fabrice Paget-Domet and 

several seasoned employees, to form a new 

subsidiary responsible for Terreïs property 

rentals and sales. This enables Terreïs to 

respond more quickly and have better control 

over the sales process to optimise future 

disposals. In 2012, Terreïs Real Estate 

generated revenue of €1,388,000 and net 

income of €655,000. 

3°) Optimum and inexpensive management 

conditions: the centralisation of administrative, 

financial, accounting and legal services with 

Ovalto Investissement (framework agreement 

of €250,000/year pegged to the French 

construction cost index (ICC) for Terreïs and 

€15,000/year each for the subsidiaries Terreïs 

Valorisation and Terreïs Real Estate) and the 

rental management outsourced to Imodam 

since 2012 (2.5% management mandates for 

commercial real estate and 5% for residential) 

have had a positive size effect on fixed costs.  
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ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE 

 

 

 

 

SIIC  Perimeter = Scope of the listed real estate investment company (SIIC)

SIIC Perimeter 

1.00 % 

1.00 % 

1.00 % 

0.11 % 

1.00 % 

0.10 % 

0.10 % 

1.00 % 

0.01 % 

54.69 % 

100 % 

100 % 

TERREÏS INVEST 

 

TERREÏS 

VALORISATION 

SCI des 11 à 15 

avenue Lebrun 

SCI 6, rue de 

Chabannes 

SCI 102, rue du 

Faubourg Saint 

Honoré 

SCI Les Fleurs de 

Damrémont 

SCI du 29 Taitbout 

Immobilier 

SCI Dupaty 

SCI du 20 rue Louis 

Philippe à Neuilly 

SCI La Palmeraie 

SCI Le Foch 

 

Transfer of core target real 

estate assets 

Direct assets 

TERREÏS REAL 

ESTATE 

99.99 % 

99.00 % 

99.00 % 

99.00 % 

99.00 % 

99.89 % 

99.90 % 

99.90 % 

99.00 % 

51 % 

Ovalto Investissement is the asset management company of the Lorenzetti family.  

Terreïs Valorisation, a property trader, is a vehicle created with the sole aim of helping Terreïs to achieve its objectives in 

terms of target and yield.  

Terreïs Real Estate has the primary purpose of selling residential units of Terreïs assets. 
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KEY FIGURES 

 

 2008 2009 2010 
2011 

published 
2011 

restated 2012 

Key figures       

Real estate portfolio (in m
2
) 54,602 80,400 97,723 199,650 199,650 197,310 

Number of properties 108 145 167 189 189 143 

Occupancy rate 99.3% 99.1% 98.6% 92.1% 92.1% 93.1% 

       

Adjusted net asset value (€ thousand) 153,390 293,694 458,437 1,085,267 1,085,267 1,138,326 
Adjusted net asset value for liquidation 
purposes (€ thousand) 93,650 118,441 146,204 497,464 497,464 602,605 

Adjusted net asset value for replacement 
purposes (€ thousand) 101,210 134,776 174,627 564,571 564,752 673,181 

       

Investments (€ thousand) 28,669 119,525 146,937 375,852 375,852 41,695 

Disposals (€ thousand) 3,727 3,482 1,122 33,776 33,776 56,155 

Capital and reserves (€ thousand) 73,749 73,695 72,314 230,093 172,568 195,020 

Net debt (€ thousand) 60,161 171,840 300,245 536,293 535,810 517,152 

       

Rental income (€ thousand) 9,135 13,530 21,240 41,540 41,540 58,311 

Gross operating surplus (€ thousand)* 7,804 11,865 18,787 35,540 35,540 50,672 

Group net income (€ thousand) 2,631 3,021 2,308 35,616 9,613 60,007 

Cash flow (€ thousand) 5,870 7,742 10,743 25,886 25,886 43,792 

       

Key figures per share       

Adjusted net asset value for liquidation 
purposes 11.74 14.82 18.28 19.70 19.70 23.86 

Adjusted net asset value including tax 12.69 16.86 21.83 22.36 22.36 26.66 

Cash flow 0.74 0.97 1.34 1.03 1.03 1.73 

Dividend 0.43 0.46 0.49 0.57 0.57 0.61** 

Number of shares in issue as at 31 
December 7,871,693 7,871,693 7,871,693 25,127,568 25,127,568 25,259,750 

Number of diluted shares as at 31 
December, excluding treasury shares 7,976,842 7,992,088 7,998,975 25,254,750 25,254,750 25,254,423 

 

* Current operating income + allowance for depreciation and provisions – margin on property disposals 

** submitted for voting to the General Meeting of 14 May 2013. 
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FACT SHEET 
 

 

ISIN Codes: FR0010407049  

Mnemonic TER 

Market Euronext Paris - B Compartment 

Eligible for PEA share savings plan Not eligible (except for shares acquired prior to 21 October 2011) 

Capitalisation as at 31/12/2012 €337,757,000 

Number of shares 24,926,739 

 

 

Annual stock market data 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 

Highest price (€) 10.59 11.47 12.88 14.53 14.84 

Lowest price (€) 6.20 6.42 9.16 11.30 12.60 

Closing share price (€) 6.88 10.20 12.28 13.00 13.55 

      
Number of shares in issue as at 31 December 7,871,693 7,871,693 7,871,693 24,785,499 24,926,739 

% float 50.3% 50.3% 50.3% 43.3% 43.4% 

      
Volume traded 716,907 382,301 500,785 1,501,682 1,331,424 

% float traded 18.1% 9.7% 12.7% 14.4% 12.3% 

Average daily volume 2,822 1,499 1,964 5,843 5,201 

 

 

Monthly 

data 2012 Jan Feb Mar April May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec 

Highest 13.50 13.60 14.84 14.61 13.39 13.24 13.60 13.59 14.00 14.00 13.99 13.70 

Lowest 12.60 12.73 13.11 13.08 12.60 12.65 12.71 13.02 13.06 13.60 13.00 13.10 

Volume 

traded 56,631 97,586 249,171 179,596 133,519 194,807 84,160 29,017 39,996 38,878 107,785 120,278 

% float 

traded  0.53% 0.91% 2.33% 1.68% 1.25% 1.82% 0.79% 0.27% 0.37% 0.36% 1.01% 1.13% 
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OPERATING HIGHLIGHTS 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 Adjusted assets €1,138 million (x 2.5 in two years) 

 Rental income €58.3 million (+40%) 

 Net income €60.0 million 

 Cash Flow after disposals €100.0 million (+68%) 

 Adjusted net asset value for liquidation purposes 23.86 € (+21%) 

 2012 dividend * 0.61 € (+7%) 

 % of assets in Paris 81%, of which 75% in CBD/near CBD 

 Value created since 2009 in revaluation of assets  €201.7 million  

* subject to the approval of the General Meeting of 14 May 
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ANALYSIS OF RESULTS AND FINANCIAL SITUATION 
 

 

Rental & property management 

 

In a context of refocusing and development of its asset portfolio of Paris offices, Terreïs maintained an attentive 

management of its leases. Management indicators thus remained at high levels: 
 the occupancy rate of our commercial assets was 96% (excluding Anjou and Volney, which were 

deliberately acquired with vacant possession), 

 tight control of property expenses allowed us to maintain the charging back rate at a high level: triple 

net leases, i.e. net of property expenses and management and re-letting fees, accounted for 93.1% of gross 

rents. 
 

 

2012 investments and disposals 

 

 Refocusing on offices in Paris 

Terreïs intends to dispose of its provincial property to exclusively focus on Paris and its immediate surroundings. 

Completed provincial asset disposals amounted to €24.9 million as at 31 December 2012. They were made at prices 

above their appraisal values.  
 

Furthermore, in 2012, Terreïs sold off €34.9 million of residential assets as the properties were vacated.  

 

In total, these asset disposals generated an accounting capital gain of €38.3 million. 

 

 Development of commercial property in Paris 

Thanks to these disposals and to a financial structure that remains sound, Terreïs is continuing its targeted 

acquisition policy, with two acquisitions in the Paris Central Business District for a total outlay of €32 million. One is 

located at 89, rue la Boétie (8th arrondissement), the other at 103, rue Réaumur (2nd arrondissement). 
 

The return on the office/retail portion of the two assets stands at 6.4%. 

 

 

Real estate portfolio 

 

The focusing of acquisitions on Paris office assets coupled with the beginning of the disposal of the provincial assets 

results in a breakdown of the real estate portfolio at 81% in Paris and 14% in Ile de France. 
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As Terreïs maintained its policy of moving into the service sector, the real estate portfolio now comprises 82% of 

office and retail property. 

 

 
It must be noted that these snapshots of the asset portfolio are based on the appraisal values established by BNP 

Real Estate at each end of year. In 2012, the appraisal conducted on Terreïs' assets by valuers resulted in another 

positive revaluation (overall increase of 6%).  
 

Since its listing on the Stock Exchange, Terreïs has always received positive revaluations from valuers. Since 2009, 

a total of €201.7 million of value had been created, €65 million of which was created in 2012. 
 

Total growth of assets (excluding tax) was as follows: 

 

 

 

 

Based on the estimates used by valuers, the total return on the office and retail portfolio stands at 6.21% and 

residential buildings at €7,859/m2. 
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Adjusted net asset value 

 

In 2012, thanks to the positive assessment of valuers, the Group's adjusted net asset value for liquidation purposes 

rose once again by 21% to €23.86. Adjusted net asset value for replacement purposes, which includes theoretical 

acquisition costs, totalled €26.66. 
 

(in € 000s) 31/12/2012 
31/12/2011 

restated 
31/12/2011 

published 
Consolidated net position 195,020 172,568 230,093 

Restatement fair value impact of financial instruments 53,651 31,284 0, 

Revaluation difference not recognised on investment property 353,935 293,614 267,371 

Adjusted net assets for liquidation purposes 602,605 497,465 497,464 

Theoretical acquisition costs 70,576 67,287 67,287 

Adjusted net assets for replacement purposes 673,181 564,752 564,751 

Number of diluted shares excluding treasury shares 25,254,423 25,254,750 25,254,750 

Adjusted net assets per share for liquidation purposes 23.86 € 19.70 € 19.70 € 

Diluted adjusted net assets per share for replacement purposes 26.66 € 22.36 € 22.36 € 

 

 

Financing and changes in borrowing 

 

Terreïs continued to take advantage of low interest rate levels to finance its investments through long-term bank 

debts. All acquisitions were funded through specific 15-year loans from its bank partners. The new loans for the year, 

concluded at variable interest rates, have all been hedged over their entire duration by interest rate swaps, which 

ultimately results in a fixed average cost of 3.65%. 
 

Therefore, overall Group debt, excluding credit facilities, stood at 4.35%. 

 

(in € 000s)   31/12/2012 
31/12/2011 

restated 
31/12/2011 

published 

Fixed-rate repayable loans 23,209 39,081 39,081 

Hedged variable-rate repayable loans 403,821 402,488 402,488 

Fixed-rate bullet loan 24,900 24,900 24,900 

Hedged variable-rate bullet loan 17,700 17,700 17,700 

Restated finance lease 2,648 3,115 3,115 

Credit facilities 29,992 29,991 29,991 

Net loan issue expenses -2,089 -1,954 -1,954 

Non-current borrowings and financial liabilities 500,180 515,321 515,321 

Fixed-rate repayable loans 2,831 4,159 4,159 

Hedged variable-rate repayable loans 27,948 25,536 25,536 

Restated finance lease 467 448 448 

Interest accrued on borrowings 550 959 1,441 

Credit facilities 6,659 15,543 15,543 

Short-term borrowings 38,456 46,644 47,127 

Total financial liabilities 538,636 561,966 562,448 

Cash (including unavailable cash equivalents) -21,484 -26,156 -26,156 

Net debt 517,152 535,810 536,292 

 

 

At the end of 2012, Terreïs’ net debt totalled €517 million, i.e. a loan to value (LTV) ratio of 46%. 
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2012 Results 

 

The 2012 consolidated financial statements were prepared in accordance with IFRS. Thanks to an active growth 

policy coupled with a strict management of rental assets, Terreïs posted excellent results in 2012 with a 40% 

increase in rental income to €58.3 million and a 45% increase in current operating income to €29.3 million and per 

share cash flow of €1.73 excluding disposals and €3.96 with disposals. 
 

(in € million) 31/12/2012 
31/12/2011 

restated (1) 
31/12/2011 

published 
Total rent 58.31 41.54 41.54 

Net service charges -4.04 -2.99 -2.99 

Triple net rents 54.27 38.55 38.55 

Operating expenses -3.60 -3.01 -3.01 

Current EBITDA 50.67 35.54 35.54 

Depreciation and provisions -21.39 -15.36 -15.80 

Current operating income 29.28 20.18 19.74 

Financial income -23.10 -15.59 -15.59 

Margin on asset disposals 37.75 25.58 22.80 

Profit on short-term asset sales 0.56 0.00 0.00 

Other non-recurring net income 17.67 -20.09 9.37 

Corporation income tax -2.16 -0.46 -0.46 

Net income 60.01 9.61 35.85 

Cash flow 43.79 25.89 25.89 

Diluted cash flow per share 1.73 € 1.03 € 1.03 € 

Diluted cash flow per share with disposals 3.96 € 2.36 € 2.36 € 

(1) Pursuant to IAS 8 and in agreement with the AMF, an error was corrected in the income statement for 2011. It concerns the 

Exit Tax in connection with the merger takeover of the companies DAB Expansion and Avenir & Investissement. Initially fully 

capitalised in the 2011 financial statements, it was subsequently fully expensed over the same year. 

The impact of this restatement on the 2011 financial statements is neutral in terms of cash flow, cash and adjusted NAV. It entails 

a net expense of €26.2 million and a reduction by the same amount on the carrying amount of the residential assets of the former 

assets of Avenir & Investissement. 

Rental income increased by €16.8 million from one year to the other to reach €58.3 million. This increase breaks 

down as follows: 

 for €14.7 million in rent on properties acquired in 2011 and 2012, 

 for €2.1 million in rent reviews, renegotiations and disposals made in 2012. 

 

The net property expenses accounted for 6.9% of gross income in 2012 versus 7.2% the previous year and underline 

the strict management of expenses.  
 

Structural expenses for the year amounted to €3.6 million against €3.01 million. The continued low level kept EBITDA 

at a high level: it accounted for 86.9% of gross rents against 85.6% the previous year. 
 

Ultimately, current income was €29.3 million, up by 45% over the previous year, i.e., income from rental activity of 

€6.2 million (against €4.6 million in 2011) after taking financial income into account.  
 

Some of the non-recurring items included the €38.3 million margin on property disposals earned through the 

disposals of provincial assets for €24.9 million and the disposals of residential assets for €34.9 million. The second 

significant non-recurring item was from income on tax disputes, which amounted to €15.5 million net of tax. These 

correspond to the favourable outcomes of disputes concerning the companies Avenir & Investissement and DAB 

Expansion. 
 

Ultimately, net income amounted to €60 million, substantially up compared to the previous year. More significantly, 

cash flow jumped from €25.89 million in 2011 to €43.79 million. After the reintegration of disposals, it came to €100 

million (€3.96/share). 
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Non tax-deductible expenses 

 

Expenses for the year do not include expenses that are not deductible from taxable profits as defined by the 

provisions of article 39-4 and 223 quater of the French General Tax Code.
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CORPORATE EARNINGS & DIVIDEND PROPOSAL 
 

 

Terreïs generated net income of €34.68 million in 2012, compared with €35.77 million in the previous year. Earnings 

available for distribution were as follows: 

Net profit 34,681,246.68 

Retained earnings +20,517,093.13 

Legal reserve -1,735,000.00 

Distributable income 53,463,339.81 
 

On the basis of the shares comprising the share capital as at 31 December 2012, a proposal for the distribution of a 

total dividend of €15,408,447.50, representing a unit dividend of €0.61, will be submitted to the Annual General 

Meeting. An interim dividend of €0.30 per share has already been paid on 15 November 2012. 

 

The outstanding dividend to be paid as well as the cumulative preferred dividend of €0.18 per share, which will be 

paid to shareholders of preferential shares in accordance with the provisions of article 11 of the Articles, stemming 

from profits exempted from corporate income tax in application of the SIIC regime, will not be eligible for the 40% 

rebate mentioned in paragraph 3.2° of article 158 of the French General Tax Code amended by Act no. 2012-1509 of 

29 December 2012. 

 

 

Dividends paid for the last three fiscal years:  
 

Fiscal year 2009 2010 2011 

Total dividend 3,620,978.78 € 3,857,129.57 € 14,322,713.76 € 

Dividend per share 0.46 € 0.49 € 0.57 € 
Amount per ordinary share entitled to the rebate provided 

in Article 158 3.2° of the French General Tax Code.  0.46 € 0.267 € 0.018 € 

Total cumulative preferred dividend - 88,535.16 € 60,858.00 € 
Amount per preference share entitled to the rebate 

provided in Article 158 3.2° of the French General Tax 

Code.  
- 0.026 € 0.006 € 
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OUTLOOK 
 

 

The beginning of 2013 is marked by the return of institutional investors, insurers and foreign funds. A large part of 

these investors is focused on top quality Paris assets. Rents in the CBD (Central Business District) are stable and the 

vacancy rate remains low. 

Against this backdrop, Terreïs will continue refocusing on Parisian commercial property while disposing of part of its 

provincial portfolio (at least €15 million) and part of its residential portfolio (at least €25 million). 

With respect to acquisition, Terreïs will remain attentive to any new opportunities that may emerge on the Paris 

market and can significantly increase its assets portfolio. 

Terreïs' revenues should be up on a like-for-like basis owing to the exceptional financial occupancy rate at the 

beginning of 2013. 
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SHARE CAPITAL AND SHAREHOLDERS 
 

Share capital 

 

Share capital stands at €75,779,250 and is divided into 25,259,750 shares with a nominal value of €3 each. It is 

made up of (i) 24,926,739 ordinary shares and (ii) 333,011 preference shares whose characteristics and specific 

rights are defined in Article 11 of the Articles of Association.  
 

There are no securities that do not represent the share capital. 

 

The Company did not issue any convertible, exchangeable or cum-warrant securities during the financial year. 

 

 

Voting rights 

 

Each share carries one voting right. Shareholders therefore have the same number of voting rights as the number of 

shares they hold. 
 

 

Share capital trend in the last three years 

 

Date Transaction 

Number of 

shares 

issued 

Nominal 

amount of 

change in 

share 

capital 

(€) 

Paid-in capital  
(€) 

Accumulated 

share capital   
 

(€) 

Number of 

shares 

31/12/2010     23,615,079 7,871,693 

10/01/2011 

Merger takeover of DAB 

Expansion and Avenir & 

Investissement 

8,880,549 26,641,647 10,304,087.19 50,256,726 16,752,242 

18/02/2011 
Capital increase with free 

allotment of equity warrants 
8,375,326 25,125,978 71,190,271.00 75,382,704 25,127,568 

13/05/2012 Final allocation of bonus shares 132,182 396,546 - 75,779,250 25,259,750 

 

The Combined General Meeting of 10 January 2011 approved the merger takeover of DAB Expansion and Avenir & 

Investissement and created 8,880,549 new shares as payment for the contributions. 

 

At the same meeting, the shareholders delegated to the Board of Directors, for a period of twenty-six (26) months, 

authority to increase the share capital by a maximum nominal amount of €30,000,000 by issuing Company shares 

and/or securities (including warrants for new and existing shares) that grant immediate or future access by all means 

to the Company's share capital, with maintenance of pre-emptive share rights. 

 

On 21 January 2011, the Board of Directors used this delegation of authority and decided to issue and allot free 

equity warrants to all the Company's shareholders based on one warrant per share, given that 1,590 equity warrants 

relating to treasury shares were automatically cancelled. These warrants entitle holders to subscribe to a maximum of 

8,375,326 new Company shares with a unit nominal value of €3, based on 2 warrants for one new share, resulting in 

a maximum capital increase by a total nominal amount of €25,125,978. On 18 February 2011, Fabrice Paget-Domet 

– to whom the Board of Directors had granted all powers to issue and allot free equity warrants and to report the 

capital increase linked to the exercise of these warrants – reported the finalisation of the capital increase for a 

nominal amount of €25,125,978. 

 

On 13 May 2012, 132,182 bonus shares were definitively allocated to the employees and corporate officers of the 

Company and of its affiliated Companies as defined by Article L.225-197-2 of the French Commercial Code, in 

accordance with the bonus shares allocation plan of 13 May 2008. 
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Breakdown of share capital and voting rights 

 

 31/12/2010 31/12/2011 31/12/2012 20/03/2013 

 
Number of 

shares % capital Number of 

shares % capital Number of 

shares % capital Number of 

shares % capital 

Ovalto 

Investissement 3,294,086 41.85 13,775,377 54.82 13,813,500 54.69 13,813,500 54.69 

Jacky Lorenzetti 621,889 7.90 628,705 2.50 628,705 2.49 634,009 2.51 

Treasury shares 4,900 0.06 5,000 0.02 5,327 0.02 4,092 0.02 

Employee 

shareholders 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Other 

shareholders 3,950,818 50.19 10,718,486 42.66 10,812,218 42.80 10,808,149 42.79 

Total 7,871,693 7,871,693 25,127,568 100.00 25,259,750 100.00 25,259,750 100.00 

 

In accordance with the European regulation implementing the Prospectus Directive (Commission Regulation (EC) No 809/2004 of 

29 April 2004), the Company has ensured that control is not exercised unlawfully through its corporate governance charter. 

 

 

Shareholder disclosure requirements 

 

The Company is not aware of any direct or indirect shareholding threshold being exceeded pursuant to Article L.233-

7 of the French Commercial Code for the year ended 31 December 2012.  
 

 

Restrictions to the transfer of shares and exercise of voting rights 

 

The Company is not aware of any agreement between shareholders or directors and other persons that might give 

rise to restrictions on the transfer of shares or exercise of voting rights for the year just ended. 

 

 

Agreements liable to give rise to a change in control 

 

There are no agreements which might at a later date result in a change in control of the Company. However, the 

shareholding structure as mentioned above will make any takeover difficult. 
 

 

Non-issued authorised capital 

 

Date of General 

Meeting 
Type Duration 

Maximum 

amount 

 

(€) 

Amount 

used 

 

(€) 

Amount 

remaining 

to be used 

(€) 

10/01/2011 

Delegation of authority for the purpose of 

increasing the share capital by the issue, 

with pre-emption rights, of any securities 

conferring an entitlement, immediately or at 

a later date, to the Company’s share capital 

26 months 30,000,000 25,125,978 4,874,022 

 

 

Purchase by the Company of its own shares 

 

The Combined General Meeting of 10 May 2012 authorised the Board of Directors to implement a share repurchase 

scheme in accordance with Article L.225-209 of the French Commercial Code and AMF General Regulations. 
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For the year ended 31 December 2012, the sole objective of the share repurchase scheme launched by the Board of 

Directors was to stimulate the share price under a liquidity contract with Crédit Agricole Cheuvreux. 

The key data for the period are as follows: 

 Accumulated flows 

 Purchases Sales 

Number of securities 22,850 22,523 

Average transaction price 13.33 € 13.61 € 

Number of shares held at 31/12/2012 5,327 

Purchase price 71,105.30 € 

Value  as at 31/12/2012 72,180.85 € 

Corresponding % of capital  0.02% 
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ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT 
 

Composition of the Board of Directors  
 

Directors Date of 

appointment 
Expiry of 

mandate 
Jacky Lorenzetti 29/09/2006 2018 

Du Thi Two 31/08/2010 2018 

Jacques Ferran 16/03/2010 2018 

Fabrice Paget-Domet 13/05/2008 2014 

Michelle Pédel 29/09/2006 2018 

Emmanuel Pineau 13/05/2008 2014 

Jacques Soyer 29/09/2006 2018 

Ovalto Investissement 29/09/2006 2018 

 

The Company's independent directors are Michelle Pédel, Jacques Soyer and the company Du Thi Two 

 

To the Company’s knowledge: 

 the directors of the Company are not related to each other. However, there is a financial relationship between 

Ovalto Investissement and Jacky Lorenzetti; 
 no director has been convicted of fraud in the last five years; 

 no director has been involved in bankruptcy, receivership or liquidation proceedings in the last five years; 

 no director has been charged with an offence or publicly and officially sanctioned by statutory or regulatory 

authorities (including designated professional bodies) in the last five years; 

 no director has been disqualified by a court from acting as a member of an administrative, management or 

supervisory body of an issuer or from helping to manage or conduct the affairs of an issuer in the last five years. 

 

The rules governing the appointment and replacement of members of the Board of Directors are laid down in the 

Articles of Association. 

 

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 

Since 1 September 2007, the Company’s CEO has been Fabrice Paget-Domet. 

 

 

Chairman  
 

Since 29 September 2006, the Chairman of the Board of Directors has been Jacky Lorenzetti. 

 

 

Conflicts of interest on administrative and senior management bodies 

 

To the Company’s knowledge, no members of the Board of Directors have any potential conflict of interests between 

their duties towards the Company and their private interests and/or obligations, in particular with respect to the 

related-party transactions mentioned in pages 37 and 38 of the registration document.   
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Remuneration of corporate officers 

 Summary of remuneration 

 2012 2011 

Jacky Lorenzetti, Chairman of the Board of Directors   

Remuneration due in financial year 220,797 176,653 

Value of stock options granted during financial  year N/A N/A 

Value of performance shares granted during financial year N/A N/A 

Fabrice Paget-Domet, Chief Executive Officer   

Remuneration due in financial year 154,993 154,993 

Value of stock options granted during financial  year N/A N/A 

Value of performance shares granted during financial year N/A N/A 
 

 Total remuneration paid during the 2012 financial year by the Company and any parent and subsidiary 

companies 

 Terreïs Subsidiaries Parent company 
Jacky Lorenzetti   220,797 

Jacques Ferran   30,000 

Yves Thibault    

François Lepicard    

Fabrice Paget-Domet 154,993   

Michelle Pédel    

Emmanuel Pineau   285,144 

Jacques Soyer    

 

 Remuneration of executive officers 

 

 2012 financial year 2011 financial year 

 Amounts due and paid Amounts due and paid 

Jacky Lorenzetti basic salary 
(1) 176,653 176,653 

 performance-related pay   

 bonuses   

 directors' fees   

 benefits in kind 44,144  

 TOTAL 220,797 176,653 

Fabrice Paget-Domet basic salary 154,993 154,993 

 performance-related pay   

 bonuses   

 directors' fees   

 benefits in kind   

 TOTAL 154,993 154,993 

(1)
 Remuneration received from Ovalto Investissement, Terreïs’ parent company within the meaning of Article L 233-16 of the 

French Commercial Code. 
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 Directors’ fees paid to non-executive officers 

Members of the Board of Directors Amounts paid in 2012 Amounts paid in 2011 

Du Thi Two (Yves Thibault)  25,000 5,000 

Ovalto Investissement (François Lepicard) 15,000 10,000 

Michelle Pédel   

Emmanuel Pineau   

Jacques Soyer 25,000 20,000 

Jacques Ferran  - 

 

 Bonus shares allocated to corporate officers 

Beneficiaries Date of 

allocation 

Number of 

shares 

allocated 

Initial 

valuation of 

shares 

Acquisition 

date 
Transfer 

date 
Performance 

terms 

Fabrice Paget-Domet 13/05/2008 57,471 €500,000 13/05/2012 13/05/2014 N/A 
Emmanuel Pineau 13/05/2008 34,482 €300,000 13/05/2012 13/05/2014 N/A 

 

These corporate officers are required to keep 50% of the bonus shares in a nominee account until they leave office. 

 

 Information about the existence, for executive officers, of (i) an employment contract in addition to their 

corporate mandate, (ii) supplementary pension schemes, (iii) commitments assumed by the Company 

corresponding to indemnities or benefits owed or likely to be owed as a result of the termination or change of 

office of the executive officer or subsequent to this, and (iv) non-compete compensation. 

Executive officers Employment 

contract 
Supplementary 

pension scheme 

Indemnities or 

benefits owed or 

likely to be owed 

as a result of the 

termination or 

change of office 

Non-compete 

compensation 

Jacky Lorenzetti NO NO NO NO 

Fabrice Paget-Domet NO NO NO NO 
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Aggregate statement of transactions referred to in Article L. 621-18-2 of the French Monetary and Financial 

Code declared for the financial year ended 31 December 2012 

 
Members of the Board of Directors  
and related parties Type of transaction Quantity Amount 

Ovalto Investissement Acquisition 38,123 510,784.65 

Jacques Soyer Disposal 3,750 48,772.98 

Jacques Soyer Acquisition 379 5,014.54 
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Management expertise and appointment of corporate officers 

 

Jacky Lorenzetti 

 

Chairman of the Board of Directors of Terreïs 

 

Business address:  
11, avenue Paul Langevin – 92350 Le Plessis 

Robinson 

 

Founding chairman of the Foncia Group from 1972 

until 2008. 

Founding chairman of Ovalto Investissement since 

2000. 

 

 Other group appointments:  
 Chairman of Terreïs Valorisation 

 Joint Manager of the SCI  of 11 to 15 avenue 

Lebrun 

 

 Non-group appointments: 

 Chairman of Ovalto Investissement 

 Chairman and CEO of RCF Rugby 

 Chairman of Château Lilian Ladouys 

 Chairman of Racing Aréna 

 Chairman of Racing Rugby 1882 

 Chairman of Zenlor 

 Chairman of Sea Air 

 Permanent representative of Sea Air for Sea Air 

Transport 

 Manager of SCEA Château Pédesclaux 

 Manager of SCI 35 rue Houdan 

 Manager of SCEA Les Claux 

 Joint Manager of SCI Le Clos du Moulin 

 Joint Manager of SCI Mansol 

 

 Main mandates that have expired in the last 

five years: 

 Vice Chairman of the Supervisory Board of the 

Foncia Group 

 Manager of Lorinvest 

 Representative of Lorinvest for Valorisation 

Patrimoine Foncier 

 
 

Fabrice Paget-Domet 

 

CEO and director of Terreïs 

 

Business address:  
11, avenue Paul Langevin – 92350 Le Plessis 

Robinson 

 

Finance degree from the HEC Business School. 

Founding chairman of Intégrale Math from 1994 to 

1998. 

Founding chairman of Immobytel.com from 1998 to 

2002. 

In 2002 joined the Foncia Group, where he was 

Senior Vice President of Trading until June 2008. 

He was also Chairman of Foncia Valorisation from 

2003 to 2010 and Foncia Franchise from 2006 to 

2009. 

 

 Other group appointments 

 Manager of S.C.I. Le Foch 

 Manager of S.C.I. La Palmeraie 

 Manager of S.C.I. 6 rue de Chabannes 

 Joint Manager of S.C.I. Dupaty 

 Chairman of Terreïs Real Estate 

 

 Non-group appointments 

 Manager of Roques 

 Manager of SCI Paget-Domet 

 CEO of Valorisation Patrimoine Foncier 

 

 Main mandates that have expired in the last 

five years: 

 Chairman of Foncia Valorisation 

 Chairman of Foncia Franchise 

 Manager of JFG 

 Manager of S.C.I. 3BM 

 Manager of Terreïs Building AGV 

 Manager Terreïs Rue de la Paix 

 Manager EURL 103 rue Réaumur 
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Yves Thibault 

 

Permanent representative of Du Thi Two 

 

Business address:  

96, boulevard Maurice Barrès – 92200 Neuilly sur 

Seine 

 

A graduate of the Paris-based business school, Ecole 

des Cadres et des Affaires Economiques, he started 

his career with Union Immobilière-UCIP Group, where 

he held several management positions before 

becoming Director of Unibanque (a subsidiary of 

Crédit Agricole) in 1982, and then a director. In 1987, 

he also served as a Head of mission at the 

Inspectorate of Crédit Agricole. 

In 1990, he joined the Union Financière de France, a 

bank specialising in long-term savings, in which he 

held the position of Director of Real Estate until 2006. 

He is a co-founder of the company Du Thi Two. He is 

currently its Chairman but has no other mandate 

aside from that of permanent representative of this 

company on the Terreïs Board of Directors. 

 

 

 

Du Thi Two 

 

Director of Terreïs 

 

 Non-group appointments 

 

None 

 

François Lepicard 

 

Permanent representative of Ovalto Investissement 

Chairman of the Terreïs Audit committee 

 

Business address:  
11, avenue Paul Langevin – 92350 Le Plessis 

Robinson 

 

HEC graduate. Law degree. Former statutory auditor.  

From January 1973, he worked as an accountant for 

Franco Suisse Bâtiment and Franco Suisse Gestion. 

In 1991 he decided to sell his 50% stake in an 

accountancy and auditing firm with 25 employees, 

which he had set up with a friend from HEC, to join 

Foncia. 

Until July 2007 he was advisor to the Foncia Group 

chairman on company law, taxation and finance. 

He was chairman of Terreïs from the time it was 

founded until it became a limited company in 

September 2006. He then became CEO of Terreïs 

until August 2008. 

 

 Other group appointments 

 Manager of Terreïs Invest 

 

 Non-group appointments 

 Director of RCF Rugby 

 Manager of SCI Ostréa 

 Manager of SCI Valève 

 

 Main mandates that have expired in the last 

five years 

 CEO of RCF Rugby 

 Chairman of the Board of Directors of Société 

d’Immeubles du Parc des Princes Cours 

Dupanloup 

 

 

 

Ovalto Investissement 

 

Director of Terreïs 

 

 Non-group appointments 

 

 Director of RCF Rugby 
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Michelle Pédel 

 

Independent director of Terreïs 

 

Business address:  
47, avenue George V – 75008 Paris 

 

Graduate of the School of Property Management 

(ESPI).  

In 1983 she went to work for the State-subsidised 

Housing Office for the Manche region, before joining 

the Foncia Group in 1986. She held a variety of posts 

there, including Vice President of Rental and Lease 

Management.  

In early 2003 she became Senior Vice President of 

Foncia. She then occupied the positions of Chairman 

and CEO from 2005 to 2010 and CEO of Foncia 

Group from 2006 to 2010. 

She is currently the Chairman of Ammonitia. 

 

 Non-group executive appointments 

 Chairman of Ammonitia 

 CEO of Ammonitia Investissement 

 

 Main mandates that have expired in the last 

five years 

 Chairman and CEO of Foncia 

 CEO of the Foncia Group 

 Vice Chairman of the Supervisory Board of 

Actions Gérances et Transactions 

 Director of Atlas Aquitaine 

 Director of Foncia Carrère Tixador 

 Director of Foncia Transaction Location Allorge 

Dadrier 

 Director of Ingénierie Conseil and Assistance – 

I.C.A. 

 Chairman of Cabinet Docher 

 Director of Centre d’Information and de Gestion 

Immobilière – CIGIM 

 Chairman of the Union Générale Immobilière 

Parisienne - U.G.I.P 

 

 

Jacques Ferran 

 

Director of Terreïs 

 

Business address:  
11, avenue Paul Langevin – 92350 Le Plessis 

Robinson 

 

Lausanne School of Hotel Management (Switzerland). 

Member of the Foncia board, where he was notably in 

charge of rental management until June 2008. 

 

 Other group appointments 

 Manager of SCI du 102 rue du Faubourg Saint 

Honoré 

 Manager of SCI du 20 rue Louis Philippe in 

Neuilly 

 Manager of SCI du 29 Taitbout Immobilier 

 Manager of SCI Les Fleurs de Damrémont 

 

 Non-group appointments 

 Manager of Société d’Investissement Parlier 

Ferran 

 Joint Manager of SCI le Clos Fanny 

 

 Main mandates that have expired in the last 

five years 

 Joint Manager of SCI Souaré 

 Manager of SCI Fessard Chartres 
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Emmanuel Pineau 

 

Director of Terreïs 

 

Business address:  
11, avenue Paul Langevin – 92350 Le Plessis 

Robinson 

 

Graduate of Rouen Business School (ESC). Masters 

degree in economics. Member of the French Financial 

Analysts Association (SFAF). 

After six years as an auditor with 

PriceWaterhouseCoopers, he went to work for 

Détroyat Associés as a financial analyst. 

In early 2000 he became an asset manager, first at 

Banque Eurofin, then at Tocqueville Finance. 

In 2007, he joined Ovalto Investissement where he is 

currently an Executive Vice-President. 

 

 Non-group appointments 

 CEO of Zenlor 

 Manager of SCI Vignon 423 

 Manager of Immogère Conseil 

 Joint Manager of SCI Pilas 

Jacques Soyer 

 

Independent director of Terreïs 

 

Business address:  
4 rue des Marronniers – 75016 Paris 

 

Postgraduate degrees in economics and 

management 

He previously worked for the Paribas Group and later 

BNP Paribas, where he held the following posts: 

Head of Paris Branches at Banque Paribas 

Vice President of Banque Parisienne Internationale 

Director of Corporate and Institutional Clients and 

Member of the Group Management Committee of 

Crédit du Nord 

Associate Director of Paris Branches (in charge of 

Business and Institutional Customers of BNP Paribas) 

until 2005 

Adviser to the Foreign Trade Desk from 1996 to 2006 
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RISK FACTORS 
 

The Company reviewed the risks that could have a significant adverse impact on its operations, its financial situation 

or its earnings and considers that there are no other significant risks except for those presented below and under the 

section entitled "Management of segment and financial risks" in the notes to the consolidated financial statements on 

pages 76 to 77. These risks are updated and specific to the Company and its activity. 

 

 

Business risks 

 

Market risks 

 

Risks related to changes in the property market 

The property market is driven by supply and demand and has always tended to rise and fall. Changes can affect 

property prices, demand, rent and service charges. 
 

Changes in the property market can have a significant adverse impact both on the Company’s investment policy and 

arbitrage, and on the development of new assets. They can also influence the Company’s operations, financial 

situation, earnings and outlook in general. 

 

In particular, income from operations comes from rent collected from the tenants in its properties. It is therefore 

subject to the following: 

 changes in the indices used to calculate rent, namely: 

 for commercial premises, the construction cost index (ICC); 

 for residential premises, the rent reference index (IRL), which, since 1 January 2006, has replaced the 

construction cost index and, since Act No. 2008-111 of 8 February 2008, corresponds to the average 

consumer price index figure for the last 12 months excluding tobacco and rent. 

 changes in the vacancy rate and rental prices on the market. 

 

The impact of a change in rent is given in note 1 of the notes to the consolidated financial statements on page 79. 

 

Furthermore, the value of Terreïs' real estate portfolio is linked to changes in the property market prices and the 

criteria used by valuers in terms of yield. The impact of a change in rent is given in note 25 of the notes to the 

consolidated financial statements on page 90. 
 

Economic risks 

Changes in the economic climate are liable to influence demand for new office and retail space. They could also have 

a long-term impact on occupancy rate and on the ability of tenants to pay their rent and service charges. In addition, 

the level of rent and asset valuations is heavily influenced by supply and demand for property. A negative change in 

demand relative to supply is likely to affect the ability of landlords to increase or even maintain rent levels when 

renewing leases. This could affect the operations, earnings, asset value and financial situation of the Company. 
 

A downward movement in the French INSEE construction cost index (ICC), to which the Company's rents are 

indexed, could also limit growth in the Company’s rental income. 

 

If the Company were legally obliged to adopt a less favourable index than the ICC, this could also affect growth in the 

Company’s rental income. 

 

Operating risks 

 

Risk of dependence on certain tenants 

As the Company has a non-localised client portfolio both in terms of number and segment breakdown, Terreïs has a 

secure service-sector portfolio and a low tenant risk even if it could still be potentially faced with payment defaults or 

occasional late payments.  
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Risks related to quality control of third-party services 

The appeal of the Company’s property portfolios and their rental income and valuation might be affected by the 

perception that potential tenants have of the buildings; in other words, the risk that potential tenants might consider 

the quality, cleanliness and/or security of the buildings to be insufficient, or the need to carry out restructuring work, 

renovations or repairs. The maintenance costs resulting from the upkeep and insurance of the property portfolios 

could also affect rental income. If units are vacant, these costs, which cannot then be passed on to tenants, will be 

incurred directly by the owner. 
 

In the course of its rental activity, the Company employs subcontractors and suppliers who are paid either by the 

lessee or by the lessor, depending on the terms of the lease. If the lessee is responsible for appointing its own 

subcontractors and suppliers, the lessor/owner must be satisfied as to the quality of the services provided, in view of 

the particular requirements of the individual property specifications, in order to maintain the building’s appeal both for 

the current tenant and any future tenant. 
 

Risks associated with rules on leases 

In France, the laws governing commercial leases place a number of constraints on the lessor. The government 

decides on the contractual terms relating to duration, renewal, security deposit, cancellation clause or index-linking of 

rent, limiting the ability of owners to increase rents in order to reflect changes in the market and thus optimise their 

rental income. 
 

Nevertheless, it should be pointed out that all the rents in the Company’s current real estate portfolio are uncapped, 

since they concern office and retail premises. 

 

In addition, the lessee has the option of vacating the premises on the expiry date of the lease, and in principle at the 

end of each three-year period, unless otherwise agreed. 

 

There is also the risk that by the time leases are renewed, the market may have changed in the tenant’s favour. 

Alternatively, although highly unlikely for tertiary property, changes in legislation, regulations or case law could 

impose new restrictions or constraints on rent reviews.  
 

Changes in the rules governing commercial leases, particularly in terms of duration, indexing and rent caps, and the 

calculation of compensation owed to tenants in case of eviction, could have negative consequences on the portfolio 

valuation and earnings, operations or the financial position of the Company. 

 

The Company cannot rule out the possibility that when leases expire, some or all of the existing tenants may decide 

not to renew their lease. In addition, the Company cannot guarantee, in the event of non-renewal of the lease, that it 

will be able to re-let the properties in question quickly and under like conditions. 
 

The absence of income from vacant units and the corresponding fixed charges could have a significant impact on the 

operating income and financial situation of the Company. 

 

Insurance premiums could increase in future and the insurance policies may not cover all operating risks. 

 

The cost of insurance premiums paid by the Company for mandatory and voluntary insurance represents a tiny 

fraction of its operating costs, since its leases have so far been classed as triple net leases where premiums are paid 

by the tenants. 

 

Nevertheless, the cost of this insurance could increase in future, potentially having negative consequences for the 

Company’s financial situation and earnings. In addition, certain types of risks to which the Company is exposed might 

no longer be covered by the insurance companies because of a change in the regulations or the absence of 

insurance policies offering adequate cover. 
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Risks related to information systems 

In the course of its rental management activity, the Company and/or its service providers use a number of IT tools 

and information systems. Should these systems be destroyed or damaged in any way, the rental management 

activity of the Company and/or its service providers could be disrupted. 
 

Asset risks 

 

Risks related to the Company’s acquisition strategy 

As part of its development strategy, the Company envisages the selective acquisition of real estate assets.  
The Company cannot guarantee that these acquisition opportunities will arise, or that the properties acquired will 

generate the profit initially expected. 

 

These acquisitions entail a number of risks associated with (i) conditions in the property market, (ii) the presence of a 

large number of investors in this market, (iii) asset price, (iv) the potential rental yield of these assets, (v) the impact 

on the Company’s operating results, (vi) the work of directors and key personnel towards these operations, and (vii) 

the discovery of problems relating to these acquisitions, such as the presence of dangerous or toxic substances or 

other environmental or regulatory issues. 

 

If no acquisitions were made, or if the acquisitions did not fully satisfy the Company's criteria, this could have a 

significant impact on the Company’s earnings and outlook. 

 

Risks linked to the implementation of the Company’s investment strategy 

When valuing the property portfolio that the Company intends to constitute, the Company could find that it has to 

incur additional and potentially significant expenses, particularly for refurbishments, and invest more capital. 

 

These expenses and investments are liable to have an impact, at least in the short term, on the growth capacity and 

earnings of the Company. 

 

Risks relating to the competitive landscape 

The Company faces tough competition from a number of operators both in its asset management and its rental 

business. 

 

In the course of its asset management activity, the Company competes with other operators, some of whom have a 

superior financial capacity and/or a larger real estate portfolio, as well as their own property development capability. 

This financial capacity and the ability to take on major development projects internally allows the biggest players to 

bid for the acquisition of high-potential profitable properties at prices that do not necessarily correspond to the 

investment criteria and objectives which the Company has set itself. 
 

In view of the increasing maturity of the market in which it is positioned, and faced with this competition, the Company 

may be unable to implement its development strategy as swiftly as it would like, which could have a negative impact 

on growth, operations and future earnings. 

 

Property valuation risks 

The Company has its property portfolio valued each year by independent valuers. The valuations are carried out in 

accordance with French industry standards enshrined in the Property Valuation Code, drawn up under the aegis of 

the French Property Valuation Institute (IFEI), as well as the joint recommendations of the CNC/COB (February 

2000), TEGoVA standards and the principles of the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (RICS), in addition to 

any other equivalent standards which may replace them. 
 

However, in the event of disposal, the property valuations may not correspond to the actual sale price. 
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In addition, the Company, based on the valuer’s estimate, may have to set aside provisions for depreciation, following 

approved accounting procedures, if the net asset value calculated by the Company based on the market value should 

prove less than the net accounting value. 

 

The valuation criteria adopted in the consolidated financial statements for the year ended 31 December 2012 are 

based on a dual approach: the application of a capitalisation rate (taking into account the impact of registration fees 

on yield) on actual and/or estimated rental income, and by direct comparison with the market at the average price per 

m
2
.  

 

Constraints resulting from the tax status of listed property investment companies and the risks arising from any 

change in or loss of this status 

On 1 January 2007, the Company adopted the tax status of SIIC (Article 208 C of the French General Tax Code) in 

order to be exempt from corporation tax on rental income and capital gains generated on the disposal of properties to 

unrelated parties, and the disposal of shareholdings in partnerships or subsidiaries with the same SIIC tax status. 

Eligibility for this tax status is subject to compliance with various conditions, including the obligation to redistribute a 

significant percentage of its earnings, and could be threatened if these conditions are not met. 
 

Furthermore, the obligation to keep, for five years, assets acquired from conferrals or disposals by industrial or 

commercial companies under Article 210 E of the French General Tax Code could represent a constraint for the 

Company, which might be penalised in the event of arbitrage of its assets. 

 

Finally, the loss of SIIC tax status and the corresponding tax saving or any substantial modifications to the provisions 

governing companies with SIIC status could affect the earnings and financial situation of the Company and its share 

price. 

 

Regulatory risks 

In the course of its activities concerning the ownership and management of property assets, the Company is required 

to comply, not only with the tax rules governing its SIIC status, but with numerous regulations of specific or general 

application governing, inter alia, commercial land use, building construction, public health, the environment, safety 

and commercial leases. Any substantial modification to these regulations is liable to affect the Company’s operating 

income or prospects in terms of expansion or growth. 
 

In addition, like other owners of tertiary property, the Company cannot guarantee that all of its tenants will abide by 

the relevant regulations, particularly in terms of public health, environment, safety, town planning and operating 

licences. Any infringement of these regulations could result in sanctions being imposed on the Company as the 

building owner, therefore affecting its earnings and financial situation. 
 

 

Risks in relation to the Company itself 

 

Risks related to the Company's shares 

 

The Company signed a liquidity agreement with Crédit Agricole Cheuvreux. It assigned €300,000 to be used for this 

purpose.  
 

At the end of December 2012, the number of treasury shares held under this agreement totalled 5,327 shares, at a 

total cost of €71,747. A 10% change in Terreïs’ share price would result in an adjustment of €6,073 to the group's 

accounts.  
 

This amount was equivalent to less than 0.02%, 0.01% and 0.00% respectively of the corporate earnings, 

consolidated earnings and consolidated capital and reserves of Terreïs at the end of 2012. 

 

As at 31 December 2012, Jacky Lorenzetti and his holding company owned 57.17% of the capital and voting rights. 

The two of them alone could influence the adoption of resolutions at shareholders' meetings.  
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Risk of operational dependence on Ovalto Investissement 

 

Employing the services of Ovalto Investissement does not create a risk of operational dependence. Ovalto 

Investissement is classified as a service provider which offers legal, accounting, financial, tax and payroll services. 
 

The service agreement was adjusted as from 2011 to ensure that invoiced costs correspond to the economic reality 

of this type of service. It is therefore clear today that a break in operations with Ovalto Investissement may not be 

considered as a risk of operational dependency. 
 

Risks related to the level of indebtedness of the Company 

 

Interest rate risk 

The implementation of the Company’s growth strategy could necessitate significant expenditure either to acquire new 

property assets or update the existing portfolio. Some or all of the financing necessary for these acquisitions or 

refurbishments could be secured through borrowing, although the Company may also consider using the financial 

markets or its own capital to finance its growth strategy. 
 

As part of its investment policy, the Company took out a loan to finance its acquisitions during the year under review. 

Careful to avoid a negative impact on its results and future solvency, it continued its policy of systematically hedging 

its entire interest rate risk (excluding the credit facility). The new loans taken out in 2012 were therefore covered by 

interest rate hedges for the entire term of the loans through interest rate swaps. 
 

Nevertheless, if banks clamp down on lending in future, this could have a negative impact on the pace of investment 

envisaged by the Company and thus jeopardise its assets acquisition strategy. 

 

In addition, the value of the Company's property portfolio is generally influenced by interest rates, since it depends on 

the owner’s ability to resell them, which is in turn dependent on the financing capacity of buyers and thus their ability 

to borrow. 

 

Consequently, an increase in interest rates, particularly if it were significant, could have a negative impact on the 

valuation of the Company's real estate portfolio, since the yield applied by the market and by valuers to tertiary rents 

are in large part calculated based on interest rates. 

 

Risks related to its capital 

The Company has a financial structure which it considers appropriate in view of its objectives, and which gives it a 

certain amount of flexibility in order to take advantage of investment opportunities. Moreover, adopting SIIC status 

obliges the Company to distribute a significant percentage of its profits. 
 

This could have an impact on the Company's cash flow, since it would then have to finance a large part of its growth 

strategy through borrowing and the financial markets. 

 

Liquidity risk 

The Company's policy in terms of liquidity risk is to ensure that the amount of rent always exceeds the amount that 

the Company needs to cover its operating expenses, interest expense and servicing of all the financial debt (banking 

and bonds) that it arranges to implement its investment programme. 

 

The credit agreements signed by the Company are guaranteed by mortgages and loan pledges, as well as 

delegations or assignments of rent receivables.  
 

Like those contracted in 2011, bank borrowings arranged in 2012 are subject to compliance with two covenants: 

 the first is to maintain a total DSCR ratio for the group: annual rent must represent at least 1.1 x the amount of 

interest and capital repaid on outstanding borrowings.  

 The second requires an annual LTV ratio (amount of financial debt as a ratio of adjusted property value) of 55% 

to 65%.  
 

On 30 September 2011, Terreïs arranged a €30 million, three-year credit facility with a three-month Euribor rate + 

1.05%. 
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The Company has conducted a specific review of its liquidity risk and considers that it is able to meet its future 

obligations. 

 

Foreign exchange risk 

The Company generates its entire revenue in the euro zone and pays all expenses (expenses and investments) in 

euros. It therefore has no foreign exchange risk. 

 

Equity risk 

The Company has no equity investment in listed companies and is therefore not exposed to any equity risk. 

 

The Group's cash is either held in a bank account which earns interest at the average monthly rate on the money 

market (0.4%) or in long-term accounts.  It is not invested in vehicles exposed to equity risk. 
 

Exceptional events and disputes 

Following the merger/takeover of DAB Expansion and Avenir & Investissement, Terreïs has taken up the tax disputes 

of these companies with the tax authorities. All these disputes are followed by the law firm CMS Francis Lefebvre and 

all the risks have been included in the financial statements. 
 

 

Risk management 

 

The main risks to which the Company is exposed are investment risk, interest rate risk and tenant risk. Investment 

risk and tenant risk are monitored by the investment committee, while interest rate risk is monitored by Ovalto 

Investissement as service provider under the service agreements signed with the Company. 
 

The tasks of the investment committee comprise the following:  

 manage investment risk, since its role is to examine every acquisition project and its financial and economic 

implications; 

 monitor tenant risk by correctly monitoring the re-letting of vacant premises and the processing of rent arrears. 

Ovalto Investissement, as a service provider, provides general financial assistance (comprising the assessment of 

the Company's financing requirements, the negotiation of funding, profitability calculations, etc.). In this respect, 

Ovalto Investissement is in charge of monitoring interest rate risk. 
 

 

Insurance and hedging risks 

 

The majority of commercial leases signed by the Company with its tenants involve coverage of all insurance costs by 

the tenant, as these are triple net leases.  
 

Hedging policy 

The Company employs Assurimo, a leading brokerage firm specialised in property insurance. A specific policy 

exclusive to the Company had been arranged by Assurimo to provide the best insurance cover for the properties. The 

insurance policy is underwritten by Swiss Life. Since 2011, Swiss Life is no longer the Company's sole insurance 

company. 
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In general, the Company believes that the level of coverage provided by its insurance policies matches the value of 

the assets insured and the level of risk incurred. 

 

Comprehensive insurance policies 

The main insurance policy is a Swiss Life master policy purchased from the insurance broker Assurimo. It covers 

most of the properties, with a specific rider for each building. 
 

Therefore, all the comprehensive insurance policies arranged for the properties owned by the Company provide the 

same cover. 

 

The following table summarises the principal levels of cover (N.B. the list is indicative and not exhaustive): 

 

Fire, lightning, explosion Based on the amount of damage. 

Based on the new for old value, rebuilding cost or replacement 
value (for damage to property). 

For a maximum of two years (for loss of rental income). 
Storm, hail, snow Based on the rebuilding cost (for damage to property). 

Terrorism, bombing, riots, civil unrest and vandalism Based on the amount of damage less wear and tear. 

Water damage 

 

Maximum of €30,490 (for overflow, backflow and blockage of 
drains). 

Maximum of €7,622 (for water seepage). 

Based on the new for old value (for damage to buildings). 
Theft 

 

Based on the amount of damage less wear and tear (for 
damage to property, theft of miscellaneous decorations and 
installed facilities, building deterioration, etc.). 

Based on the amount of damage less wear and tear (for theft of 
movable items worth up to €20,000).  
Maximum of €22,867 (for theft by employees or co-owners). 

Glass cover 

 

Based on the replacement value (for windows, glassware, 
mirrors, solar panels, etc.). 

Maximum limit of €3,049 (for additional costs of installation, 
masonry, lock replacement, scaffolding, etc.). 

Civil liability 

 

Single combined limit of €8,000,000 per claim (covering 
personal injury, damage to property and consequential losses). 

Maximum limit of €381,123 per insurance year (for accidental 
pollution). 

Legal expenses Maximum limit of €30,490. 
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OTHER INFORMATION ABOUT THE BUSINESS 

 
 

Related party transactions 

 

Service agreement with Ovalto Investissement 

 

A service agreement was signed with Ovalto 

Investissement with effect from 1 January 2008. 

Under the terms of the agreement, Ovalto 

Investissement provides the Company with tax, 

accounting and financial services, and manages 

relations with the stock market on its behalf. A rider 

was added to this agreement to extend the term, 

broaden the nature of services offered and amend the 

remuneration accordingly as from 1 January 2011. 

Since this date, the main characteristics of this 

agreement are as follows: 
 

Description of the brief 

 

Assistance and advice for fulfilling the activities listed 

below: 

 Accounting, payroll, management and taxation 

o Organisation and administration of financial 

accounts, preparation of annual accounts and 

preparation of balance sheet, income statement, 

notes, income tax returns and declarations, electronic 

management of transactions and accounting 

procedures; 

o Payroll management, calculation and 

payment of social security contributions, management 

of pension and providence schemes, as well as 

employee profit-sharing and incentive schemes, 

assistance and advice in the event of audits by 

URSSAF and all other social security organisations 

and the management of all disputes and claims on the 

subject; 

o Organisation and creation of management 

control systems (general procedures, design, 

preparation and monitoring of budgets, monitoring 

and follow-up of accounts payable and receivable, 

analysis and studies, interim reports, etc.); 

o General assistance with taxation, including 

monitoring changes in the regulations, providing 

advice for any specific problems or matters arising 

during day-to-day activities (e.g. depreciation, 

provisions, VAT, business tax, etc.) or particular 

projects (investments, restructuring, etc.), assistance 

and advice with tax inspections and with any 

complaint, dispute or review in general. 

 Financial assistance 

o Financial services: 

Evaluation of cash flow and financing requirements, 

Preparation of profitability calculations and 

statements, 

Liaising with banks. 

o Relations with the stock market 

Organisation of press conferences to present financial 

earnings (SFAF meetings), 

Preparation of financial documents (registration 

document), 

Organisation of roadshows to meet investors, 

Drafting of press releases and financial notices. 

 Legal assistance 

General assistance for the organisation, management 

and keeping of the corporate books and records 

required by law (notices to meetings, minutes and 

reports of board meetings and shareholders meetings, 

keeping of accounts and registers, formalities with 

court registries and the trade and company's register, 

publications in legal gazettes, etc.). 

 

Fees 

 

Ovalto Investissement receives an annual lump sum 

payment of €250,000 excluding tax, pegged to the 

French construction cost index (ICC) as payment for 

these services. 

 

Term of the agreement 

 

The term of the agreement was fixed at 10 years as 

from 1 January 2011. It will then be renewed each 

year by tacit agreement, unless terminated by one of 

the parties two months before the expiry of the 

contractual period. Any such termination does not 

entitle either party to any compensation.  
 

 

Each of the subsidiaries, Terreïs Valorisation and 

Terreïs Real Estate, has also concluded an 

agreement with Ovalto Investissement for practically 

similar services for an annual fee of €15,000 

excluding tax. 
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Asset management agreement with Roques 

 

Terreïs Valorisation has entered into an asset 

management agreement with the company Roques, 

which is managed by Fabrice Paget-Domet. The 

agreement came into effect on 1 January 2009. 

 

Description of the brief 

 

Under the terms of this agreement, Terreïs 

Valorisation has appointed Roques to conduct a joint 

review of all resources to be used to market 

residential properties, as well as the corresponding 

basements and garages. 

 

This asset management service mainly includes: 

 establishment of a co-ownership arrangement, 

 optimised marketing of apartments and follow-

up, and specifically the organisation of tenant 

meetings in accordance with the legislative 

framework, 

 appointment of solicitors, banks, estate agents, 

etc., 

 choice of architects, 

 planning and supervision of renovations and 

improvements. 

 

There is no risk of operational dependence toward 

Roques, which provides services to Terreïs 

Valorisation, a secondary activity for Terreïs. 

 

Remuneration 

 

As payment for these services, Roques receives a fee 

equivalent to 20% of the net margin before 

corporation tax generated by Terreïs Valorisation. In 

2012, Roques was paid a total fee of €126,000. 
 

Term of the agreement 

 

The agreement with this related party was signed for 

an initial period of two years. It is renewable annually 

by tacit agreement, unless terminated by one of the 

parties two months before the expiry of the 

contractual period. Any such termination does not 

entitle the other party to any compensation.  
 

Collateral transfer agreement 

 

Under the agreement dated 31 July 2009, Ovalto 

Investissement acquired 100% of the capital and 

voting rights of the company DAB Expansion. The 

acquisition agreement provided for the possible 

payment of two price supplements due to the 

transferors in the event of final tax relief from the tax 

authorities of all or part of the amounts recovered 

from DAB Expansion and Avenir & Investissement as 

a result of past tax audits. Most of the corresponding 

amounts were paid in full prior to the merger. The 

transferors also provided Ovalto Investissement with 

all the usual declarations and guarantees, in 

particular, a seller's warranty on assets and liabilities.  
 

On 21 January 2011, the Board of Directors of Terreïs 

authorised the signing of a convention between 

Ovalto Investissement, Terreïs and the transferors, 

the purpose of which was to define the terms and 

conditions under which (i) Ovalto Investissement, 

under the conventional warranty of the tangible nature 

of the assets transferred under the merger of 10 

January 2011, transferred to Terreïs the benefit of all 

the declarations and warranties granted by the 

transferors, and (ii) conversely and in consideration of 

the fact that it had not been technically possible to 

take into account any increase in the value of the 

assets arising from final tax reliefs in determining the 

value of the assets transferred during the merger, 

Terreïs would bear the cost of all expenses and 

obligations made by Ovalto Investissement to the 

transferors in payment of the price supplements . 

 

Therefore, all sums due under the seller's warranty on 

assets and liabilities granted initially to Ovalto 

Investissement would be paid to Terreïs.  
 

Conversely, Terreïs would, if applicable, pay to the 

transferors, any price supplements that it may have 

received under a final tax relief. 
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Research and development, patents and licenses 

 

Since Terreïs is a property company set up to invest 

in, own, manage and operate a real estate portfolio 

mainly consisting of commercial premises in Paris, it 

is not involved in any research and development 

activity and holds no patents. Furthermore, the 

Company is not dependent on any brand, patent or 

licence for its business or its profitability. 
The same applies to all of its subsidiaries. 

 

 

Social and environmental consequences of the 

Company's activities 

 

Industrial and environmental consequences of the 

Company's activities 

 

Terreïs, which is a service company, is not exposed to 

any industrial risk. However, the Company must 

comply with the mandatory health, safety and 

environment regulations in order to minimise the 

corresponding risks for its employees. 
 

Human resources 

 

Since Ovalto Investissement has been assigned the 

tasks of providing administrative, legal, financial and 

accounting services, and the management of 

buildings has been assigned to property managers, 

the Company has only two people on its payroll and 

the group seven employees. 

 

 

Payment terms 

 

In accordance with Article D. 441-4, the year-end 

breakdown of the balance of trade payables by 

maturity for each of the last two financial years is as 

follows: 

 

(€ 000) 31/12/2012 31/12/2011 

30-day payment terms 1,765.0 1,429.9 
 

 

Subsidiaries 

 

Pursuant to Article L. 233-13 of the French 

Commercial Code, we refer you to the organisational 

chart found in this registration document.  
 

 

Rules on amendments to the Articles of 

Association 

 

Pursuant to Article L. 225-100-3-7° of the French 

Commercial Code, we refer you to the “Additional 

information about the share capital and shareholders” 

found in this registration document. 
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STATEMENT OF RESULTS FOR THE LAST FIVE FINANCIAL YEARS 
 

 

Category 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 

Share capital at year-end      

Share capital 23,615,079 23,615,079 23,615,079 75,382,704 75,779,250 

Number of shares  7,871,693 7,871,693 7,871,693 25,127,568 25,259,750 

Operations and results for the period      

Net revenues 5,560,372 10,188,216 18,743,433 39,326,119 65,554,461 

Earnings before tax, employee profit-

sharing, depreciation and provisions 
5,432,651 7,571,611 10,649,193 44,199,536 56,464,788 

Income tax 0 0 9,645 0 1,694,943 

Employee profit-sharing during the 

period 
0 0 0 0 0 

Earnings after tax, employee profit-

sharing, depreciation and provisions 
3,480,151 3,995,143 4,070,607 35,768,342 34,681,249 

Distributed earnings for the period 

(excluding cumulative preferred 

dividend) 
3,384,828 3,620,979 3,857,130 14,322,714 15,408,447(*) 

Earnings per share      

Earnings before tax, employee profit-

sharing, depreciation and provisions 
0.69 0.96 1.35 1.76 2.24 

Earnings after tax, employee profit-

sharing, depreciation and provisions 
0.44 0.51 0.52 1.43 1.37 

Dividend per share 0.43 0.46 0.49 0.57 0.61(*) 

Staff      

Average headcount during the period 3 3 4 4 2 

Total wage and salary costs for the 

period 
104,318 152,546 165,350 271,222 272,440 

Amounts paid in respect of employee 

benefits 
125,435 59,137 65,870 106,121 98,425 

(*) proposed issue 
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2012 CORPORATE ACCOUNTS 
 

Income statement 

 

(in € 000s) Notes 31/12/2012 31/12/2011 

Sales of services 1 65,554 39,326 

Net revenue   65,554 39,326 

Write-backs of depreciation and provisions and transferred charges 2 466 1,079 

Other income   4 1 

Operating income   66,024 40,406 

Other purchases and external charges 3 19,169 13,134 

Taxes other than on income   633 537 

Wages and salaries 4 272 268 

Social security charges 4 98 106 

Fixed asset depreciation expense   20,189 12,681 

Allocation to provisions   95 184 

Other expenses   239 264 

Operating expenses   40,695 27,175 

OPERATING PROFIT/(LOSS)   25,330 13,231 

Joint ventures: profits allocated   3,991 2,296 

Joint ventures: loss incurred   
 

37 

Investment income   202 465 

Other interest and similar income   200 558 

Net income from disposal of transferable securities   430 102 

Financial income    833 1,124 

Interest and similar expenses   22,323 12,684 

Financial expenses   22,323 12,684 

NET FINANCIAL INCOME/EXPENSE   -21,490 -11,560 

PROFIT/(LOSS) ON ORDINARY ACTIVITIES BEFORE TAX   7,831 3,930 

Extraordinary income from operations 5 33,284 7,875 

Extraordinary income from capital operations 5 54,107 31,380 

Write-back of depreciation, provisions and cost transfers 5 247 3,510 

Extraordinary income   87,639 42,765 

Extraordinary operating expenses 5 41,997 1,991 

Extraordinary capital expenses 5 17,043 8,781 

Extraordinary allocation to depreciation, amortisation and provisions 5 53 154 

Extraordinary expenses   59,093 10,926 

EXTRAORDINARY PROFIT/(LOSS)   28,546 31,838 

Tax expense  6 1,695 0 

PROFIT/(LOSS)   34,681 35,768 
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Balance sheet 

 

ASSETS (in € thousand) Notes 
Gross 

amount 
Depreciation 31/12/2012 31/12/2011 

Intangible assets           

Concessions, patents and similar rights 7 3 3 0 
 

Commercial goodwill 7 4,136 
 

4,136 3,155 

Other 7 994 568 426 498 

Property, plant and equipment   
    

Land 8 300,890 
 

300,890 273,640 

Buildings 8 480,048 59,318 420,731 405,657 

Other 8 8,881 2,126 6,756 5,836 

Fixed assets in progress 8 9,467 
 

9,467 3,264 

Financial fixed assets   
    

Other equity investments 9 31,038 
 

31,038 51,565 

Other investments  9 53 
 

53 48 

Other long-term investments 9 231 
 

231 231 

FIXED ASSETS   835,742 62,014 773,728 743,894 

Advances and down payments paid on orders 8 
 

8 
 

Trade notes and accounts receivable 10 2,033 313 1,720 5,016 

Other receivables 11 11,722 
 

11,722 9,520 

Transferable securities 12 17,380 
 

17,380 20,971 

Cash and cash equivalents 13 3,369 
 

3,369 5,388 

Prepaid expenses 14 682 
 

682 733 

CURRENT ASSETS   35,192 313 34,879 41,628 

Deferred loan issue costs 15 1,599 
 

1,599 1,298 

GRAND TOTAL   872,534 62,327 810,206 786,820 

 

LIABILITIES (in € thousand)   Notes 31/12/2012 31/12/2011 

Share capital   16 75,779 75,383 

Share, merger, and acquisition premiums   16 112,754 113,110 

Revaluation reserve   16 11,547 11,547 

Legal reserve   16 2,587 798 

Other reserves   16 155 155 

Retained earnings   16 12,941 -5,866 

Profit/(loss) for the year     34,681 35,768 

Regulated provisions   17 131 79 

EQUITY     250,576 230,973 

Liabilities      
  

Bank borrowings 18 492 022 464,079 

Borrowings and other financial liabilities   19 10,555 8,176 

Advances and down payments received on orders in progress   774 
 

Trade creditors and other accounts payable   20 2,033 1,682 

Tax and social security liabilities    21 23,816 28,699 

Other liabilities   22 30,431 53,209 

Total liabilities     559,631 555,847 

TOTAL LIABILITIES     810,206 786,820 
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Notes to the corporate financial statements 

 

Unless otherwise specified, all figures are expressed in thousands of euros. 

 

I. Accounting policies 

 

 Accounting principles 

 

The annual accounts are presented in accordance with the principles and methods defined by regulation No. 99-03 of 

29 April 1999 regarding the rewriting of the general chart of accounts in France. 

General accounting conventions have been adopted on a prudent basis and in accordance with the following basic 

assumptions: 

- going concern basis,  

- consistency of accounting policies from one period to the next,  
- independence of reporting periods, in accordance with financial reporting standards. 

The historical cost method was adopted as the measuring rule for preparing these accounts. 

The valuation methods were not amended in relation to the previous year. 

Terreïs is the holding company for the Terreïs Group. Their accounts are in turn consolidated by Ovalto 

Investissement. 
 

 Intangible assets 

 

Intangible assets mainly consist of: 

- temporary usufruct: Temporary usufruct is measured at cost (purchase price including ancillary costs). This 

is amortised on a straight line basis over the useful life of the temporary usufruct, fixed at 10 years; 
- technical loss arising from the merger with Terreïs Participation and the EURL 103 rue Réaumur; these 

technical losses are tested every year; 

- a compensation of the repurchase of a finance lease agreement corresponds to a property located rue de 

Cambrai in Paris. This intangible item is amortised on the same principles adopted by Terreïs to amortise its 

property assets. 
 

 Property, plant and equipment 

 

Land and buildings: 

The real estate portfolio of Terreïs consists of investment property to be held on a long-term basis. These real estate 

assets are held to obtain rent from them and increase the value of the invested capital. 

Investment properties are recognised at entry cost less the accumulation of amortisations and any value losses. 

The acquisition cost of investment properties comprises: 

 the purchase price expressed in the building deed or price, including non-recoverable taxes, after deducting 

any discounts, commercial rebates and payment discounts,  

 all attributable costs incurred to place the investment property in a condition to be leased according to the 

use planned by management. Thus the transfer rights, fees and commissions and registration expenses 

linked to the acquisition are included in the cost. 

The gross value is broken down into four separate components: land, structure/shell, roof/façade and technical 

installations. These correspond to a breakdown by building trade of the actual construction cost of a commercial 

property. 

The value of the land is determined case by case depending specifically on the geographical location of the asset. 
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The cost of the other components has been estimated on the following basis for the entire real estate portfolio: 

- Structure/shell:   65 % 

- Roof/façade: 20 % 

- Technical installations: 15 % 
 

Amortisations were calculated on the basis of the fair value of the buildings on their acquisition date. The depreciation 

expense is calculated as follows: 

 Old buildings New buildings 

Structure/shell 30 to 50 years 60 to 80 years 
Roof/façade 20 years 30 years 
Technical installations 10 years 20 years 

 

The straight line depreciation method is standard in view of the nature and age of the building components. 

Investment property is depreciated based on the valuation carried out by an independent valuer as at the balance 

sheet date. If the carrying amount is higher than the valuation amount, an impairment loss is recorded. 
 

Fixed assets in progress: 

The costs of property restructuring, renovation and modernisation are capitalised. The same applies to replacement 

works for building components (waterproofing, heating, etc.). 

Conversely, the costs of work carried out to maintain the real estate portfolio (refurbishment of communal areas for an 

entire development or a single building) and the refurbishment of premises during re-letting are expensed for the 

period, unless charged to the tenant under the lease. 

 

 Long-term investments 

 

Long-term equity investments and the other long-term investment debt securities are recognised on the balance sheet 

at the acquisition cost or their contribution value. 

The acquisition costs of investments are recognised under assets and are subject to accelerated depreciation over 

five years. 

Investment securities corresponding to award companies are subject to accelerated depreciation according to the 

same principle as investment properties. 

 

 Trade notes and accounts receivable 

 

Trade receivables are valued at their nominal value. They are primarily made up of short-term receivables. A 

depreciation is created when the accounted outstanding is higher than the recoverable amount. Trade receivables are 

depreciated on a case-by-case basis depending on various criteria such as the difficulties in recovery, disputes or the 

debtor's situation. 
 

 Transferable securities 

 

Transferrable securities are posted in the balance sheet at acquisition value. When their inventory value is lower than 

their acquisition cost, a provision for impairment is accrued for the amount of the difference.  
 

 Income tax 

 

Terreïs falls under the tax status of listed property investment companies (SIIC) under the tax regime that applies 

normal rates. 

 

Tax regime for SIICs: 

Terreïs and its subsidiaries that qualify for the SIIC tax status have adopted this regime. Two separate taxable sectors 

have been identified within the group: 

 an SIIC sector exempted from tax on its current income, capital gains on transfers and dividends received 

from subsidiaries subject to the SIIC regime, 

 a sector taxable under the conditions of normal rates for other transactions. 
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In consideration for the tax exemption, the application of the SIIC regime leads to specific obligations as to the 

distribution and due date, at the time of the option, of a 19% exit tax calculated on unrealised gains relating to the 

investment properties. A quarter of this tax must be paid on 15 December of the year of the option and the balance 

spread over the next three years. 
 

 Provisions 

 

Provisions for risks and charges: Obligations towards third parties, whether statutory, regulatory, contractual or 

implicit, are the subject of a provision for risks and charges if they exist at the balance sheet date and if it is 

established that they will give rise to an outflow of resources without equivalent consideration from the third parties 

concerned. A regular review of the components of these provisions is carried out for adjustment purposes.  
 

Provisions for retirement and other employee benefits: In view of the negligible amount of entitlements, no provision 

for retirement and other employee benefits is recognised.  
 

 Financial instruments 

 

Financial instruments: Terreïs uses derivatives to hedge its variable rate debts against the interest rate risk (hedging 

of future cash flows). The Company therefore has no interest rate risk. 
 

 Accounting for the profits of property investment companies (SCIs): 

 

A clause in the Articles of Association of subsidiary SCIs requires associates to allocate profits at year-end. The net 

profit of SCIs for the year ended 31 December 2012 is therefore reported in Terreïs’ income statement.  
 

 

II. Fiscal year highlights 

 

 Arbitrages on the property assets of Terreïs: 

 

Terreïs decided to dispose of part of its provincial real estate assets and continue selling off its residential real estate 

assets as and when they are vacated. The Company is therefore continuing its goal of gradually refocusing its 

property on top quality service sector Parisian assets. 
 

During the year, the amount of disposals totalled €54.1 million with a net carrying amount of €17.0 million and taxable 

income of €32.0 million. 

 

 New borrowings on unpledged assets: 

 

During the year, Terreïs contracted new borrowings of up to €14.9 million, backed by unpledged real estate assets. 

This mainly corresponds to the financing of real estate assets acquired without financing during the purchase. 
 

 Continuation of the acquisition strategy: 

 

Terreïs continued its selective acquisition strategy with two assets in the Paris CBD for a total price of €32 million. 

One is located at 89 rue de la Boétie (8
th 

arrondissement), with an area of 1,369 m²; the other is located at 103 rue 

Réaumur (2
nd 

arrondissement) with an area of 3,988 m² excluding the basement. The yield on the office and retail part 

of these two assets works out at 6.4%. 
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 Restatement of the Exit Tax: 

 

At the beginning of the fiscal year, Terreïs corrected the treatment of the exit tax booked in 2011 in connection with 

the merger-takeover of DAB Expansion and Avenir & Investissement. 

(in € 000s) 
Impacts as at 01/01/12 on 

the income  
statement 

the balance 

sheet 

Recording of the exit tax on the merger transaction with Avenir & Investissement:     

 - decrease of the "land" item 
 

-9,647 

 - decrease of the "buildings" item 
 

-16,596 

 - recognition of the exit tax expense -26,242 
 

Subtotal -26,242 -26,242, 

 

 

III. Notes to the income statement  
 

Note 1. Sales of services 

 

This item is detailed as follows: 

(in € 000s) 31/12/2012 31/12/2011 

Rental income 54,130 32,778 

Rental expenses re-invoiced 11,425 6,548 

Total 65,554 39,326 

 

Note 2. Transfers of expenses 

 

(in € 000s) 31/12/2012 31/12/2011 

Loan issue expenses 251 844 

Other 11 3 

Total 262 847 

 

Note 3. Other purchases and external charges 

 

This item includes:  

 general expenses (e.g. rent, telephone, etc.),  
 fee expenses that cannot be rebilled to tenants, 

 rental expenses borne and rebilled rental charges, 

 third-party accounting, legal and financial services. 

 

Note 4. Salaries, wages and social security expenses 

 

At 31 December 2012, Terreïs employed two people. 
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Note 5. Extraordinary income 

 

(in € 000s) 31/12/2012 

Public Treasury refund on tax dispute 33,169 

Other 115 

Subtotal "Extraordinary income from management operations" 33,284 

Income from disposals of investment property 54,093 

Gain on repurchase of own shares 14 

Other 0 

Subtotal "Extraordinary income from capital transactions" 54,107 

Write-backs of provisions for depreciation of investment properties 157 

Write-backs of provisions for major repairs (EURL 103 rue Réaumur) 90 

Subtotal "write-back of depreciations, provisions and cost transfers" 247 

Total extraordinary income 87,639 

Restatement of the exit tax: 26,242 

Reversal expenses 15,667 

Other 88 

Subtotal "extraordinary expenses from management operations" 41,997 

Net carrying amount of investment buildings sold 17,041 

Loss on repurchase of own shares 2 

Subtotal "extraordinary expenses from capital transactions" 17,043 

Accelerated depreciation expenses on securities of allocation companies 53 

Subtotal "extraordinary allocations to amortisations, depreciations and provisions" 53 

Total extraordinary expenses 59,093 

Extraordinary income 28,545 

 

Income on tax disputes correspond to the favourable outcomes of disputes taken over by Avenir & Investissement 

and DAB Expansion which led to a reversal from the French tax administration. 

 

Note 6. Income tax 

 

(in € 000s) 31/12/2012 

Adjustment after a tax inspection 30 

Additional contribution on dividends 227 

Corporation tax (rate: 33.33%) 1,416 

Additional contribution (rates = 3.3%) 22 

Total 1,695 
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Relation between the tax charge and the book profit: 

 

(in € 000s) 31/12/2012 

Net income 34,681 

Corporation tax (rate: 33.33%) -1,416 

Pre-tax profit 36,097 

Theoretical tax rate 33.33% 

Total theoretical tax expense -12,031 

Exemption related to the SIIC regime (base = €29,257 k) 9,751 

Distortion book and tax capital gains 4,987 

Impact restatement of exit tax (base = €26,242 k) -8,747 

Impact of tax dispute 4,616 

Other 7 

Total actual tax expense -1,416 

 

 

IV. Notes to the balance sheet  
 

Note 7. Intangible assets 

 

(in € 000s) 31/12/2011 Acquisition Decrease 31/12/2012 

Software 3     3 

Subtotal "concessions, patents and similar rights" 3 0 0 3 

Technical loss merger of EURL 103 rue Réaumur   1,684   1,684 

Technical loss merger Terreïs Participation sub-group 3,155   -703 2,452 

Subtotal "commercial goodwill" 3,155 1,684 -703 4,136 

Usufructs 535     535 

Finance lease rue de Cambrai  459     459 

Other 1     1 

Subtotal "other" 994 0 0 994 

Total gross values 4,152 1,684 -703 5,134 

  31/12/2011 Allowance Write-back 31/12/2012 

Software -3     -3 

Subtotal "concessions, patents and similar rights" -3 0 0 -3 

Usufructs -162 -54   -215 

Finance lease rue de Cambrai -334 -18   -352 

Other -1     -1 

Subtotal "other" -497 -71 0 -568 

Total depreciation -499 -71 0 -571 

Total net values 3,652     4 563 

 

Summary of works concerning the valuation of technical losses: 

(in € 000s) 103 rue Réaumur 
Sub-group of  

Terreïs 

Participation 

Appraisal value at year end (A) 25,300 85,300 

Net carrying amount 23,177 71,042 

Technical loss from merger 1,684 2,452 

Subtotal  (B) 24,862 73,494 

Difference (A)-(B) 438 11,806 
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Note 8. Property, plant and equipment 

 

(in € 000s) 31/12/2011 Acquisition Decrease 
Impact of 

mergers 

(1) 

Line-by-

line 
Other 

(2) 
31/12/2012 

Land 258,450 3,440 -5,545 39,236   -9,647 285,935 

Land acquisition costs 15,231 346 -623 
 

    14,954 

Subtotal "land" 273,682 3,786 -6,168 39,236 0 -9,647 300,890 

Building 424,778 5,160 -15,034 58,854   -17,011 456,747 

Building acquisition costs 24,357 517 -1,573 
 

    23,301 

Subtotal "buildings" 449,136 5,677 -16,608 58,854 0 -17,011 480,048 

Fixtures and fittings 7,244   -671   2,105   8,678 

Other 204           204 

Subtotal "other" 7,448 0 -671 0 2,105 0 8,881 

Work in progress 3,264 8,308     -2,105   9,467 

Subtotal "work in progress" 3,264 8,308 0 0 -2,105 0 9,467 

Total gross values 733,528 17,772 -23,447 98,090 0 -26,657 799,287 

  31/12/2011 Allowance Write-back 
Impact of 

mergers  
(1) 

Line-by-

line 
Other  

(2) 
31/12/2012 

Building -42,230 -18,141 4,663 -2,020   415 -57,314 

Building acquisition costs -1,133 -976 106       -2,004 

Subtotal "building" -43,363 -19,117 4,768 -2,020 0 415 -59,317 

Fixtures and fittings -1,444 -683 180       -1,947 

Other -167 -11         -178 

Subtotal "other" -1,611 -694 180 0 0 0 -2,126 

Total depreciation -44,974 -19,811 4,948 -2,020 0 415 -61,443 

Land -41   41       0 

Building -116   116       0 

Total depreciation -157 0 157 0 0 0 0 

Total amortisations + 

depreciations 
-45,131 -19,811 5,105 -2,020 0 415 -61,443 

Total net values 688,397           737,844 

 

(1) Breakdown of "Impact of mergers" line item =     

  
Terreïs Participation 

sub-group 
EURL 103 rue 

Réaumur 
Total 

Land  29,897 9,339 39,236 

Buildings  44,845 14,009 58,854 

Amortisation -1,850 -171 -2,020 

Total "impact of mergers" 72,892 23,177 96,070 

        
(2) Breakdown of the "Other" line item =       
It corresponds to the restatement of the exit tax (see: Highlights for the year) 
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Note 9. Long-term investments 

 

(in € 000s) 31/12/2011 Acquisition Decrease 
Impact of  

mergers 
31/12/2012 

EURL Terreïs Invest 40       40 

SAS Terreïs Real Estate 5       5 

EURL 103 rue Réaumur , 12,373   -12,373 0 

SARL Terreïs Rue de la Paix 9,070     -9,070 0 

SARL Terreïs Building AGV 11,951     -11,951 0 

SAS Terreïs Valorisation 37       37 

SCI 102 rue du Faubourg Saint Honoré 1,842       1,842 

SCI 3 BM 37 0   -37 0 

SCI 6 rue de Chabannes 241       241 

SCI des 11 à 15 avenue Lebrun 14,555       14,555 

SCI du 20 rue Louis Philippe in Neuilly 2,510       2,510 

SCI du 29 Taitbout Immobilier 613       613 

SCI Dupaty 801       801 

SCI Fessard Chartres 268 0   -269 0 

SCI La Palmeraie 48       48 

SCI Le Foch 3,287       3,287 

SCI Les Fleurs de Damrémont 4,793       4,793 

Société d'attribution SC 7 Ancienne Comédie 817 800     1,617 

Société d'attribution SC 22 Cadet 650       650 

Subtotal "other equity investments" 51,565 13,173 0 -33,700 31,038 

Interests accrued on security deposits 48 4     53 

Subtotal "other investments" 48 4 0 0 53 

Deposits on rents 166       166 

Working capital 66       66 

Subtotal "other" 231 0 0 0 231 

Total gross values 51,844       31,321 

 

Terreïs Building AGV, Terreïs Rue de la Paix, SCI 3BM and SCI Fessard Chartres were merged into Terreïs during 

fiscal 2012. 

The EURL 103 rue Réaumur was acquired during fiscal 2012 and merged into Terreïs on 31 December 2012. 

The property investment companies (SCIs) are involved in property leasing. Terreïs Valorisation (SAS) is a property 

trader. Terreïs Invest was set up with the sole purpose of holding orphan shares of property investment companies. 

The main business of Terreïs Real Estate is selling residential and service sector units from the Terreïs real estate 

portfolio. 
 

Note 10. Trade notes and accounts receivable 

 

Trade notes usually have a maturity of less than 1 year.  

(in € 000s) 31/12/2012 31/12/2011 

Receivables 1,240 3,060 

Gross bad debts 436 397 

Unbilled receivables 357 1,873 

Subtotal unbilled receivables 2,033 5,330 

Provisions for bad debts -313 -314 

Total 1,720 5,016 
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(in € 000s) 31/12/2011 
Impact of 

mergers 
Increase Decrease 31/12/2012 

Gross bad debts 397 131 168 -260 436 

  31/12/2011 
Impact of 

mergers 
Allowance Write-back 31/12/2012 

Provision for bad debts -314 -109 -95 204 -313 

Trade receivables bad debt 83 
   

123 

 

Note 11. Other receivables 

 

(in € 000s) 31/12/2012 31/12/2011 

"Group" current accounts 222 5,903 

State - Other 138 1,294 

Share in earnings of SCIs 3,596 2,259 

Down payments to solicitors for acquisitions 4,291 
 

Impact of rebillings linked to tenants 2,584 
 

Other 890 63 

Total 11,721 9,520 

 

The other receivables have a maturity of less than 1 year.  
 

Note 12. Transferable securities 

 

Treasury shares: 

A liquidity contract was signed with CA Cheuvreux, a stock brokerage firm. Transactions on treasury shares for the 

year were as follows: 

(in € 000s) 
Number of 

shares 

Gross 

carrying 

amount 

Capital 

gains or 

losses 

realised 

Provision 
Net carrying 

amount 

Treasury shares held at 31/12/2011  5,000 62.3   0.0 62.3 

Purchases during the period 22,850 304.6       

Sales during the period -22,523 -295.2 11.4     

Treasury shares held at 31/12/2012 5,327 71.7   0.0 71.7 

Cash balance    258.4       

Total liquidity account   330.1   0.0 330.1 

 

Other securities: 

(in € 000s) 31/12/2012 31/12/2011 

Term deposits 16,397 20,000 

SICAV 910 869 

Liquidity contract (cash) 258 256 

Liquidity contract (investment) -258 -217 

Total 17,308 20,908 

 

Note that a portion of the other securities (€9,245,000 as at 31/12/2012) was deposited on blocked accounts in 

connection with financing arrangements for property assets. 
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Note 13. Cash and cash equivalents 

 

(in € 000s) 31/12/2012 31/12/2011 

Cash and cash equivalents 3,363 5,376 

Accrued interests receivable 5 12 

Cash at hand 0 0 

Total 3,369 5,388 

 

Note 14. Prepaid expenses 

 

Prepaid expenses break down as follows: 

(in € 000s) Period 31/12/2012 

Interests on borrowings Q1 2013 191 

Finance lease fee Cambrai Q1 2013 125 

Fees on building for resale  Depending on disposals 313 

Other   53 

Total   682 

 

Note 15. Deferred loan issue costs 

 

(in € 000s) 31/12/2011 Acquisitions Decreases 31/12/2012 

Loan issue expenses 1,411 251 
 

1,662 

Mortgage issue expenses 
 

331 -146 186 

Total gross values 1,411 582 -146 1,848 

  31/12/2011 Allocations Write-backs 31/12/2012 

Loan issue expenses -113 -136   -249 

Total depreciation -113 -136 0 -249 

Total net values 1,298     1,599 

 

Note 16. Statement of changes in equity 

 

(in € 000s) 
Share 

capital 

Share 

premiums 

and  

revaluation 

difference 

Legal 

reserve 

Other 

reserves 

and 

retained 

earnings  

Earnings 
Regulated 

provisions 
Total 

Equity at 31/12/2011  75,383 124,656 798 -5,711 35,768 79 230,973 

Appropriation of earnings     1,789 33,979 -35,768     

Dividends (2011 balance)       -7,597     -7,597 

Dividends (2012 interim 

dividend) 
      -7,576     -7,576 

Merger impact 103 rue 

Réaumur 
          90 90 

Bonus shares impact 397 -397           

Other   41         41 

Profit/(loss) for the year         34,681   34,681 

Change in regulated provisions       
 

-38 -38 

Equity at 31/12/2012 75,779 124,301 2,587 13,096 34,681 131 250,576 

 

The share capital at 31 December 2012 was composed of 25,259,750 ordinary shares with a nominal value of €3.00. 

All issued shares are fully paid up. 
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The number of shares issued by the Company changed as follows: 

  Number of shares 

31/12/2005 Initial share capital 2,500 

29/09/2006 

Division of the nominal value of shares 1,000,000 

Capital increase: SCIs and properties transferred 2,632,861 

Capital increase: stock market flotation 1,423,517 

22/12/2006 Conversion of convertible bonds 2,815,315 

10/01/2011 Merger with Avenir & Investissement and DAB Expansion 8,880,549 

18/02/2011 Capital increase 8,375,326 

13/05/2012 Bonus shares 132,182 

31/12/2012 Total number of shares  25,259,750 

Nominal value 3.00 € 
 

Bonus share issue: On 13 May 2008, the Board of Directors of Terreïs decided to issue 132,182 bonus shares to 

employees and corporate officers of the Company and its associates. The beneficiaries became owners of the shares 

following a vesting period of four years from the decision, i.e. on 13 May 2012. At the end of the vesting period, the 

beneficiaries who had become shareholders are obliged to hold their shares for a period of two years. Consequently, 

the corporate accounts reflect the capital increase of €396,000. 
 

Note 17. Regulated provisions 

 

(in € 000s) 31/12/2011 
Impact of 

mergers 
Allocations  Write-backs 31/12/2012 

Accelerated depreciation on acquisition costs 

of investment securities 
52 

 
14 

 
65 

Accelerated depreciation on securities of 

allocation companies 
27 

 
39 

 
66 

Provisions for major repairs 
 

90 
 

-90 0 

Regulated provisions 79 90 53 -90 131 

 

Note 18. Bank borrowings 

 

All borrowings were arranged either at a fixed rate or at a swapped variable rate. Borrowings used to finance property 

acquisitions are mainly guaranteed by loan pledges or mortgages (see: Part V: Off-balance sheet commitments). 
 

(in € 000s)   31/12/2012 31/12/2011 

Fixed-rate repayable loans 11,317 26,458 

Hedged variable-rate repayable loans 401,162 362,022 

Hedged variable-rate bullet loan 17,700 17,700 

Credit facilities 29,992 29,992 

Bank borrowings and long-term debts 460,171 436,171 

Fixed-rate repayable loans 2,189 3,512 

Hedged variable-rate repayable loans 27,783 23,127 

Interest accrued on borrowings 1,362 995 

Bank accounts with negative balance 509 256 

Interests accrued on bank accounts  8 18 

Bank borrowings and short-term debts 31,851 27,908 

Total , 492,022 464,079 
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(in € 000s) 31/12/2012 31/12/2011 

Total financial liabilities  492,022 464,079 

Interest accrued on borrowings -1,362 -995 

Bank accounts with a negative balance -509 -256 

Interests accrued on bank accounts  -8 -18 

Total bank borrowings excluding accrued interests and bank accounts with a 

negative balance 
490,142 462,811 

 

Statement of bank borrowings excluding accrued interests and bank accounts with a negative balance 

 

(in € 000s) 31/12/2011 
Impact of 

mergers 
Increase Decrease 31/12/2012 

Fixed-rate repayable loans 29,970     -16,465 13,505 

Hedged variable-rate repayable loans 385,149 42,875 14,900 -13,979 428,945 

Hedged variable-rate bullet loans 17,700       17,700 

Credit facilities 29,992       29,992 

Total bank borrowings excluding 

accrued interests and bank accounts 

with a negative balance 
462,811 42,875 14,900 -30,444 490,142 

 

Schedule of bank borrowings and debts (principal): 

 

(in € 000s) Total < 1 year 1 to 5 years > 5 years 

Fixed-rate repayable loans 13,505 2,189 7,577 3,740 

Hedged variable-rate repayable loans 428,945 27,783 123,059 278,103 

Hedged variable-rate bullet loans 17,700 
 

17,700 
 

Credit facilities 29,992 0 29,992 
 

Total bank borrowings excluding accrued 

interests and bank accounts with a negative 

balance 
490,142 29,972 178,328 281,842 

 

Financial covenants: 

Some of the loans contracted by Terreïs are covered by covenants based on financial ratios (notions of Loan To 

Value and Debt Service Coverage Ratios) that may trigger an obligation of early repayment.  
 

 
Covenants 

LTV (Loan To Value) Minimum < 55% 

DSCR (Debt Service Coverage ratio) Minimum > 1.10 

 

Derivative instruments: 

Change in derivative instruments: 

(in € 000s) 
Fair value 

31/12/2012 
Fair value 

31/12/2011 

Fixed rate payer swap rates/3-month Euribor receiver variable rate 54,572 31,767 

Total of derivative instruments liabilities 54,572 31,767 

of which over a year portion 41,206 22,546 

of which less than a year portion 13,366 9,221 
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Sensitivity of the fair value of liability derivative instruments: 

(in € 000s) 
Fair value with 

assumption of 

0.5% rate drop 

Fair value 

adopted at 

31/12/2012 

Fair value with 

assumption of 

0.5% rate drop 
Fixed rate payer swap rates/3-month Euribor receiver variable 

rate 
69,632 54,572 40,214 

 

Information on the fluctuation risk for financial instruments: the derivative instruments used to hedge interest rate risk 

are not measured at fair value on the accounts. However, information on the valuation of these swaps can be found in 

the notes to the accounts: as the variation of this value over time may have a significant - positive or negative - impact 

if the Company decides to "break" these swaps. The estimated value of interest rate derivative instruments is directly 

linked to their maturity and interest rate anticipations. 
 

Note 19. Borrowings and other financial liabilities 

 

The "borrowings and other financial liabilities" line item is solely comprised of security deposits received from tenants. 

These deposits are returned to tenants when they leave the property. 
 

Note 20. Trade creditors and other accounts payable 

 

(in € 000s) 31/12/2012 31/12/2011 

Trade creditors 1,765 1,430 

Invoices not received 268 252 

Total 2,033 1,682 

 

"Trade creditors and other accounts payable" have a maturity of less than 1 year. 

 

Note 21. Tax and social security liabilities 

 

(in € 000s)   31/12/2012 31/12/2011 

Social security organisations 34 47 

Employees - expenses payable 10 7 

Subtotal  "social security liabilities" 44 54 

Exit tax 21,272 26,133 

Corporation tax 1,429 -17 

VAT , 607 772 

Tax dispute (former Avenir & Investissement) 254 1,659 

State - expenses payable 209 98 

Subtotal  "tax liabilities" 23,771 28,645 

Total  , 23,816 28,699 

 

"Tax and social security liabilities" have a maturity of less than 1 year with the exception of the exit tax. 

 

Exit tax:  
The adoption of SIIC status involves the immediate payment of a 19% exit tax on unrealised capital gains existing on 

the adoption date relating to properties and shares in partnerships not subject to corporation tax. 
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(in € 000s) Option date 
Adjusted 

property 

value 
Fiscal value  Difference Exit Tax 

  A B A-B=C Cx19% 
Assets derived from the mergers of Terreïs 

Building AGV and Terreïs Rue de la Paix 01/01/2011 74,742 13,948 60,793 11,550 

Assets transferred during the merger with Avenir & 

Investissement  10/01/2011 214,420 59,352 155,067 29,462 

Assets derived from the merger with EURL 103 

rue Réaumur 15/09/2012 23,348 17,972 5,376 1,021 

Total  312,510 91,272 221,236 42,033 

 

A quarter of this tax must be paid on 15 December of the year of the option and the balance spread over the next 

three years. 

 

Amount remaining to be paid as at 31/12/2012: 

(in € 000s) 
Amount remaining 

to be paid as at 

01/01/2012: 

Amount of options 

realised during the 

year 

Amount paid during 

the year 

Amount remaining 

to be paid as at 

31/12/2012: 
Total 30,760 1,021 - 10,509 21,272 

 

Payment schedule: 

(in € 000s) 15/12/2013 15/12/2014 15/12/2015 Total 

Total 10,509 10,509 255 21,272 

 

Note 22. Other liabilities 

 

 (in € 000s) 31/12/2012 31/12/2011 

"Group" current accounts 10,264 8,383 

Ovalto Investissement down payment and loan 19,277 28,543 

Funds to pay back 
 

13,714 

Debts to heirs (former Avenir & Investissement) 572 572 

Trade credit balances 
 

971 

Other 319 1,028 

Total 30,432 53,210 

 

"Other liabilities" have a maturity below 1 year except for the advance and loan made by Ovalto Investissement 

whose schedule is as follows: 

(in € 000s) Total < 1 year 1 to 5 years > 5 years 

Advance 6,659 6,659 
  

Loan 12,617 725 2,896 8,996 

Ovalto Investissement advance and loan 19,277 7,384 2,896 8,996 
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V. Off-balance sheet commitments 

 

(€ million) 31/12/2012 31/12/2011 

Commitments linked to Terreïs:     

 Commitments given:     

  -None- 

  . Commitments received:     
 - commitments provided by Ovalto Investissement to banks in connection with 

capital expenditure financing for Terreïs (pledging of financial securities and term  

account) 
26 26 

Commitments linked to the financing:     

 Commitments given:     

 - mortgages 102 90 

 - loan pledge 369 365 

 - bank guarantees 76 76 

 - covenants: see note 18     

 Commitments received:     

  -None- 

Commitments made to operating activities:     

 Commitments given:     

 - potential cash outflow on signed  offers to purchase 55   

 Commitments received:     

 - potential cash inflow on signed offers to sell  12 10 

 - commitments received in connection with leases signed with tenants NC * NC * 

*NC: not communicated 
 

 

VI. Events after 31 December 2012  

No major event has occurred since the balance sheet date which might have a significant impact on the Company's 

earnings or financial situation. 

 

 

VII. List of subsidiaries and equity interests 

 

At 31 December 2012, the list of consolidated companies was as follows: 

Name Address Siren number 

SAS Terreïs Valorisation 29 rue Marbeuf - Paris 491 933 727 

SCI du 29 Taitbout Immobilier 29 rue Marbeuf - Paris 379 789 274 

SCI du 20 rue Louis Philippe in Neuilly 29 rue Marbeuf - Paris 338 787 435 

SCI Les Fleurs de Damrémont 29 rue Marbeuf - Paris 351 818 356 

SCI 102 rue du Faubourg Saint Honoré 29 rue Marbeuf - Paris 345 263 404 

SCI des 11 à 15 avenue Lebrun 29 rue Marbeuf - Paris 451 895 940 

SCI 6 rue de Chabannes 29 rue Marbeuf - Paris 322 452 483 

SCI Le Foch 29 rue Marbeuf - Paris 381 898 170 

SCI La Palmeraie 29 rue Marbeuf - Paris 428 970 712 

EURL Terreïs Invest 29 rue Marbeuf - Paris 501 560 023 

SCI Dupaty 29 rue Marbeuf - Paris 318 734 324 

SAS Terreïs Real Estate 25 rue Marbeuf - Paris 529 674 426 

 

Terreïs Building AGV, Terreïs Rue de la Paix, SCI 3BM and SCI Fessard Chartres were merged into Terreïs during 

fiscal 2012. 
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The EURL 103 rue Réaumur was acquired during fiscal 2012, but the latter was merged into Terreïs on 31 December 

2012. 

 

(in € 000s) Share capital 
Equity other 

than share 

capital 

Share of 

capital held  
(%) 

Gross 

carrying 

amount of 

investments 

Net carrying 

amount of 

investments 

EURL Terreïs Invest 40 26 100.00% 40 40 

SAS Terreïs Real Estate 10 746 51.00% 5 5 

SAS Terreïs Valorisation 37 194 100.00% 37 37 

SCI 102 rue du Faubourg Saint Honoré 15 527 99.90% 1,842 1,842 

SCI 6 rue de Chabannes 2 278 99.00% 241 241 

SCI des 11 à 15 avenue Lebrun 727 2,498 99.99% 14,555 14,555 

SCI du 20 rue Louis Philippe in Neuilly 2 492 99.00% 2,510 2,510 

SCI du 29 Taitbout Immobilier 13 351 99.89% 613 613 

SCI Dupaty 2 82 99.00% 801 801 

SCI La Palmeraie 1 316 99.00% 48 48 

SCI Le Foch 2 674 99.00% 3,287 3,287 

SCI Les Fleurs de Damrémont 15 1,961 99.90% 4,793 4,793 

 

(in € 000s) 

Loans and 

advances 

granted by 

the company 

and not yet 

repaid 

Profit/loss 

for the 

previous 

year 

Net revenue 

for the 

previous 

year 

Dividends 

received by 

the company 

during the 

year 

EURL Terreïs Invest 39 14 
 

5 

SAS Terreïs Real Estate 
 

655 1,388 198 

SAS Terreïs Valorisation 99 199 3,695 
 

SCI 102 rue du Faubourg Saint Honoré 
 

139 177 
 

SCI 6 rue de Chabannes 
 

279 31 
 

SCI des 11 à 15 avenue Lebrun 
 

1,295 3,374 
 

SCI du 20 rue Louis Philippe in Neuilly 
 

143 216 
 

SCI du 29 Taitbout Immobilier 43 42 75 
 

SCI Dupaty 41 83 91 
 

SCI La Palmeraie 
 

330 47 
 

SCI Le Foch 
 

675 361 
 

SCI Les Fleurs de Damrémont 
 

626 365 
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(in € 000s) 
Amount concerning related 

companies 

Long-term investments   

Long-term equity investments 31,038 

Receivables   

Other receivables 222 

Liabilities   

Other liabilities 10,697 

Share of profits of SCIs consolidated by Terreïs 3,991 

Financial income and expenses   

Investment income 202 

Financial expenses 48 

Financial income 44 

 

 

VIII. Remuneration for executive and governance bodies 

 

 

Management comprises persons present at the balance sheet date or who were Terreïs directors or members of the 

audit committee. 

 

(in € 000s) 31/12/2012 31/12/2011 

Short-term benefits (salaries, bonuses, etc.) 155 155 

 

 

IX. Related party transactions 

 

Related party transactions are conducted under normal market conditions. 

 

 Transactions with Ovalto Investissement: 

Jacky Lorenzetti, Chairman of the Board of Directors of Terreïs, is the Chairman and Founder of Ovalto 

Investissement. 

(in € 000s) 31/12/2012 31/12/2011 

Income statement:     

Accounting, legal and administrative services (1) -250 -250 

Financial interests on cash advance and loan -687 -69 

Balance sheet:     

Cash advance and loan -19,277 -28,543 

Trade and other payables -3 -5 
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X. Fees of Statutory Auditors 

 

 
Sofideec Baker Tilly Rödl & Partner (1) 

(amount excluding tax in €) 31/12/2012 31/12/2011 31/12/2012 31/12/2011 

Audit:         

 Statutory audits, certification, examination of corporate and 
consolidated accounts 

        

 Issuer 60,000 40,000 60,000 50,000 

 Other reviews and services directly related to the work of 
the independent auditor 

  79,000   59,000 

Subtotal 60,000 119,000 60,000 109,000 

Other services provided by networks to fully 

consolidated subsidiaries: 
        

 Legal, financial and employee-related         

 Other if more than 10% of audit fees         

Subtotal 0  0  0  0  

Total 60,000 119,000 60,000 109,000 

(1) : The accounts for the year ended 31/12/2011 were reviewed by Révision Conseil Audit 

 

 

XI. Finance lease 

 

On 23 April 1999, Avenir & Investissement purchased a real estate finance lease contract, effective as from 1 April, 

concerning a building of commercial premises located at 32 rue Cambrai in the 19
th

 arrondissement of Paris. 

Terreïs took over this finance lease contract after the merger with Avenir & Investissement on 10 January 2011.  

After renegotiating the contract with effect from 1 January 2007, the terms are as follows: 

 Contract expiry date:  31 December 2018 

 Term of finance lease:  12 years 

 Interest rate:  3-months Euribor 

 Quarterly instalments remaining to be paid as at 31/12/2012: 24 

 Instalments net of tax paid in 2012: €514,000 

 Net Q1 2013 instalment provided for information: €125,000 

 Original value of assets included in the finance lease:  €7,622,000 

 Residual value:  €0,000 
 

The financial commitments of this finance lease at 31/12/2012 are detailed in the table below (depending on 

provisional variable data): 

(in € 000s) 

Amount of 

instalments 

for previous 

years 

Amount of 

instalments 

paid in 2012 

Amount of 

instalments to 

pay within 

one year  

Amount of  

instalments to 

pay between 

1 and 5 years 

Amount of 

instalments to 

pay within 5 

years or more  

Residual 

value to pay 

at expiry of 

the contract 

Finance lease 9,076 514 504 2,015 504 0 

Total 9,076 514 504 2,015 504 0 

 

The table below restates the aforesaid finance lease transaction as if it were a direct acquisition for a building as from 

the conclusion of the contract.  

(in € 000s) Value of property 

Amount of 

amortisation at 

the start of the 

year 

Provision for the 

year  
(1) 

Cumulative total 

at end of year 
Net value 

Land 2,668 
   

2,668 

Building 4,955 -2,402 -125 -2,527 2,428 

Total 7,622 
   

5,096 

(1) : Theoretical amount based on an average usage  time of 40 years for the building. 
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XII. Comparative analysis of results 

 

(in € 000s) 31/12/2012 31/12/2011 Change 

Gross rents 54,130 32,778 65% 

Rental expenses incurred -1,837 -1,951 -6% 

Management and rental fees -2,067 -1,009 105% 

Total triple net rents 50,226 29,818 68% 

Payroll costs  -371 -371 0% 

External charges -1,983 -1,784 11% 

Taxes -633 -537 18% 

Depreciation and provisions -19,884 -12,656 57% 

Other operating income and expenses -145 -197 -26% 

Current operating income 27,211 14,271 91% 

Share in SCI earnings 3,991 2,259 77% 

Operating profit/loss 31,201 16,530 89% 

Profit/loss from disposals of investment property 35,394 21,528 64% 

Other operating income and expenses  17,513 9,270 89% 

Operating profit/loss 84,108 47,328 78% 

Cash and cash equivalents -154 926 -117% 

Finance costs -21,336 -12,486 71% 

Financial income -21,490 -11,560 86% 

Tax expense  -1,695 
 

  

Net profit/loss before exit tax restatement 60,924 35,768 70% 

 Exit tax restatement -26,242 
 

  

Net profit/loss after exit tax restatement 34,681 35,768   
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STATUTORY AUDITORS’ REPORT ON THE CORPORATE FINANCIAL 

STATEMENTS 
 

 

To the Shareholders, 

In accordance with the mandate conferred on us by your General Shareholders’ Meeting, we present to you our 

report for the year ended 31 December 2012 on: 

- the audit of the accompanying annual financial statements of Terreïs; 

- the basis of our assessment; 

- the specific disclosures and verification procedures required by law. 

These annual financial statements have been approved by the Board of Directors. Our responsibility is to express an 

opinion on these financial statements based on our audit. 

I - Opinion on the annual financial statements 

We conducted our audit according to the professional standards applicable in France. These standards require us to 

take the necessary steps so as to obtain reasonable assurance that the annual financial statements are free of 

material misstatement.  

An audit includes examining, on a test basis or using other selection methods, evidence supporting the amounts and 

disclosures in the financial statements. It also includes an assessment of the accounting policies applied, the significant 

estimates made and the overall adequacy of the presentation of information in the financial statements. We believe that our 

audit provides a reasonable basis for our assessment. 

In our opinion, the annual financial statements at 31 December 2012 give a true and fair view of the results of 

operations of the Company, and its financial situation and assets for the year then ended, in accordance with French 

accounting standards. 

Without qualifying the opinion expressed above, we draw your attention to the correction of errors made during the 

year regarding the treatment of the exit tax recognised in 2011 in the context of the merger-takeover of DAB 

Expansion and Avenir & Investissement, according to the terms presented in note II - RESTATEMENT OF THE EXIT TAX. 

II.   Basis for our assessments 

In accordance with Article L.823-9 of the French Commercial Code relating to the basis of our assessment, we report 

to you that: 

1. In connection with our assessment of the accounting principles adopted by the Company, we had to examine 

the accuracy of the error correction described in note II - RESTATEMENT OF THE EXIT TAX and the presentation 

made of it in order to restore the comparability of the financial statements; 

2. Furthermore: 

 the section on INTANGIBLE ASSETS contained in the notes to the financial statements describes the nature of 

these assets at year-end and the method of depreciation applied; 

 the section on FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS contained in the notes to the financial statements describes the nature 

and methods used to measure the financial instruments subscribed by the Company. 

As part of our assessment of the fairness of the method used and the reasonable nature of the estimates made, we 

have examined, where necessary, and assessed the assumptions on which these estimates are based, in addition to 

the information used by the Company to recognise the values indicated. 

Our assessments therefore fall within the scope of our audit approach of annual financial statements, taken as a 

whole, and therefore contributed to the creation of our opinion stated in the first part of this report. 

III.   Specific verifications and disclosures 

In accordance with the professional standards applicable in France, we have also performed the specific verification 

procedures required by law. 

We have no comments to make regarding: 
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 the fair presentation and consistency with the annual financial statements of the disclosures contained in the 

Board of Directors’ management report and in the documents sent to shareholders with respect to the 

financial position and annual financial statements; 

 the fairness of the information contained in the management report relating to remuneration and benefits 

paid to the corporate officers in question, as well as the commitments made to them upon their appointment, 

resignation or change of office, or subsequent thereto.  
 

 

Given in Paris on 9 April 2013, 

The Statutory Auditors 

RODL & Partner 

 

 

Erik Decourtray 

SOFIDEEC Baker Tilly 

 

 

Jean-Fabrice Subias  Pierre Faucon 
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2012 CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
 

Introduction 

 

Some corrections have been made to the accounts for the year ended 31 December 2011 pursuant to IAS 8.  
The first correction concerns the Exit Tax in connection with the merger-takeover of DAB Expansion and Avenir & 

Investissement. Initially recognised under assets in the balance sheet (investment property) in the 2011 financial 

statements, it was subsequently fully expensed over the same year. 
 

The second correction concerns the recognition of hedging derivative financial instruments implemented within the 

Group in accordance with standard IAS 39. 

 

Accordingly, these corrections have been restated as described below, for the 2011 financial statements: 

(in € 000s) 
Impacts on 

the income 

statement  
the balance sheet 

Recording of the exit tax on the merger transaction with Avenir & 

Investissement: 
    

 - decrease of the "investment property" line   -26,242 

 - improvement of the profit/loss from investment property disposals 2,776   

 - reduction of the amortisation expense 444   

 - recognition of the exit tax expense -29,463   

Subtotal -26,242 -26,242  

Recognition of hedging derivative instruments set up inside the group     

 - reclassification of the "short-term borrowings" line item as "current derivative 

instruments" of the portion of accrued interests not due 
  -482 

 - increase in the "non-current derivative instruments" line item   22,546 

 - increase in the "current derivative instruments" line item   9,221 

 - charging to the "premiums and other reserves" line item   -31,284  

Subtotal 0  0  

 

To facilitate reading, the consolidated accounts as at 31 December 2012 are presented in comparison with the 

restated accounts as at 31 December 2011 and the published accounts as at 31 December 2011. 
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Consolidated income statement 

 

(in € 000s) Notes 31/12/2012 
31/12/2011 

restated (1) 
31/12/2011  

published 

Gross rents 1 58,311 41,540 41,540 

Rental expenses incurred 2 -1,929 -1,954 -1,954 

Management and rental fees 3 -2,112 -1,036 -1,036 

Total triple net rents   54,270 38,550 38,550 

Payroll costs  4 -820 -911 -911 

External charges 5 -1,941 -1,552 -1,552 

Taxes   -692 -347 -347 

Depreciation, amortisation and provisions   -21,393 -15,355 -15,800 

Other operating income and expenses   -145 -199 -199 

Current operating income   29,279 20,184 19,740 

Profit/loss from disposals of investment property 6 37,749 25,578 22,802 

Profit on short-term asset sales 7 565 
  

Other operating income and expenses  8 17,669 -20,095 9,368 

Operating profit/loss   85,262 25,668 51,910 

Interest expenses   -23,557 -15,692 -15,692 

Cash and cash equivalents   459 102 102 

Net finance cost   -23,098 -15,590 -15,590 

Tax expense  9 -2,157 -465 -465 

Net income 10 60,007 9,613 35,854 

Group share   59,686 9,375 35,616 

Minority interests   321 238 238 

Net income per share   2.36 € 0.37 € 1.42 € 

Diluted net income per share   2.36 € 0.37 € 1.41 € 

 

(1) See: "Introduction" section. 
 

 

Other items of comprehensive income 

 

 

(in € 000s) Notes 31/12/2012 
31/12/2011  

restated 
31/12/2011  

published 

Net income   60,007 9,613 35,854 

Profit/loss items assigned to equity:   
   

 - Change in fair value of hedging instruments 22 -22,367 -31,284 
 

Comprehensive income   37,641 -21,671 35,854 

Minority interests   321 238 238 
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Consolidated balance sheet 
 

ASSETS (in € thousand) Notes 31/12/2012 
31/12/2011 

restated (1) 
31/12/2011 

published 

Non-current assets:         

Intangible assets 11 406 478 478 

Investment property 12 and 25 781,575 785,679 811,922 

Work in progress 13 9,682 3,292 3,292 

Other non-current assets 14 9,549 7,681 7,681 

Total non-current assets   801,212 797,130 823,372 

Current assets:       

Assets held for sale 15 2,377 5,974 5,974 

Inventories 16 440   

Trade and other receivables 17 4,597 4,403 4,403 

Other current assets  18 7,304 876 876 

Cash and cash equivalents 19 12,240 18,806 18,806 

Total current assets   26,957 30,059 30,059 

TOTAL ASSETS     828,169 827,189 853,432 

          

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES (€ 000) Notes 31/12/2012 
31/12/2011 

restated (1) 
31/12/2011 

published 

Equity:          

Share capital issued   75,779 75,383 75,383 

Additional paid-in capital and reserves   59,252 87,630 118,913 

Treasury shares 20 -71 -62 -62 

Profit/(loss) for the year   59,686 9,375 35,616 

Minority interests   374 243 243 

Total equity 25 195,020 172,568 230,093 

Non-current liabilities:       

Non-current borrowings and financial liabilities 21 500,180 515,322 515,322 

Non-current derivative instruments 22 41,206 22,546 
 

Exit tax (non-current portion) 23 10,764 20,507 20,507 

Total non-current liabilities   552,150 558,375 535,829 

Current liabilities:       

Trade and other payables   1,915 2,196 2,196 

Deposits received   11,549 10,387 10,387 

Short-term borrowings 21 38,456 46,644 47,127 

Current derivative instruments 22 13,366 9,221 
 

Exit tax (current portion) 23 10,509 10,253 10,253 

Other current liabilities 24 5,202 17,546 17,546 

Total current liabilities   80,997 96,248 87,510 

TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES   828,169 827,189 853,432 

 

(1) See: "Introduction" section. 
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Consolidated cash flow statement 

 

(in € 000s) Notes 31/12/2012 
31/12/2011 

restated 
31/12/2011 

published 

Net consolidated profit   60,007 9,613 35,854 

Net depreciation, amortisation and provisions   21,390 12,102 12,547 

Income and expenses linked to the bonus share issue   143 287 287 

Capital gains and losses on assets sold net of income tax 6 -37,749 -25,578 -22,802 

Impact restatement of exit tax   
 

29,462 
 

Current cash flow after net finance cost and tax 26 43,792 25,886 25,886 

Net finance cost   23,098 15,590 15,590 

Tax liability (including deferred taxes)    2,157 465 465 

Cash flow before net finance cost and tax    69,046 41,941 41,941 

Tax paid    -720 -385 -385 

Change in working capital requirement 27 -22,178 -2,209 -2,209 

Net cash flow from operating activities (1)   46,149 39,347 39,347 

Cash outflows linked to the acquisition of investment property 29 -18,542 -375,853 -375,853 

Cash inflows linked to assets sold   56,155 33,776 33,776 

Change in loans and advances granted on promises   -4,313 -41 -41 

Change in unavailable cash equivalents 14 -1,895 -2,150 -2,150 

Impact of changes in scope of consolidation 28 -23,152 21,063 21,063 

Net cash flow from investing activities (2)   8,253 -323,204 -323,204 

Sums received from shareholders during capital increases    
 

94,062 94,062 

Purchases and sales of own shares 20 -9 0 0 

Dividends paid to shareholders of the parent company   -15,173 -8,916 -8,916 

Dividends paid to minority interests of consolidated companies   -203 -5 -5 

Change in credit line   
 

-37,034 -37,034 

Cash inflows linked to new borrowings 21 17,800 257,500 257,500 

Repayment of borrowings    -31,238 -19,246 -19,246 

Net interest expense paid   -22,879 -15,264 -15,264 

Other flows linked to investing activities 30 -9,266 28,543 28,543 

Net cash flow from financing activities (3)   -60,968 299,642 299,642 

Change in cash position (4) = (1) + (2) + (3)   -6,566 15,785 15,785 

Cash and cash equivalents – opening balance   18,806 3,020 3,020 

Cash and cash equivalents – closing balance   12,240 18,806 18,806 

Cash and cash equivalents   12,240 18,806 18,806 

Bank overdrafts      

Cash 19 12,240 18,806 18,806 
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Statement of changes in consolidated equity 

 

(in € 000s) 
Share 

capital 

Additional 

paid-in 

capital 

Treasury 

shares 
Results 

Group 

share 

Non-

group 

interests 

 

Total 

                

Equity at 31/12/2010 23,615 46,453 -63 2,308 72,314 0 72,314 

Net income        35,616 35,616 238 35,854 

Expenses and income directly 

recognised in equity 
        

 
  

 
Comprehensive income       35,616 35,616 238 35,854 

Dividends (2010 balance)       -2,134 -2,134   -2,134 

Dividends (2011 interim dividend)   -6,781     -6,781   -6,781 

Appropriation of income 31/12/2010   174   -174 
 

  
 

Impact of mergers 26,642 9,844     36,486   36,486 

Capital increase 25,126 68,936     94,062   94,062 

Bonus shares impact   287     287   287 

Treasury shares      0   0   0 

Change in scope of consolidation           5 5 

Equity at 31/12/2011 published 75,383 118,914 -62 35,616 229,850 243 230,093 

Impact restatement of Exit Tax       -26,242 -26,242   -26,242 

Impact valuation derivative 

instruments 
 -31,284 

 
  -31,284 

 
-31,284 

Equity at 31/12/2011 restated 75,383 87,630 -62 9,374 172,324 243 172,567 

Net income        59,686 59,686 321 60,007 

Expenses and income directly 

recognised in equity 
  -22,367   

 
-22,367   -22,367 

Comprehensive income   -22,367   59,686 37,320 321 37,641 

Dividends (2011 balance)   
 

  -7,596 -7,596 -190 -7,786 

Dividends (2012 interim dividend)   -7,576   
 

-7,576   -7,576 

Appropriation of income 31/12/2011   1,777   -1,777       

Impact of bonus shares 397 -254     142   142 

Impact of mergers   41     41   41 

Change in value of hedges               

Treasury shares      -9   -9   -9 

Change in scope of consolidation               

Equity at 31/12/2012 75,779 59,252 -71 59,686 194,646 374 195,020 
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Notes to the consolidated financial statements  
 

 

Unless otherwise specified, all figures are expressed in thousands of euros (€ 000). 

 

I. Accounting principles 

 

 Texts applied 

 

The Terreïs Group's financial statements have been prepared as at 31 December 2012 in accordance with the 

international accounting standards (IFRS) as adopted in the European Union pursuant to European regulation No. 

1606 / 2002 of 19 July 2002 and applicable on the balance sheet date. They were approved by the Board Meeting of 

20 March 2013 and will be submitted to the General Meeting at the latest by 29 June 2013.  

The accounting principles applied for the consolidated financial statements as at 31 December 2012 are identical to 

those used in the consolidated financial statements as at 31 December 2011 with the exception of the new standards, 

amendments to standards and interpretations of the standards in force in the European Union as at 31 December 

2012 and of mandatory application on that date: 

 

 Main IFRS standards, amendments and interpretations in force inside the European Union and of mandatory or 

applicable early application on or after 1 January 2012: 

-  IFRS 7 amendment: disclosures on asset transfers (mandatory standard as at 1 January 2012), 

-  IAS 1 amendment: presentation of items of Other Comprehensive Income (OCI), 

-  IAS 19 amendment: employee benefits (standard published in the Official Journal of the European Union on 6 

June 2012 and of mandatory application on 1 January 2013 with early application allowed as of 1 January 

2012). 
 

These texts had no special impact on the accounts of Terreïs Group.  
 

 Other key standards, amendments and interpretations published by the IASB, not yet approved by the European 

Union: 

The IASB published new standards and amendments before 31 December 2012, but these have not yet entered into 

force.  

These texts, which concern the following items, should not have any special impact for the Terreïs Group.   
 

Texts Application Date  

IAS 28 revised "investments in associates and joint ventures" 1 January 2014 

IAS 27 revised "separate financial statements" 1 January 2014 

IFRS 9 "financial instruments recognition and measurement of financial assets" 1 January 2015 
IFRS 10 *"Consolidated financial statements"* which will replace IAS 27 "Consolidated and 

separate financial statements" for the portion about consolidated financial statements as 

well as the SIC 12 interpretation "Consolidation – Special purpose entities" 
1 January 2014 

IFRS 11* "Joint arrangements"* which will replace IAS 31 "Interests in joint ventures" and 

the SIC 13 interpretation  "Jointly controlled entities  – non-monetary contributions by 

venturers" 
1 January 2014 

IFRS 12 * "Disclosures of interests in other entities" 1 January 2014 

IFRS 13 "fair value measurement" 1 January 2013 

Amendment to IAS 12  "deferred tax: recovery of underlying assets” 1 January 2013 

Amendment to IFRS 7 "Disclosures - offsetting financial assets and financial liabilities"  1 January 2013 

Amendment to IAS 32 "Offsetting financial assets and liabilities"  1 January 2014 
 

* On 1 June 2012, the Accounting Regulatory Committee voted in favour of the adoption of these standards by the European Union 

and proposed the mandatory application of standards on consolidation as at 1 January 2014 with early adoption on or after 1 

January 2013. 
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 Basis of measurement, judgement and use of estimates 

 

The preparation of financial statements requires the use of estimates and assumptions which affect the amounts 

presented.  

The estimates that may have a material impact on the measurement of assets, liabilities and results are as follows:  

 Inventory value of investment properties: 

After they are placed in portfolio, investment properties are valued on the basis of their amortised cost in accordance 

with the option offered by IAS 40. 

Real estate assets are valued at each year-end by an independent valuer. 

The property valuation indicated by the valuer is a mid-range value (assessed for each individual property) based on 

the values obtained from: 

 the capitalisation of rental income; the yield is based on observations of rates applied on the property market; 

 direct comparison with similar transactions on the market. 

This valuation could result in a provision for impairment being recorded. 

 

 Market value of financial instruments:  

Derivative financial instruments are recognised at their fair value. As the group has opted for hedge accounting, the 

impact of their fair value changes from one year to another may be significant on consolidated equity.  
 

 Consolidation methods 

 

The consolidated financial statements of the Terreïs Group combine the financial statements of Terreïs SA and its 

subsidiaries. All consolidated companies are controlled exclusively by the group and are therefore fully consolidated. 

All consolidated companies end their financial year on 31 December. 

All internal transactions and positions are eliminated by full consolidation. 

The various group companies present their financial statements according to uniform principles. Restatements may 

be made, in particular for newly-consolidated companies. 

Reciprocal balances and intercompany transactions are eliminated. 

The list of fully consolidated companies is presented in part IV "Scope of consolidation". 

 

 Segment reporting 

 

Due to the economic characteristics specific to this property portfolio (markets, products, geographical area and 

similar customers), we cannot identify separate segment components for the Company that warrant specific 

operational monitoring to management, as required by IFRS 8. 

The main business of the Terreïs group is a property business activity that consists in owning real estate assets for 

rental purposes and for carrying out arbitrages on these assets. 

The segment profit or loss corresponds to the revenue of this business by asset category and by geographical area. 

 

 Business combination 

 

Business combinations are treated in accordance with IFRS 3 revised. 

During the first-time consolidation of an entity for which the group acquires exclusive control, the assets acquired and 

the liabilities, as well as the contingent liabilities, are recognised at their fair value on the acquisition date.  

Any difference between the acquisition cost and the acquirer's portion in the fair value of the assets and liabilities 

acquired is carried to income, except where the Company's activity would allow justification of positive goodwill which 

would be recorded under assets and measured at cost.  

Companies acquired by the Group are primarily involved in holding and operating property assets; therefore, by 

buying the securities of these companies, the Group is actually buying property assets. The fair value of buildings 

when they enter the scope is generally determined by reference to the purchase price of the securities from which we 

deduct or add the fair value of the other assets or liabilities acquired.  
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Consequently, no goodwill or badwill is in principle recognised on the balance sheet when purchased companies are 

consolidated for the first time. 

The acquisition costs incurred in connection with these business combinations are recorded as expenses.  
 

 Intangible assets 

 

An intangible asset is an identifiable non-monetary asset without physical substance constituting a resource 

controlled by the enterprise as a result of past events and from which future economic benefits are expected. An 

intangible asset is identifiable if separated from the acquired entity or if resulting from legal or contractual rights. 

Intangible assets primarily comprise temporary usufruct. Temporary usufruct is measured at cost (purchase price 

including ancillary costs). It is amortised on a straight line basis over the useful life of the temporary usufruct, fixed at 

10 years. 
 

 Investment property 

 

The real estate portfolio consists of investment property to be held on a long-term basis. These real estate assets are 

held to earn rentals or for capital appreciation or both, instead of using them for the production or supply of goods and 

services, for administrative purposes or to sell them as part of ordinary business activity. 
 

Capitalised cost of investment properties: 

In accordance with the option provided by IAS 40, investment property may be accounted for at the entry cost less the 

cumulative total of depreciation and any impairment losses. 

The cost of investment property is made up of: 

 the purchase price expressed in the building deed or price, including non-recoverable taxes, after deducting 

any discounts, commercial rebates and payment discounts,  

 all attributable costs incurred to place the investment property in a condition to be leased according to the 

use planned by management. Thus the transfer rights, fees and commissions and registration expenses 

linked to the acquisition are included in the cost. 

The gross value is divided into four separate components: land, structure/shell, roof/façade and technical installations. 

These correspond to a breakdown by building trade of the actual construction cost of a commercial property. 

The value of land corresponds to the valuation carried out by an independent valuer for property acquired prior to 31 

December 2006. Other properties are valued on a case-by-case basis, mainly based on the geographical location of 

the property. 

The cost of other components has been estimated on the following basis for the entire real estate portfolio: 

- Structure/shell:   65 % 

- Roof/façade: 20 % 

- Technical installations: 15 % 
 

Depreciation: 

Depreciation has been calculated on the basis of the fair value of the property, either at the acquisition date for 

properties and shares of SCIs acquired since 1 January 2007, or based on the adjusted value at 31 December 2006 

for properties and shares of SCIs existing at that date. The depreciation expense is calculated as follows: 

 Existing buildings New buildings 

Structure/shell 30 to 50 years 60 to 80 years 
Roof/façade 20 years 30 years 
Technical installations 10 years 20 years 

The straight line depreciation method is standard in view of the nature and age of the building components. 

 

Works: 

The costs of property restructuring, renovation and modernisation are capitalised. The costs of building refurbishment 

(e.g. replacement of windows, heating systems, etc.) have also been capitalised. 
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Conversely, the costs of work carried out to maintain the real estate portfolio (refurbishment of communal areas for an 

entire development or a single building) and the refurbishment of premises during re-letting are expensed for the 

period, unless charged to the tenant under the lease. 

At each financial year-end or interim reporting date, the net asset value of investment property is based on its 

depreciated cost. 

 

Finance leases for investment property: 

Rentals of tangible assets under which virtually all the risks and benefits inherent in the property belong to the Group 

are classified as finance leases. The fair value of buildings covered by a finance lease is recorded as an asset. The 

capital debt owed to the lessor is booked as current and non-current liabilities.  

The amount of the fair value relating to the contracts acquired with fixed terms is determined according to an 

amortisation plan defined on the contract acquisition date so as to book throughout the term of the contract an interest 

charge corresponding to the fixed rate and the acquirer's marginal debt on the contract acquisition date.  

Each payment under the rental contracts is broken down between the financial expense and the amortisation of the 

remainder of the debt. 

 

 Assets held for sale 

 

In compliance with IFRS 5, when the Group has decided to sell an asset or group of assets, it is classified as an asset 

held for sale if: 

 The asset or group of assets is available for immediate sale in its current state, though exclusively under the 

normal and usual conditions for the sale of such assets; 

 the sale is probably within one year. 

For the group, only assets that meet the above criteria and for which a formal decision for disposal has been taken 

(signed promise to sell) are classified as non-current assets held for sale. 

 

 Inventories and works in progress 

 

Inventories and works in progress are booked at their acquisition or production cost. At each closing, they are valued 

at the lower of their cost price and the net realisation value. 

The net realisation value represents the estimated sale price in the normal course of business, less the costs 

expected for completing or realising the sale.  

An impairment loss is booked if the net realisation value is lower than the carrying amount.  

Inventories are exclusively comprised of unsold units from the property trading business. 

 

 Trade receivables 

 

Trade receivables mainly comprise short-term receivables. A depreciation is created when the accounted outstanding 

is higher than the recoverable amount. Trade receivables are depreciated on a case by case basis depending on 

various criteria such as the existence of collection difficulties, disputes or the debtor's situation. 
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 Loans and non-current receivables 

 

Loans and non-current receivables mainly comprise deposits and security payments made which have a maturity of 

more than twelve months. They are booked according to the amortised cost method. 
 

 Cash and cash equivalents 

 

Cash and cash equivalents include the group’s net bank balance as cash is managed at group level. Surplus cash is 

either held in interest-paying bank accounts (term deposit) or on a marketable securities account made up exclusively 

of UCITS. UCITS that do not meet the classification criteria as cash equivalents are accounted for at fair value 

through profit or loss.  
 

 Revenue 

 

The leases signed by the group are mainly commercial leases regulated by legislation introduced in 1953. They are 

classified as operating leases within the meaning of IAS 17, as Terreïs retains the majority of risks and rewards 

related to ownership of the leased assets. 

Rental income is recognised according to the methods and dates indicated in each lease. Most leases do not provide 

for rent holidays or incremental payments.  

The recovery of rental expenses from tenants is deducted from charges, since this is not considered as revenue 

within the meaning of IAS 18. 

 

 Earnings per share 

 

In accordance with IAS 33, undiluted earnings per share (basic earnings per share) correspond to group share of net 

income attributable to common shares, proportional to the weighted average number of outstanding shares for the 

period. The number of outstanding shares for the period is the number of common shares outstanding at the 

beginning of the year, adjusted by the number of common shares bought or issued during the period. 

Fully diluted earnings per share are calculated on the basis of the number of shares in circulation adjusted to take into 

account the dilutive effect of equity securities issued by the Company that could result in increasing the number of 

shares in circulation. 

 

 Income tax 

 

The companies of the Terreïs Group fall under the tax status of listed property investment companies (SIIC) with the 

exception of Terreïs Valorisation and Terreïs Real Estate, which fall under the tax regime that applies normal rates. 

 

Tax regime for SIICs: 

Terreïs and its subsidiaries that qualify for the SIIC tax status have adopted this regime.  Two separate taxable 

sectors have been identified within the group: 

 an SIIC sector exempted from tax on its current income, capital gains on transfers and dividends received 

from subsidiaries subject to the SIIC regime, 

 a sector taxable under the conditions of normal rates for other transactions. 

In consideration for the tax exemption, the application of the SIIC regime leads to specific obligations as to the 

distribution and due date, at the time of the option, of a 19% exit tax calculated on unrealised gains relating to the 

investment properties. A quarter of this tax must be paid on 15 December of the year of the option, and the balance 

spread over the next three years. 

Note that the exit tax debt has not been updated. 

 

Normal rate regime: 

Tax payable: The payable tax expense is determined based on applicable rules and rates that apply to group 

companies that do not have SIIC status and for transactions that do not fall under the exempted SIIC sector. 

Deferred taxes: In accordance with IAS 12, deferred taxes are recognised on the temporary differences between the 

carrying amount of an asset or liability and their tax base. According to the liability method, they are measured at the 

tax rates that are expected to apply to the period when the asset is realised or the liability settled. The effects of the 
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changes in tax rates from one period to another are recorded in the results of the period in which the change was 

recognised. Deferred tax assets and liabilities from the same tax entity are offset when they concern income taxes 

paid to the same tax authority. 

Deferred taxes relating to items directly accounted for as equity are also recognised as equity. 

A tax liability is recognised for timing differences concerning interests in subsidiaries that have not opted for the SIIC 

regime, accounted for under the equity method or consolidated proportionally, unless: 

 the group is in a position to control the date on which the timing difference will be reversed, 

and 

 the timing difference is not reversed in a foreseeable future. 

Deferred tax assets resulting from timing differences, tax losses and tax credits that can be carried forward are limited 

to the estimated amount of the recoverable amount. 

This is determined at the end of the financial period on the basis of forecasted earnings for the entities concerned. 

Deferred tax assets and liabilities are not discounted. 
 

Contribution to the value added of companies: 

The Group has chosen to expense the contribution to value added of companies under operating expenses. 

 

 Provisions 

 

Provisions for risks and charges: According to IAS 37, a provision is recognised when the group has a present 

obligation to a third party, resulting from past events, whose settlement is expected to result in an outflow of 

resources representative of economic benefits, and whose amount can be reliably estimated. 
Any kind of identified risks, especially operating and financial risks, are regularly reviewed to determine the amount of 

provisions that may be required. 

Provisions for retirement and other employee benefits: In view of the negligible amount of entitlements, no provision 

for retirement and other employee benefits is recognised.  
 

 Bank borrowings and financial instruments 

 

Financial liabilities: Borrowings and other interest-bearing financial assets are measured at amortised cost on the 

basis of the effective borrowing interest rate. In accordance with IAS 23, loan issue expenses are deducted from 

loans and financial liabilities and are deferred on a straight line basis over the term of the loans concerned. 

Derivative instruments and hedge accounting: The group uses derivative instruments to hedge its variable-rate debts 

against the interest rate risk (hedging of future cash flows) and applies hedge accounting when the conditions of 

documentation and effectiveness are met (IAS 39). The effective portion of the fair value change of the hedging 

instrument is booked against equity, and the change in value of the ineffective portion is immediately booked to 

income for the period.  

The fair value of derivative instruments is measured by commonly accepted models based on market inputs.  

Derivatives are classified as non-current assets or liabilities or as current assets or liabilities according to their 

maturity date.   

Ranking of the fair value of financial instruments: Financial instruments (assets or liabilities) recognised at fair value 

are measured according to two procedures, each reflecting hierarchical levels based on the methodology below: 

 Level 1: the fair value of the financial instrument corresponds to prices (unadjusted) traded on equities 

markets for identical assets or liabilities; 

 Level 2: the fair value of the financial instrument is established on the basis of either directly observable data 

(such as prices) or indirectly observable data (namely data derived from prices). 
 

 Definition of the group’s ordinary activity 

 

The ordinary activity of the Terreïs Group is the leasing of properties in its portfolio. All operations contributing to the 

development, management and marketing of the group’s real estate portfolio are classified as ordinary activity. 

Current assets are defined as assets that the Company expects to be able to realise, sell or consume within 12 

months of the balance sheet date. All other assets are non-current assets. Current liabilities are defined as liabilities 

that the Company expects to settle within 12 months of the balance sheet date. All other liabilities are non-current 

liabilities. 
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II. Management of segment and financial risks 

 

Due to the group's operational and financial activities, it is exposed to the following risks: 

 

 Segment risks 

 

Terreïs operates on the tertiary real estate sector, especially in office property in the Paris Central Business District. 

In this respect, Terreïs is exposed to the risks of fluctuation in the value of its real estate assets and its rents. These 

fluctuations may have a positive or negative material impact on its activity, earnings, solvency and development 

outlook. 
 

Risks related to fluctuations in the property market:  

The appraisal value of the real estate portfolio depends on a balance between supply and demand for offices by 

property investors. In addition to the general economic environment, the availability of modern buildings, interest rate 

levels and credit granting conditions are key factors for this market which are beyond the control of Terreïs and whose 

evolution is difficult to predict. 

Furthermore, the assets are held for the long term and are valued in the accounts for their net amortisation cost, as 

short-term value changes have no direct impact on earnings. However, they have an impact on the Adjusted Net 

Asset Value.  

The risk of fluctuation in rents:  

Invoiced rents are based on long-term rental commitments which are annually indexed to changes in the French 

Construction Cost Index published by INSEE, however it develops. 

At the expiry of existing leases (3, 6, 9 years), potentially renewed, the Company is subject to the hazards of the 

rental market for re-letting the vacated premises. On this competitive market, macro-economic conditions and 

especially changes in activity and employment in Ile de France have an impact on the time for finding new tenants 

and on the price (rental value). Furthermore, premises that need to be adapted to demand can lead to an extended 

vacancy of buildings. 

Environmental risks:  

The activity of Terreïs is subject to various regulations on the environment and public health. Its assets may indeed 

be exposed to problems linked in particular to asbestos, termites and lead. Terreïs may be held liable in the event of 

breach of its obligation to supervise and inspect facilities. Should Terreïs be found liable in any such circumstance, 

this would have a negative impact on its activity, outlook and good standing. To limit these risks, Terreïs has adopted 

a preventive policy which entails performing audits and, if necessary, upgrades to become compliant with regulatory 

standards.  
 

 Counterparty risks 

 

Customer risk:  

As the Company has a non-localised client portfolio both in terms of number and segment breakdown, Terreïs is not 

exposed to a major customer credit risk even though it could still be potentially faced with payment defaults or 

occasional late payments  

The solvency of customers is assessed at the lease signing by the Terreïs General Management and by the property 

manager, Imodam, based on the payment history of clients already present in the portfolio and solvency 

investigations for new customers. 

During a lease, the client credit risk is monitored regularly by Imodam, the property manager, but also by Terreïs 

internal services. 

Bank counterparty risk:  

Financial transactions, mainly involving bank borrowings, purchases of derivatives to hedge interest rate risk and 

short term withdrawal on a credit line, are carried out with the main French financial institutions. 

The failure of one or several of these counterparties may have a significant impact on the Company's l iquidity. 

However, no banking counterparty holds more than one third of the financial resources of derivative instruments used 

by the group. 
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Insurance counterparty risk:  

The buildings in the portfolio are covered by a comprehensive new-for-old insurance policy purchased through 

Assurimo. 

 

 Financial liquidity risk 

 

Terreïs implements a strategy that seeks to use bank debt to finance its growth. Therefore, the group is subject to 

liquidity risk, in the context of financing for its development programme. Financing needs and terms are studied at 

each acquisition of investment property. The same applies to the monitoring of the covenants linked to the existing 

debt. 

Therefore, a significant and sustainable restriction of access conditions to bank markets and/or capital could hamper 

the development of Terreïs. 

Access to credit is contingent on, for bank resources, compliance with several financial ratios mainly connected to the 

balance sheet structure (Loan to Value or LTV) and the capacity of the activity to cover its debt burden. These ratios 

are transmitted to banks in accordance with contractual commitments, either every six months or every year. 
 

 Interest rate risk 

 

Developments on financial markets may lead to fluctuations in interest rates, which may result in an increase of 

financing cost. 

To finance its investments, Terreïs may use variable rate borrowings. To avoid the risk of interest rate increases, 

Terreïs systematically hedges these variable rate borrowings over their entire term in order to maintain a favourable 

difference between the return on property assets acquired and the cost of financing. 

In fiscal 2012, Terreïs continued its prudent debt management policy by setting up the appropriate hedging 

agreements (swaps) for each borrowing contracted at a variable rate for more than one year. Debts due in less than 

one year were not hedged.  
 

 Other risks 

 

Legal and regulatory risks:  

Terreïs has to comply with numerous regulations in various areas, such as urban planning, construction, operating 

permits, hygiene and safety, environment, leasehold rights (especially rents indexation), business corporation law and 

tax laws, especially through the SIIC regime provisions.  

Changes in the regulatory framework could require that Terreïs adapt its activity, assets or strategy, which might 

affect the value of its asset portfolio, financial situation or its earnings, raise expenses or slow down or prevent the 

development of certain investment projects. 
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Risk of losing the SIIC tax status: 

Terreïs is subject to the tax regime of SIIC companies, which makes it eligible to a tax exemption on corporation tax 

for its real estate activity provided it complies with certain obligations, specifically on distribution. If Terreïs fails to 

comply with these obligations, it would be subject to corporation tax under the statutory rate for the financial years in 

question, which would have a negative impact on its earnings. The same would apply in case it exceeds the threshold 

of 60% of the capital or voting rights through a single shareholder. 

In this respect, it is recalled that Terreïs was audited by the tax authorities for the years ended 31 December 2009 

and 31 December 2010 and that no comment was made by the Tax Administration that could jeopardize the SIIC tax 

regime. 

Risk associated with the shareholding structure: 

As at 31 December 2012, Jacky Lorenzetti, chairman of the Terreïs Board of Directors, holds directly or indirectly 

more than 50% of the capital and voting rights of Terreïs. He is likely to exercise significant influence on general 

shareholders' meetings, enabling him to adopt or reject resolutions proposed at Annual General Meetings.  

Risk of fluctuation of the value of financial instruments: 

The derivative instruments used for hedging interest rate risk are valued in the accounts at fair value; any fluctuation 

in value over time may have a positive or negative material impact on consolidated income or equity. The estimated 

value of interest rate derivative instruments is directly linked to their maturity and interest rate anticipations. 
 

 

III. Financial year highlights 

 

 Arbitrages on the property assets of the Terreïs group: 

Terreïs decided to dispose of part of its provincial real estate assets and continue selling off its residential real estate 

assets as and when they are vacated. The Company is therefore continuing its goal of gradually refocusing its 

property on top quality service sector Parisian assets. 

During the year, disposals amounted to €59.8 million (amount reflecting the property trading activity). 

 

 Financing of property assets acquired without debt during the acquisition: 

During the year, Terreïs contracted new borrowings of up to €11.8 million, backed by unpledged real estate assets. 

These new borrowings mainly correspond to the financing of real estate assets acquired without financing during the 

purchase. 
 

 Continuation of the investment strategy: 

Terreïs continued its selective investment strategy with two acquisitions in the Paris CBD for a total price of 

€32 million. One is located at 89 rue de la Boétie (8
th 

arrondissement), with an area of 1,369 m²; the other is located at 

103 rue Réaumur (2
nd 

arrondissement), with an area of 3,988 m² excluding the basement. 

The yield on the office/retail portion of these two assets amounted to 6.4%. 
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IV. Scope of consolidation 

 

At 31 December 2012, the list of consolidated companies was as follows: 

Name 
Date of 

consolidation Address Siren number % interest 

SAS Terreïs Valorisation 20/09/2006 29 rue Marbeuf - Paris 491 933 727 100.00% 

SCI du 29 Taitbout Immobilier 29/09/2006 29 rue Marbeuf - Paris 379 789 274 100.00% 

SCI du 20 rue Louis Philippe in Neuilly 29/09/2006 29 rue Marbeuf - Paris 338 787 435 100.00% 

SCI Les Fleurs de Damrémont 29/09/2006 29 rue Marbeuf - Paris 351 818 356 100.00% 

SCI 102 rue du Faubourg Saint Honoré 29/09/2006 29 rue Marbeuf - Paris 345 263 404 100.00% 

SCI des 11 à 15 avenue Lebrun 29/09/2006 29 rue Marbeuf - Paris 451 895 940 100.00% 

SCI 6 rue de Chabannes 30/09/2007 29 rue Marbeuf - Paris 322 452 483 100.00% 

SCI Le Foch 30/09/2007 29 rue Marbeuf - Paris 381 898 170 100.00% 

SCI La Palmeraie 30/09/2007 29 rue Marbeuf - Paris 428 970 712 100.00% 

EURL Terreïs Invest 18/12/2007 29 rue Marbeuf - Paris 501 560 023 100.00% 

SCI Dupaty 27/02/2008 29 rue Marbeuf - Paris 318 734 324 100.00% 

SAS Terreïs Real Estate 01/01/2011 25 rue Marbeuf - Paris 529 674 426 51.00% 

 

Terreïs Building AGV, Terreïs Rue de la Paix, SCI 3BM and SCI Fessard Chartres were merged into Terreïs during 

fiscal 2012. 

The EURL 103 rue Réaumur was acquired during fiscal 2012, but was merged into Terreïs on 31 December 2012. 

The property investment companies (SCIs) are involved in property leasing. Terreïs Valorisation (SAS) is a property 

trader. Terreïs Invest was set up with the sole purpose of holding orphan shares of property investment companies. 

The main business of Terreïs Real Estate is selling residential and service sector units from the Terreïs real estate 

portfolio. 
 

 

V. Notes to the consolidated income statement 

 

Note 1. Revenue and segment reporting 

 

By category: Offices Retail 
Office / 

Retail 
Residential  

and other 
Total 

31/12/2012 
Rent (€ thousand) 38,954 10,591 2,397 6,369 58,311 

As a percentage 67% 18% 4% 11% 100% 

31/12/2011 
Rent (€ thousand) 25,899 7,059 2,238 6,344 41,540 

As a percentage 63% 17% 5% 15% 100% 

 

By geographical segment: Paris Paris region 
France 

 (not Paris) 
Total 

31/12/2012 
Rent (€ thousand) 39,712 12,139 6,461 58,311 

As a percentage 68% 21% 11% 100% 

31/12/2011 
Rent (€ thousand) 27,307 7,853 6,379 41,540 

As a percentage 66% 19% 15% 100% 

 

Impact of a change in rents: 

The calculation was based on the assumption of a decrease in rents and not an increase in vacant lots. 

 

(in € 000s)   
Impact of a 5% 

decline in rents 
Rental income 

Impact of a 5% 

increase in rents 

Rental income    55,396 58,311 61,227 

Impact on consolidated profit/loss 57,007 60,007 63,008 

Impact on net position 185,269 195,020 204,771 
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Note 2. Rental expenses  
 

Rental expenses include costs relating to the ordinary operation of buildings (e.g. maintenance, utilities, etc.), 

insurance and taxes (office tax in Ile-de-France and property taxes), which by contract can be passed on to tenants 

depending on the lease: 

 

(in € 000s) 

31/12/2012 31/12/2011 

Rental 

expenses 

reinvoiced 

(A) 

Actual  

rental 

expenses  

(B) 

Rental 

expenses 

borne 

(A)+(B) 

Rental 

expenses 

reinvoiced 

(A) 

Actual  

rental 

expenses  

(B) 

Rental 

expenses 

borne 

(A)+(B) 

Rental expenses 11,942 -13,393 -1,450 7,089 -8,679 -1,590 

Maintenance and repairs  
 

-479 -479 66 -431 -364 

Total 11,942 -13,871 -1,929 7,156 -9,110 -1,954 

 

Note 3. Management and rental fees 

 

(in € 000s) 31/12/2012 31/12/2011 

Management fees -1,584 -801 

Rental fees -528 -235 

Total -2,112 -1,036 

 

Note 4. Staff costs before reinvoicing 

 

At 31 December 2012, the Terreïs group employed seven people. 

 

Bonus share issue: On 13 May 2008, the Board of Directors of Terreïs decided to issue 132,182 bonus shares to 

employees and corporate officers of the Company and its associates. The beneficiaries became owners of the shares 

following a vesting period of four years from the decision, i.e. on 13 May 2012. At the end of the vesting period, the 

beneficiaries who had become shareholders are obliged to hold their shares for a period of two years.  

Consequently, the consolidated financial statements as at 31 December 2012 report a charge of €143,000 recorded 

as a contra-entry to the item "bonus share allotment" in accordance with IFRS 2 requiring fair value accounting of 

benefits granted to beneficiaries as part of a bonus share scheme. Consequently, the consolidated accounts reflect 

the capital increase of €396,000. 
 

Note 5. External charges 

 

This item includes:  

 general expenses (e.g. rent, telephone, etc.),  
 fee expenses not rebillable to tenants, 

 third-party accounting, legal and financial services outsourced to external contractors, 

 directors' fees. 

 

(in € 000s) 31/12/2012 31/12/2011 

General expenses -537 -732 

Fees -1,055 -422 

Accounting, legal and financial services -259 -333 

Directors’ fees -90 -65 

Total -1,941 -1,552 
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Note 6. Profit/loss from disposals of investment property 

 

As at 31/12/2012, the profit/loss from the sale of investment property is linked to arbitrage on the residential property 

holding and the disposal of part of the offices/retail properties located in the provinces. As at 31/12/2011, this item 

was essentially comprised of disposals of residential assets. 

(in € 000s) 31/12/2012 
31/12/2011 

restated 
31/12/2011 

published 

Disposal price 56,155 34,474 34,474 

Net carrying amount -18,406 -8,895 -11,672 

Total 37,749 25,578 22,802 

 

Breakdown of disposals between the "residential" portion and the "office/retail" portion: 

(in € 000s) Residential  Office / Retail Total 

Disposal price 31,294 24,861 56,155 

Net carrying amount -4,538 -13,868 -18,406 

Capital gain or loss 26,756 10,993 37,749 

 

Note 7. Profit on short-term asset sales 

 

The "profit on short-term asset sales" corresponds to disposals linked to the property trading activity held by the 

dedicated subsidiary, Terreïs Valorisation. These disposals exclusively concerned residential units. 

(in € 000s) 31/12/2012 31/12/2011 

Disposal price 3,632 2,966 

Net carrying amount -3,067 -2,524 

Capital gain or loss  565 443 

 

Summary table between the property trading activity and disposals of investment property: 

(in € 000s) Residential  Office / Retail Total 

Disposal price 34,926 24,861 59,787 

Net carrying amount -7,606 -13,868 -21,475 

Capital gain or loss 27,319 10,993 38,313 

 

Note 8. Other operating income and expenses 
 

(in € 000s) 31/12/2012 
31/12/2011 

restated 
31/12/2011 

published 

Tax disputes 17,504 9,330 9,330 

 Exit tax restatement   -29,464   

Compensations for early departure of tenant 500     

EURL 103 rue Réaumur acquisition cost -663     

Other 329 39 39 

Total 17,669 -20,095 9,369 

 

Income on tax disputes corresponds to the favourable outcomes of disputes taken over by Avenir & Investissement 

and DAB Expansion, which led to a reversal from the French tax administration. 
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Note 9. Corporation tax 

 

(in € 000s) 31/12/2012 
31/12/2011 

restated 
31/12/2011 

published 

Current tax liability -2,157 -385 -385 

Deferred taxes   -80 -80 

Total -2,157 -465 -465 

 

Relation between the tax charge and the book profit: 

(in € 000s) 31/12/2012 
31/12/2011 

restated 
31/12/2011 

published 

Net income 60,007 9,613 35,854 

Restated tax expense -2,157 -465 -465 

Pre-tax profit 62,164 10,077 36,319 

Theoretical tax rate 33.33% 33.33% 33.33% 

Total theoretical tax rate -20,719 -3,359 -12,105 

Exemption related to the SIIC status 9,740 8,748 8,748 

Impact restatement of exit tax 8,747 -8,747   

Impact of tax dispute   3,128 3,128 

Other 75 -236 -237 

Total actual tax expense -2,157 -465 -465 

 

Note 10. Net income per share 

 

(in € 000s) 31/12/2012 
31/12/2011 

restated 
31/12/2011 

published 

Consolidated net income, group share 59,686 9,375 35,616 

Net income per share 2.36 € 0.37 € 1.42 € 

Diluted net income per share 2.36 € 0.37 € 1.41 € 

        

        

  31/12/2012 
31/12/2011 

restated 
31/12/2011 

published 

Number of shares at the balance sheet date (1) 25,259,750 25,127,568 25,127,568 

Number of treasury shares at the balance sheet date (2) 5,327 5,000 5,000 

Number of bonus shares outstanding at the balance sheet date (3)   132,182 132,182 

Total number of shares in issue at the balance sheet date  

(1) - (2) = (4) 
25,254,423 25,122,568 25,122,568 

Number of diluted shares excluding treasury shares (4) + (3) 25,254,423 25,254,750 25,254,750 
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VI. Notes to the consolidated financial statements 

 

Note 11. Statement of changes in intangible assets 

 

Statement of changes in intangible assets from 31/12/2011 to 31/12/2012: 

(in € 000s) 31/12/2011 Acquisition Decrease 31/12/2012 

Temporary usufruct 507     507 

Other (1) 462     462 

Total gross values 969 0 0 969 

  31/12/2011 Allowance Write-back 31/12/2012 

Depreciation of temporary usufruct -154 -54   -207 

Other (1) -338 -18   -355 

Total depreciation -491 -71 0 -563 

Total net values 478     406 

(1) : Including at 31/12/2012 an indemnification on the repurchase of the Cambrai finance lease for a net carrying amount of 

€108,000. 

 

Statement of changes in intangible assets from 31/12/2010 to 31/12/2011: 

(in € 000s) 31/12/2010 
Change in 

scope 
Acquisition Decrease 31/12/2011 

Temporary usufruct 507       507 

Other (1)   462     462 

Total gross values 507 462 0 0 969 

  31/12/2010 Change in 

scope 
Allowance Write-back 31/12/2011 

Depreciation of temporary usufruct -103   -51   -154 

Other (1)   -320 -18   -338 

Total depreciation -103 -320 -69 0 -492 

Total net values 404       478 

(1): Including at 31/12/2011 an indemnification on the repurchase of the Cambrai finance lease for a net carrying amount of 

€125,000. 

 

Note 12. Statement of changes in investment property  
 

Statement of changes in investment property from 31/12/2011 to 31/12/2012: 

(in € 000s) 
31/12/2011 

restated 
Change in 

scope 
Acquisitions Disposals Other (1) 31/12/2012 

Investment property 839,708 24,369 9,989 -20,964 -1,467 851,635 

Total gross values 839,708 24,369 9,989 -20,964 -1,467 851,635 

  31/12/2011 

restated 
Change in 

scope 
Allowance Write-back Other 31/12/2012 

Building depreciation -53,872   -21,350 5,161   -70,062 

Depreciation of investment 

property 
-157     157   0 

Total amortisations and 

provisions 
-54,029   -21,350 5,318   -70,062 

Total net values 785,679         781,574 

 

(1) Breakdown of the "Other" line item =     
Capitalisation of completed works in progress   2,163 

Reclassification investment property under promise (NAV) -2,377 

Change in acquisition costs on prior acquisitions -1,254 

Total "Other"   -1,467 
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Statement of changes in investment property from 31/12/2010 to 31/12/2011 published: 

(in € 000s) 31/12/2010 
Change in 

scope 
Acquisitions Disposals Other (1) 31/12/2011 

Investment property 400,257 109,412 369,184 -11,914 -574 866,365 

Total gross values 400,257 109,412 369,184 -11,914 -574 866,365 

  31/12/2010 Change in 

scope 
Allowance Write-back Other (2) 31/12/2011 

Depreciation of buildings -18,465 -24,086 -15,670 3,020 915 -54,287 

Depreciation of investment 

property 
-160     3   -157 

Total amortisations and 

provisions 
-18,625 -24,086 -15,670 3,023 915 -54,443 

Total net values 381,632         811,922 

 

(1) Breakdown of the "Other" line item =     
Reclassification of internal disposals    697 

Reclassification investment property under promise (GV) -3,507 

Capitalisation of completed works in progress 

 

2,326 

Other   -90 

Total "Other"   -574 

(2) Breakdown of the "Other" line item =     
Reclassification investment property under promise (Amort.) 915 

Total "Other"   915 

 

Explanation of the transition between 31/12/2011 published and 31/12/2011 restated: 

(in € 000s) 
31/12/2011 

published 
Impact  

of Exit Tax 
31/12/2011 

restated 

Investment property 866,365 -26,657 839,708 

Total gross values 866,365 -26,657 839,708 

  
31/12/2011 

published 
Impact  

of Exit Tax 
31/12/2011 

restated 

Depreciation of buildings -54,287 415 -53,872 

Depreciation of investment property -157 
 

-157 

Total amortisations and provisions -54,443 415 -54,029 

Total net values 811,922 -26,242 785,679 

 

Note 13. Work in progress 

 

(in € 000s) 31/12/2011 Increase 
Work completed 

and 

capitalised 
31/12/2012 

Work in progress 3,292 8,553 -2,163 9,682 

Total 3,292 8,553 -2,163 9,682 

 

Completed works are reclassified under "investment property" in the balance sheet.  
 

Note 14. Other non-current assets 

 

(in € 000s) 31/12/2012 31/12/2011 

Rent deposits and working capital 279 294 

Unavailable cash equivalents 9,245 7,350 

Other 25 36 

Total 9,549 7,681 
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Change in unavailable cash equivalents: 

Unavailable cash equivalents correspond to cash blocked for more than one year in connection with real estate 

acquisition financing: 

(in € 000s) 31/12/2011 Increase Decrease 31/12/2012 

Term deposits and accounts 6,700 1,895   8,595 

SICAV 650     650 

Total 7,350 1,895 0 9,245 

 

Note 15. Assets held for sale 

 

The line item "assets held for sale" corresponds to investment property for which a sale promise was signed in 2012 

but was actually disposed of in 2013. 

(in € 000s) 31/12/2012 31/12/2011 

Assets held for sale (1) 2,538 5,974 

Total  2,538 5,974 

 

Note 16. Inventories 

 

(in € 000s) 
Year of 

acquisition 
31/12/2011 

Reclassifi-

cation 
Acquisitions 

 / Works 
Disposals 31/12/2012 

Clermont Ferrand - Rue des Gras 2007   626   -187 440 

Paris - Bld des Capucines 2011   2,756 
 

-2,756 0 

Total   0 3,382 0 -2,943 440 

 

It is specified that as at 31/12/2011, the inventory of the property trading activity was presented on the "assets held for 

sale" line item on the balance sheet. 

 

Note 17. Trade and other receivables 

 

(in € 000s) 31/12/2012 31/12/2011       

Receivables 2,159 4,314       

Unbilled receivable 2,315 
 

      

Gross bad debts 436 439       

Provisions for bad debts -313 -349       

Total 4,597 4,403       

            

(in € 000s) 31/12/2011 
Change in 

scope 
Increase Decrease 31/12/2012 

Gross bad debts 439 89 168 -260 436 

  31/12/2011 Change in 

scope 
Allowance Write-back 31/12/2012 

Provision for bad debts -349 -74 -95 204 -313 

Trade receivables bad debt 90       123 
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Note 18. Other current assets 

 

(in € 000s) 31/12/2012 31/12/2011 

Prepaid expenses 682 733 

Down payments to solicitors 4,309   

Debts owed to management firms 889   

Other debtors 1,424 143 

Total 7,304 876 

 

Note 19. Cash and cash equivalents 

 

(in € 000s) 31/12/2012 31/12/2011 

Money-market UCITS 262 13,559 

Term deposits 7,800 
 

Cash equivalents 8,062 13,559 

Cash and cash equivalents 4,178 5,246 

Total 12,240 18,806 

 

The "term deposits" line item corresponds to term deposits that can be interrupted at any time without incurring a fine.  
 

Note 20. Ordinary and treasury shares 

 

The number of shares issued by the Company changed as follows: 

  Number of shares 

31/12/2005 Initial share capital 2,500 

29/09/2006 

Division of the nominal value of shares 1,000,000 

Capital increase: SCIs and properties transferred 2,632,861 

Capital increase: stock market flotation 1,423,517 

22/12/2006 Conversion of convertible ORA bonds 2,815,315 

10/01/2011 Merger with Avenir & Investissement and DAB Expansion 8,880,549 

18/02/2011 Capital increase 8,375,326 

13/05/2012 Bonus shares 132,182 

31/12/2012 Total number of shares  25,259,750 

 

The share capital at 31 December 2012 was composed of 25,259,750 shares with a nominal value of €3.00. All 

issued shares were fully paid up. 

A liquidity contract was signed with CA Cheuvreux, a stock brokerage firm. Transactions on treasury shares for the 

year were as follows: 

(in € 000s) 
Number of 

shares 

Gross 

carrying 

amount 

Capital 

gains or 

losses 

realised 

Provision 
Net 

carrying 

amount 

Treasury shares held at 31/12/2011  5,000 62.3   0.0 62.3 

Purchases during the period 22,850 304.6       

Sales during the period -22,523 -295.2 11.4     

Treasury shares held at 31/12/2012 5,327 71.7   0.0 71.7 

Cash balance    258.4       

Total liquidity account   330.1   0.0 330.1 
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Note 21. Net debt 

 

Breakdown of net debt: 

All borrowings were arranged either at a fixed rate or at a swapped variable rate.  

(in € 000s) 
  31/12/2012 

31/12/2011 

restated 
31/12/2011 

published 

Fixed-rate repayable loans 23,209 39,081 39,081 

Hedged variable-rate repayable loans 403,821 402,488 402,488 

Fixed-rate bullet loan 24,900 24,900 24,900 

Hedged variable-rate bullet loan 17,700 17,700 17,700 

Restated finance lease 2,648 3,115 3,115 

Credit facilities 29,992 29,991 29,991 

Net loan issue expenses -2,089 -1,954 -1,954 

Non-current borrowings and financial liabilities 500,180 515,321 515,321 

Fixed-rate repayable loans 2,831 4,159 4,159 

Hedged variable-rate repayable loans 27,948 25,536 25,536 

Restated finance lease 467 448 448 

Interest accrued on borrowings 550 959 1,441 

Credit facilities 6,659 15,543 15,543 

Short-term borrowings 38,456 46,644 47,127 

Total financial liabilities 538,636 561,966 562,448 

Cash (including unavailable cash equivalents) -21,484 -26,156 -26,156 

Net debt 517,152 535,810 536,292 

 

(in € 000s) 31/12/2012 
31/12/2011 

restated 
31/12/2011 

published 

Total financial liabilities  538,636 561,966 562,448 

Restated finance lease (long-term portion) -2,648 -3,115 -3,115 

Restated finance lease (short-term portion) -467 -448 -448 

Net loan issue expenses 2,089 1,954 1,954 

Interest accrued on borrowings -550 -959 -1,441 

Total financial debts excluding issuance costs, interests accrued 

on borrowings and finance lease 
537,060 559,398 559,398 

 

Statement of changes in financial debts excluding issuance costs, interests accrued on borrowings and finance lease: 

(in € 000s) 31/12/2011 Increase Decrease 31/12/2012 

Fixed-rate repayable loans 43,240   -17,200 26,040 

Hedged variable-rate repayable loans 428,024 17,800 -14,055 431,769 

Fixed-rate bullet loans 24,900     24,900 

Hedged variable-rate bullet loans 17,700     17,700 

Credit facilities 45,534   -8,882 36,651 

Total financial liabilities excluding issuance 

costs, interests accrued on borrowings and 

finance lease 
559,398 17,800 -40,137 537,060 
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Payment schedule of financial liabilities (principal):  

(in € 000s) Total < 1 year 
1 to 5 

years 
> 5 years 

Fixed-rate repayable loans 26,040 2,831 10,473 12,736 

Hedged variable-rate repayable loans 431,769 27,948 123,949 279,871 

Fixed-rate bullet loans 24,900 
  

24,900 

Hedged variable-rate bullet loans 17,700 
 

17,700 
 

Credit facilities 36,651 6,659 29,992 
 

Total financial debts excluding issuance costs, interests 

accrued on borrowings and finance lease 
537,060 37,438 182,115 317,507 

 

(in € 000s) 
Financial assets  

Financial 

liabilities  
Net exposure 

before hedging  
Interest rate 

hedges 
Net exposure after 

hedging  

(A) (B) ( C ) = ( A ) - ( B ) ( D ) ( E ) = ( C ) + ( D ) 

  
Fixed 

rate 
Variable 

rate 
Fixed 

rate 
Variable 

rate 
Fixed 

rate 
Variable 

rate 
Fixed 

rate 
Variable 

rate 
Fixed 

rate 
Variable 

rate 
Less than one 

year 
12,240 

 
9,490 27,948 2,749 -27,948 -27,948 27,948 -25,199 0 

From 1 to 5 

years 
9,245 

 
40,465 141,649 -31,221 -141,649 -141,649 141,649 -172,870 0 

More than 5 

years   
37,636 279,871 -37,636 -279,871 -279,871 279,871 -317,507 0 

Total 21,484 0 87,592 449,469 -66,107 -449,469 -449,469 449,469 -515,576 0 

 

Financial covenants: 

Some of the loans contracted by the Terreïs group are covered by covenants based on financial ratios (notions of 

Loan To Value and Debt Service Coverage Ratios) that may trigger an obligation of early repayment.  

  Covenants 

DSCR (Debt Service Coverage Ratio) Minimum 1.10 

LTV (Loan To Value)  Minimum < 55% 

 

Note 22. Derivative instruments 

 

Change in derivative instruments: 

(in € 000s) 
Fair value 

31/12/2012 
Fair value 

31/12/2011 
Change in 

fair value  

Including 

recognised 

directly in 

equity 

Including 

recognised 

directly in 

profit or loss  
Fixed rate payer swap rates/3-month Euribor 

receiver variable rate 
54,572 31,767 22,804 22,367 438 

Total of derivative instruments liabilities 54,572 31,767       

Including non-current portion 41,206 22,546       

including current version   13,366 9,221       

 

Sensitivity of the fair value of liability derivative instruments: 

(in € 000s) 

Fair value 

with 

assumption 

of 0.5% rate 

drop 

Fair value 

adopted at 

31/12/2012 

Fair value 

with 

assumption 

of 0.5% rate 

drop 

 Fixed rate payer swap rates/3-month Euribor receiver variable rate 69,632 54,572 40,214 
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Ranking of fair values as at 31 December 2012: 

Financial instruments at fair value are ranked by level as follows: 

 

(in € 000s) 
Level 1: Financial 

instruments traded 

on an asset market 

Level 2: Financial 

instruments whose 

evaluation requires 

the use of valuation 

techniques based on 

observable inputs 

Total 

Share of SICAV units held for sale 912 
 

912 

Assets measured at fair value as at 31/12/2012 
  

  

Derivative instruments 
 

54,572 54,572 

Liabilities measured at fair value as at 31/12/2012       

 

Note 23. Exit tax 

 

The adoption of SIIC status involves the immediate payment of a 19% exit tax on unrealised gains existing on the 

adoption date relating to properties and shares in partnerships not subject to corporation tax. 

(in € 000s) Date of 

option 

Adjusted 

property 

value 
Fiscal value  Difference Exit tax 

  A B A-B=C Cx19% 
Assets derived from the mergers of Terreïs 

Building AGV and Terreïs Rue de la Paix 01/01/2011 74,742 13,948 60,793 11,550 

Assets transferred during the merger with Avenir 

& Investissement  10/01/2011 214,420 59,352 155,067 29,462 

Assets derived from the merger with EURL 103 

rue Réaumur 15/09/2012 23,348 17,972 5,376, 1,021 

Total  312,510 91,272 221,236 42,033 

 

A quarter of this tax must be paid on 15 December of the year of the option and the balance spread over the next 

three years. 

 

Outstanding amount payable as at 31/12/2012: 

(in € 000s) 
Amount remaining 

to be paid as at 

01/01/2012 

Amount of options 

realised during the  

year 

Amount paid during 

the year 

Amount remaining 

to be paid as at 

31/12/2012 
Total 30,760 1,021 -10,509 21,272 

 

Payment schedule: 

(in € 000s) 15/12/2013 15/12/2014 15/12/2015 Total 

Total 10,509 10,509 255 21,272 

 

Note 24. Other current liabilities 

 

(in € 000s) 31/12/2012 31/12/2011 

Tax and social security payables 2,890 1,651 

Tax disputes 254 14,289 

Other liabilities 2,058 1,606 

Total 5,202 17,546 
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Breakdown of the "tax disputes" line item: 

Risks connected to the tax disputes brought by DAB Expansion and its subsidiary Avenir & Investissement have been 

fully recognised in the accounts through the "expenses payable" line item. 

 

Note 25. Adjusted net asset value per share 

 

Terreïs had its real estate portfolio as at 31/12/2012 valued by BNP Paribas Real Estate. The valuation revealed an 

average yield of 5.71%. The results of this appraisal can be summarised in the table below as follows: 

  31/12/2012 31/12/2011 restated 

(in € 000s) 
Market 

value  
Consolidat

ed value 
Difference  

Market 

value  
Consolidat

ed value 
Difference  

  A B A-B A B A-B 

SA Terreïs 1,067,935 736,168 331,767 926,707 664,938 261,768 

SARL Terreïs Building AGV 
   

44,200 37,917 6,283 

SARL Terreïs Rue de la Paix 
  

 41,100 34,976 6,124 

SCI Fessard Chartres 
  

 450 241 209 

SCI Les Fleurs de Damrémont 6,330 4,067 2,263 5,800 4,220 1,580 

SCI 102 rue du Faubourg Saint Honoré 2,550 1,583 967 2,520 1,643 877 

SCI du 20 rue Louis Philippe in Neuilly 2,940 2,185 755 2,766 2,221 545 

SCI du 29 Taitbout Immobilier 960 613 347 830 641 189 

SCI des 11 à 15 avenue Lebrun 41,300 33,275 8,025 41,700 33,972 7,728 

SCI 6 rue de Chabannes 
   

390 309 81 

SCI Le Foch 2,740 3,057 -317 3,800 3,528 272 

SCI La Palmeraie 
   

580 426 154 

SCI Dupaty 1,000 626 374 985 647 338 

Total 1,125,755 781,575 344,181 1,071,828 785,679 286,148 

Assets held for sale 12,131 2,377 9,754 13,439 5,974 7,465 

Inventories 440 440 
    

Total 1,138,326 784,391 353,935 1,085,267 791,653 293,614 

 

Remark: It is specified that the investment properties held in SCI Fessard Chartres, SCI 6 rue de Chabannes and SCI 

La Palmeraie were disposed of during the year. The investment properties held in Terreïs Building AGV and Terreïs 

Rue de la Paix were transferred to Terreïs through the merger (see: Part IV: Scope of consolidation).  
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  31/12/2011 restated 31/12/2011 published 

(in € 000s) 
Market 

value  
Consolidat

ed value 
Difference  

Market 

value  
Consolidat

ed value 
Difference  

  A B A-B A B A-B 

SA Terreïs 926,707 664,938 261,768 926,707 691,181 235,526 

SARL Terreïs Building AGV 44,200 37,917 6,283 44,200 37,917 6,283 

SARL Terreïs Rue de la Paix 41,100 34,976 6,124 41,100 34,976 6,124 

SCI Fessard Chartres 450 241 209 450 241 209 

SCI Les Fleurs de Damrémont 5,800 4,220 1,580 5,800 4,220 1,580 

SCI 102 rue du Faubourg Saint Honoré 2,520 1,643 877 2,520 1,643 877 

SCI du 20 rue Louis Philippe in Neuilly 2,766 2,221 545 2,766 2,221 545 

SCI du 29 Taitbout Immobilier 830 641 189 830 641 189 

SCI des 11 à 15 avenue Lebrun 41,700 33,972 7,728 41,700 33,972 7,728 

SCI 6 rue de Chabannes 390 309 81 390 309 81 

SCI Le Foch 3,800 3,528 272 3,800 3,528 272 

SCI La Palmeraie 580 426 154 580 426 154 

SCI Dupaty 985 647 338 985 647 338 

Total 1,071,828 785,679 286,148 1,071,828 811,922 259,906 

Assets held for sale 13,439 5,974 7,465 13,439 5,974 7,465 

Inventories 
      

Total 1,085,267 791,653 293,614 1,085,267 817,896 267,371 

 

(in € 000s) 31/12/2012 
31/12/2011 

restated 
31/12/2011 

published 

Consolidated net position 195,020 172,568 230,093 

Restatement fair value impact of financial instruments 53,651 31,284 0 

Revaluation difference not recognised on investment property 353,935 293,614 267,371 

Adjusted net assets for liquidation purposes 602,605 497,465 497,464 

Theoretical acquisition costs 70,576 67,287 67,287 

Adjusted net assets for replacement purposes 673,181 564,752 564,751 

Number of diluted shares excluding treasury shares 25,254,423 25,254,750 25,254,750 

Adjusted net assets per share for liquidation purposes 23.86 € 19.70 € 19.70 € 

Diluted adjusted net assets per share for replacement purposes 26.66 € 22.36 € 22.36 € 

 

Sensitivity of the valuation to changes in average yield: 

(€ million) 
Impact of a 5% 

decrease in 

yield 
Average yield 

Impact of a 5% 

increase in 

yield 

Yield 5.42% 5.71% 6.00% 

Value of real estate portfolio  1,081 1,138 1,195 

Adjusted net asset value (NAV) per share for liquidation 

purposes 
22.67 € 23.86 € 25.05 € 
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VII. Notes to the statement of cash flows 

 

Note 26. Determining current net cash flow per share 

 

(in € 000s) 31/12/2012 
31/12/2011 

restated 
31/12/2011 

published 

Current cash flow after net finance cost and tax 43,792 25,886 25,886 

Current cash flow per share 1.73 € 1.03 € 1.03 € 

Diluted current cash flow per share 1.73 € 1.03 € 1.03 € 

 

Note 27. Change in working capital requirement for operations 

 

(in € 000s)   31/12/2012 31/12/2011 

Change in trade notes and accounts receivable   -193 -3,059 

Change of management agent   -889 
 

Change in trade creditors and other accounts payable   -282 -112 

Change in inventories   2,942 
 

Exit tax due data    -10,509 -10,253 

Tax disputes (see: note 24: Other current liabilities)   -14,107 9,034 

Change in deposits received    884 4,265 

Other   -24 -2,084 

Total   -22,178 -2,209 

 

Note 28. Impact of changes in scope for the year 

 

At 31/12/2012, cash flows linked to changes in scope concerned the acquisition of the EURL 103 rue Réaumur and 

can be broken down as follows:  

(in € 000s)   31/12/2012 

Price paid for the acquisition of the EURL 103 rue Réaumur   -23,417 

Cash acquired from the EURL 103 rue Réaumur   264 

Total   -23,152 

 

Note 29. Cash outflows linked to the acquisition of investment property 

 

(in € 000s)   31/12/2012 31/12/2011 

Cash outflows linked to the acquisition of investment property   -9,989 -369,184 

Cash outflows linked to works in progress and capitalised   -8,553 -6,669 

Total   -18,542 -375,853 

 

Note 30. Other flows linked to investing activities 

 

(in € 000s)   31/12/2012 31/12/2011 

Change in loan granted by SAS Ovalto Investissement   -383 13,000 

Change in down payment made by SAS Ovalto Investissement   -8,883 15,543 

Total   -9,266 28,543 
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VIII. Off-balance sheet commitments, contingent assets and liabilities 

 

(€ million) 31/12/2012 31/12/2011 

Commitments linked to the Group's scope:     

 Commitments given:     

  -None- 

 Commitments received:     
 - commitments provided by Ovalto Investissement to banks in connection with 

capital expenditure financing for Terreïs Group (pledging of financial securities 

and term account) 
26 26 

Commitments linked to the financing:     

 Commitments given:     

 - mortgages 119 108 

 - loan pledge 369 366 

 - bank guarantees 76 76 

  . Commitments received:     

  -None- 

Commitments made to operating activities:     

 Commitments given:     

 - potential cash outflow on signed  offers to purchase 55   

 Commitments received:     

 - potential cash outflow of signed offers to buy  12 10 

 - commitments received in connection with leases signed with tenants NC * NC * 

*NC: not communicated     
 

 

IX. Events after 31 December 2012  

 

No major event has occurred since the balance sheet date which might have a material impact on the group's 

earnings or financial situation. 

 

 

X. Related parties 

 

 Remuneration for executive and governance bodies: 

(in € 000s) 31/12/2012 31/12/2011 

Short-term benefits (salaries, bonuses, etc.) 155 155 

 

Management comprises persons present at the balance sheet date or who were during the year, Terreïs directors or 

members of the audit committee. 

 

 Related party transactions: 

Related party transactions are conducted under normal market conditions. 

 

 Transactions with Roques: 

Fabrice Paget-Domet, Chief Executive Officer and Director of Terreïs, is the manager of Roques. 

(in € 000s) 31/12/2012 31/12/2011 

Income statement:     

Fees -126 -145 

Balance sheet:     

Trade and other payables   -18 
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 Transactions with Ovalto Investissement: 

Jacky Lorenzetti, Chairman of the Board of Directors of Terreïs, is the Chairman and Founder of Ovalto 

Investissement. 

(in € 000s) 31/12/2012 31/12/2011 

Income statement:     

Accounting, legal and administrative services (1) -280 -280 

Financial interests on cash advance and loan -687 -69 

Balance sheet:     

Cash advance and loan -19,277 -28,543 

Trade and other payables -3 -9 

(1) Includes three service contracts, namely: 

- Ovalto Investissement and Terreïs for €250,000, 

- Ovalto Investissement and Terreïs Valorisation for €15,000, 

- Ovalto Investissement and Terreïs Real Estate for €15,000. 

 

 

XI. Fees of Statutory Auditors 

 

  Sofideec Baker Tilly Rödl & Partner (1) 

(amount excluding tax in €) 31/12/2012 31/12/2011 31/12/2012 31/12/2011 

Audit:         

 Statutory audits, certification, examination of corporate 
and consolidated accounts 

        

 - Issuer 60,000 40,000 60,000 50,000 

 - Fully consolidated subsidiaries 8,730 3,500 
 

5,000 

 Other reviews and services directly related to the work of 
the statutory auditor  

79,000 
 

59,000 

Subtotal 68,730 122,500 60,000 114,000 

Other services provided by networks to fully 

consolidated subsidiaries:         

 Legal, financial and employee-related         

 Other if more than 10% of audit fees         

Subtotal 0  0  0  0  

Total 68,730 122,500 60,000 114,000 

(1) : The accounts for the year ended 31/12/2011 were reviewed by Révision Conseil Audit. 
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STATUTORY AUDITORS’ REPORT ON THE CONSOLIDATED 

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
 

 

To the Shareholders, 

In accordance with the mandate conferred on us by your General Shareholders’ Meeting, we present to you our 

report for the year ended 31 December 2012 on: 

- the audit of the accompanying consolidated financial statements of the company Terreïs; 

- the basis of our assessment; 

- the specific disclosures and verification procedures required by law. 

The consolidated financial statements have been approved by the Board of Directors. Our responsibility is to express 

an opinion on these financial statements based on our audit. 

These accounts were prepared in accordance with IFRS, as adopted by the European Union.  

I - Opinion on the consolidated financial statements 

We conducted our audit according to the professional standards applicable in France. These standards require us to 

take the necessary steps so as to obtain reasonable assurance that the consolidated financial statements are free of 

material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis or using other selection methods, evidence 

supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. It also includes an assessment of the accounting 

policies applied, the significant estimates made and the overall adequacy of the presentation of information in the financial 

statements. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our assessment. 

In our opinion, the consolidated financial statements, with respect to IFRS as adopted by the European Union, give a 

true and fair view of the assets, financial position and results of operations of the group of persons and entities 

included in the scope of consolidation.  

Without qualifying the opinion expressed above, we would like to draw your attention to the corrections of errors made 

during the year according to the procedures set out in the note INTRODUCTION TO THE CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL 

STATEMENTS concerning: 

 the treatment of the exit tax booked in connection with the merger-takeover of DAB Expansion and Avenir et 

Investissement initially recorded under assets on the balance sheet (investment property) in the 2011 

accounts and which has now been expensed over the same year; 

 the recognition of hedging derivative financial instruments implemented within the Group in accordance with 

IAS 39. 

II.   Basis for our assessments 

In accordance with Article L. 823-9 of the French Commercial Code relating to the basis of our assessment, we report 

to you that:  

1. In connection with our assessment of the accounting principles adopted by the Company, we had to examine 

the accuracy of the error correction described in the note INTRODUCTION TO THE CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL 

STATEMENTS and the presentation made to restore the comparability of the financial statements;  

2. Furthermore: 

 The group has appointed an independent valuer to value its real estate assets:  

o Note I - BASIS OF MEASUREMENT, JUDGEMENT AND USE OF ESTIMATES  in the notes to the financial statements 

describes the methods used to estimate accounting values at year-end; 

o The market value of investment property reported in note 25 corresponds to the valuation of the real 

estate portfolio at 31 December 2012; 

 Note I - BUSINESS COMBINATION in the notes to the financial statements describes the methods used to book 

acquisitions of securities; 

 Note I - BANK BORROWINGS AND FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS in the notes to the financial statements describes the 

nature and methods used to measure the financial instruments subscribed by the group.  
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As part of our assessment of the fairness of the method used and the reasonable nature of the estimates made, 

we have examined, where necessary, the information and assumptions used by the Company to recognise the 

values indicated.  

These assessments thus form part of our audit of the consolidated financial statements, taken in their entirety, and 

have thus contributed to the formulation of our opinion as expressed in the first part of this report. 

III.   Specific verifications and disclosures 

In accordance with the professional standards applicable in France, we have also verified the specific information 

about the group contained in the management report. 

We have no comments as to its fair presentation and conformity with the consolidated financial statements.  

 

 

Given in Paris on 9 April 2013, 

The Statutory Auditors 

 

RODL & Partner 

 

 

Erik Decourtray 

SOFIDEEC Baker Tilly 

 

 

Jean-Fabrice Subias Pierre Faucon 
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OTHER INFORMATION ABOUT THE ISSUER 
 

Issuer’s company name 

 

The name of the Company is “Terreïs”. 

 

 

Place of registration of the issuer and its registration number 

 

The Company is registered in the Paris Trade and Companies Register under number 431 413 673. 

 

 

Date of incorporation and the length of life of the issuer 

 

The Company was established on 17 April 2000 for a period of ninety-nine (99) years, ending on 12 May 2099. 

 

 

Registered office and legal status of the issuer and governing law 

 

The Company's registered office is at 29 rue Marbeuf, Paris 75008. Its administrative headquarters are at 11, avenue 

Paul Langevin, Le Plessis Robinson (92350) – (telephone: 01 82 00 95 00). 
 

The Company was set up as a private limited company and became a public limited company on 29 September 2006. 

It is governed by the legislative and regulatory provisions applicable to French limited companies and by its Articles of 

Association. 

 

 

Corporate objectives 

 

In accordance with Article 2 of its Articles of Association, the Company’s main objective is the acquisition or 

construction of rental property or the direct or indirect acquisition of shareholdings in companies with this objective. 

 

It may also lease any premises, sublet property, acquire shareholdings or equity interests in any French or foreign 

commercial, financial or other companies and enterprises with the same corporate objectives, exceptionally dispose 

of Company assets, in particular by sale or contribution and more generally enter into any industrial, commercial, 

financial, investment, land or property transaction that may be directly or indirectly related to its corporate object. 

 

 

Dividend distribution policy 

 

The Company has opted for a dividend to be paid twice a year: 

- an interim dividend based on the interim results, 

- a final dividend paid after the Annual General Meeting of the shareholders. 

 

 

Miscellaneous 

 

Since 2012, the Company has been a member of the Fédération des Sociétés Immobilières et Foncières. 
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OTHER INFORMATION CONCERNING CORPORATE GOVERNANCE 
 

Administration 

 

Upon a decision by the Board of Directors dated 13 March 2012, the Company decided to refer to the Middlenext 

Code and to rewrite its corporate governance charter. 

 

The main stipulations of this corporate governance charter are summarised below. 

 

Organisation of the Board 

 

The Company is administered by a Board of Directors composed of at least six and of no more than eighteen 

members, subject to the exemption granted by law for mergers. The term of office of directors is six years and this 

can be renewed. 
 

The Board of Directors must include at least two independent members specifically elected or co-opted as such. 

 

The independence of directors is characterised by the absence of a significant financial, contractual or family 

relationship likely to alter the independence of their judgement. 

 

To qualify a member of the Board of Directors as independent, the Board examines the situation of each director one 

by one based on the following criteria:  

 not be an employee or executive officer of the Company or a company that it consolidates, and not have 

held such a position in the last three years; 

 not be a significant customer, supplier or banker of the Company or the Group, or for which the Company or 

the Group represents a significant part of its business; 

 not be a major shareholder of the Company; 

 not have a close family connection with a company officer or a major shareholder; 

 not have been an auditor of the Company in the last three years. 

 

Provided that it provides grounds for its position, the Board of Directors may however consider that a director who 

meets all the foregoing criteria shall not be qualified as independent and vice versa.  
 

Functioning and powers of the Board of Directors 

 

The Board of Directors is a collegiate body that represents all the shareholders collectively and sets itself the 

obligation to act in the Company’s corporate interest at all times. 

 

In exercising its legal prerogatives, the Board of Directors determines the orientations of the Company’s activity and 

ensures their implementation. Subject to the powers expressly granted by the shareholders’ general meetings, and 

within the limits of the corporate object, the Board addresses all issues affecting the smooth running of the Company 

and settles issues concerning the Company through its meetings.  
 

In particular, the Board of Directors: 

 determines the Company's management model, with either the Chairman of the Board of Directors or by a 

natural person, who may or may not be a director, appointed by the Board and bearing the title of Chief 

Executive Officer;  

 appoints the company officers responsible for the management and management control of the Company; 

 defines, if necessary the limitations of power of the Chief Executive Officer and Executive Vice-Presidents;  

 examines and decides the operations of strategic importance, whether they are investments important for 

external growth or internal restructuring operations; 

 approves, prior to their implementation, all significant operations not included in the announced corporate 

strategy;  

 keeps informed of the financial position, the cash position as well as major commitments of the Company;  

 monitors the quality of the information provided to shareholders and financial markets through the financial 

statements that it prepares and the annual report as well as on the occasion of important operations;  
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 calls the General Meetings of Shareholders and sets their agenda;  

 examines regulated agreements and rules on their prior authorisation;  

 defines the list of directors considered as independent;  

 examines all reports intended for the Ordinary or Extraordinary Shareholders' Meeting;  

 makes any such checks and audits as it may deem appropriate.  

 

Lastly, as part of its supervisory powers, the Board of Directors sees to it that all shareholders are taken into 

consideration and that their interests are safeguarded. It also makes sure that the general management is capable of 

running the Company sustainably. 

 

Members of the Board of Directors shall perform their duties with loyalty and good faith, professionalism and 

commitment.  
 

They may not take any action that might be harmful to the interests of the Company and must act in good faith at all 

times. 

 

In addition to the discretion required by Article L. 225-37 of the French Commercial Code, members of the Board of 

Directors must consider themselves bound by professional secrecy with respect to any non-public information that 

they might acquire in a professional capacity. They shall personally undertake to respect the confidentiality of 

information they receive, the discussions in which they participate and the decisions taken. 
 

All members of the Board of Directors: 

 shall undertake to devote the necessary time and attention to their duties, 

 shall be assiduous and attend all meetings of the Board of Directors and the committees on which they sit, 

unless prevented from so doing, 

 shall learn about the sectors and specific aspects of the Company’s business, strategy and values, 

 shall endeavour to update the knowledge needed to perform their duties in a satisfactory manner, 

 shall ask for and make every effort to obtain, within the appropriate time, information that they consider 

essential to be able to make informed Board decisions. 

 shall inform the Board of all situations of conflict of interest, whether direct or indirect, even potential, with the 

Company. In such a situation, they shall abstain from voting on all decisions of the Board of Directors as well 

as the debate preceding the vote, 

 shall undertake to inform the Board of Directors of all draft agreements that must be submitted to the 

approval procedure for regulated agreements set out in Article L. 225-38 of the French Commercial Code, 

prior to its conclusion, and to send to the Chairman of the Board of Directors agreements on current 

operations that have been concluded under normal conditions, 

 shall agree to attend annual general meetings. 

 

All members of the Board of Directors shall refrain from using for their personal benefit or for the benefit of any other 

persons the privileged information to which they have access. In particular, when they are in possession of 

information that has not been made public, they shall refrain from using it to carry out, either themselves or by a third 

party, corporate actions.  
 

Special committees 

 

On 29 September 2006, the Board of Directors unanimously approved the creation of the following three committees: 

 Investment Committee 

The Investment Committee assists the Board of Directors by monitoring the Company’s investment and disposal 

strategy and examining its key operations. 

 

The Investment Committee meets at least once a month and whenever it considers it necessary, as well as prior to 

meetings of the Board of Directors at which the agenda includes the examination of a matter within its remit. 

 

The committee has four members: Jacky Lorenzetti, Fabrice Paget-Domet, Jacques Soyer and Emmanuel Pineau. 
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 Audit and Risk Management Committee 

The Audit and Risk Management Committee helps the Board of Directors to monitor the accuracy and fairness of the 

corporate and consolidated financial statements and the quality of the information supplied. Its main role, when 

preparing the corporate and consolidated financial statements on an annual and half-yearly basis, and when planning 

any decision concerning the Company’s or the group’s accounts, is to make recommendations or proposals to the 

Board of Directors in the following areas: 
 

 With respect to the accounts: 

 the accounting policies adopted by the Company and the group, 

 the annual corporate and consolidated accounts and accompanying observations, before these are referred 

to the Board of Directors, 

 the nature, scope and results of the examination of the accounts by the statutory auditors, 

 the interim and preliminary results and the accompanying observations. 

 

 With respect to the external audit: 

 the selection process for statutory auditors, 

 the amount and allocation of auditors’ fees, and the scope and nature of the work they do outside the audit. 

 

 With respect to internal control and risk management: 

 oversees the satisfactory application of internal control and reporting procedures, 

 issues an opinion on the organisation of the internal audit. For this purpose it must receive internal audit 

reports or a periodic summary of such reports to enable it to help identify any major risks, 
 controls the Company’s main financial risks. 

 

The Audit Committee members are: François Lepicard, Jacques Soyer and Emmanuel Pineau. 

 Appointments and Remuneration Committee 

The Appointments and Remuneration Committee issues recommendations to the Board of Directors in the following 

areas: 

 the appointment of prospective candidates to the Board of Directors, 

 any significant changes in the arrangements for and amounts of executive pay, 

 any plans to dismiss and appoint directors,  
 the replacement of directors in the event of a vacant seat on the board, 

 the general stock options policy and any proposals to grant directors options to purchase or subscribe to stock 

options. 

 

The Appointments and Remuneration Committee may also issue any observations it considers useful concerning the 

arrangements for and amounts of remuneration for directors other than the corporate officers. 

 

In view of the number of employees of the Company and the outsourcing of certain tasks to property managers and 

Ovalto Investissement, which, as service providers, monitor the principal risks to which the Company is exposed, the 

duties of the Appointments and Remuneration Committee were performed by the Board of Directors for the year 

ended 31 December 2012. 

 

Remuneration of the Board of Directors 

 

Directors may receive a fixed annual remuneration, the total amount of which is determined by the Ordinary General 

Meeting. The Board of Directors divides this remuneration into directors’ fees among its members, in proportions that 

it freely defines, taking into account, if necessary, the participation of directors in one of the Board committees that it 

has created.  
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Senior management 

 

General procedures 

 

In accordance with the Articles of Association, the senior management of the Company consists of either the 

Chairman of the Board of Directors, or another individual appointed by the Board of Directors, assigned the title of 

Chief Executive Officer. 

 

The Board of Directors may choose either of these two management models. 

 

The option chosen by the Board of Directors applies for two years. At the end of this period, the Board of Directors 

adopts a new resolution on the management model. A change in management model does not require an 

amendment to the Articles of Association. 
 

The individual appointed as Chief Executive Officer may be chosen from among directors or non-directors. 

 

The term of office of the Chief Executive Officer is determined by the Board upon his appointment. However, if the 

Chief Executive Officer is a director, his term of office may not exceed that of his directorship. 
 

No one over the age of 75 may be appointed as Chief Executive Officer.  If the Chief Executive Officer reaches this 

age limit, he shall be deemed to have resigned from office. 
 

The Chief Executive Officer may be dismissed at any time by the Board of Directors. If the dismissal is decided on 

unfair grounds, it may give rise to payment of damages, unless the Chief Executive Officer assumes the role of 

Chairman of the Board of Directors. 
 

The Chief Executive Officer is fully empowered to act in any situation on behalf of the Company. He exercises his 

powers within the bounds of the Company's objective and subject to the powers expressly granted by law to 

shareholders’ meetings. 
 

He shall represent the Company in its dealings with third parties. The Company is also bound by the acts of the Chief 

Executive Officer that do not relate to the corporate objectives, unless it can prove that the third party was aware that 

the act exceeded such objectives or that the third party should have been aware of this in view of the circumstances. 

The publication of the Articles of Association is not on its own sufficient basis for such proof. 
 

Plurality of office 

 

The limitation on holding office as a director and chief executive officer applies under the conditions and subject to the 

derogations envisaged by law. 
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE SHARE CAPITAL AND 

SHAREHOLDERS 
 

The information below is mainly taken from the Articles of Association. 

 

Rights and obligations attached to shares – Share class 

 

Each share confers a right to the Company’s assets, profits and liquidation surplus in proportion to the amount of 

capital that it represents. 

 

It also entitles the holder to vote and to be represented at general meetings, in addition to the right to be kept 

informed of the Company’s performance and to receive certain corporate documents at the times and under the 

conditions recognised by law and by the Articles of Association. 

 

The corporate liability of shareholders is limited to their investment. The rights and obligations are attached to the 

share, irrespective of the holder. 
 

Share ownership automatically implies observance of the Articles of Association of the Company and the decisions 

taken at shareholders’ meetings. 

 

For any event where the ownership of several shares is required to exercise any right whatsoever, the owners of 

isolated shares or shares that are less than the amount required can exercise this right only if they personally see to 

the consolidation and, if necessary, the buying or sale of the number of necessary shares. 

 

There are preferred shares, the rights and characteristics of which are as follows by virtue of Article 11 of the Articles 

of Association: 

- preferred shares grant the holder the right of a preferred dividend of €0.18 per share in comparison to 

ordinary shares. The preferred dividend is stipulated as non-cumulative (if the distributable line items of the 

period do not allow the full payment, holders of preferred shares may be permanently barred from claiming 

the payment of the unpaid portion in subsequent years); 

- preferred shares will be automatically converted into ordinary shares and will automatically lose their special 

rights in the event of the transfer in any manner whatsoever of their full ownership, bare ownership, usufruct 

or in the event of the death of their holder; 

- in the event of the splitting of the ownership of the preferred shares and if the ownership of said shares are 

reconstituted in the hands of the bare owner, the reconstituted shares will be automatically converted into 

ordinary shares and will automatically lose their special rights; 

- the preferred shares will be registered on a pure registered account in the name of the owner or bare owner 

as applicable and will not be admitted for trading on the Euronext Paris regulated market; 

- all rights attached to Company shares that grant the holders of preferred shares the right to subscribe or be 

allotted in any manner whatsoever shares and/or securities that grant access to the Company's equity in 

proportion to their preferred shares (in particular pre-emptive rights or the right to receive the dividend in the 

form of new shares) will be likely to give rise exclusively to the allotment of ordinary shares or securities 

granting access to the Company, except in the event of the creation of new shares resulting from the splitting 

of the nominal value of shares.  In the last case, the amount of the priority dividend attached to the preferred 

shares will be adjusted accordingly; 

- each holder of preferred shares may at any time ask for the conversion of all or part of its preferred shares 

into ordinary shares, if the Company pays a conversion premium calculated on the basis of an actuarial table 

created by the Board of Directors once a year; and 

- the Company will ask for the shares obtained from the conversion of preferred shares to be admitted for 

trading on the NYSE Euronext Paris regulated market after the transfer of the shares, the death of their 

holder or a request for conversion by a holder. 
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Changes to shareholder rights 

 

The rights of shareholders as indicated in the Articles of Association may only be amended by the Extraordinary 

General Meeting of the Company's shareholders. Any increase in shareholder commitments must be unanimously 

approved. 
 

 

Shareholders’ meetings 

 Notice of meeting 

Shareholders’ meetings are convened in the manner and within the time limits set forth in the prevailing legislation 

and regulations. 

 

When the Company is being wound up, Meetings are convened by the liquidator or liquidators. 

 

Shareholders’ meetings are held at the registered office or at any other location in France or abroad, as indicated in 

the notice of meeting. 

 

 Agenda 

The agenda of Meetings is determined by the author of the notice of meeting. 

 

One or more shareholders, representing the percentage of share capital required by law and acting under the 

statutory conditions and within the legal timeframe, may ask for motions to be included on the agenda. 

 

Meetings may not discuss business which is not on the agenda. Nevertheless, they may at any time dismiss one or 

more directors and appoint a replacement. 
 

 Shareholders' right to information, communication and consultation 

 

Each shareholder has the right to information, communication and consultation under the conditions and in 

accordance with the procedures provided by the legal and regulatory provisions. 

 

 Access to Meetings – Powers 

Shareholders are entitled to attend General Meetings and to take part in the proceedings, either in person or through 

a proxy, regardless of the number of shares they hold. Nevertheless, the right to participate and to have a postal vote 

or to be represented at Meetings is subject to the registration of the shares in the name of the shareholder or his 

authorised representative by midnight, Paris time, on the third business day prior to the Meeting, either in the 

registered share accounts held by the Company, or in bearer share accounts kept by the authorised intermediary. 
 

The Board of Directors may, as it sees fit, provide shareholders with personal named admission cards and demand 

the presentation of such cards. 

 

A shareholder may be represented by another shareholder or by his/her spouse, by the partner with whom he has 

signed a civil partnership agreement or by any other natural person or legal entity of his choice. 

 

A shareholder may also send the Company a proxy form without indicating a representative. In this case, the 

Chairman of the shareholders’ meeting votes in favour of motions tabled or approved by the Board of Directors and 

against all other motions. 
 

The shareholders referred to in Article L. 228-1, section 7 of the French Commercial Code may be represented by an 

intermediary registered under the conditions and in accordance with the procedures set forth by law. 

 

Any shareholder may submit a postal vote using a form containing the required legal information. 

 

Shareholders may, under the statutory and regulatory conditions, send their proxy form or postal voting form either in 

writing by post or, if permitted by the Board of Directors and indicated in the notice of meeting, by electronic means. 

 

 Attendance sheet – Presiding officers – Minutes 

At each meeting, an attendance sheet shall be kept containing the necessary statutory and regulatory information. 
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This attendance sheet, initialled by the shareholders and proxies, accompanied by the proxy forms and, where 

applicable, the postal voting forms, is certified as true by the presiding officers. 

 

Shareholders’ meetings are chaired by the Chairman of the Board of Directors or, in his absence, by a member of the 

Board of Directors specially appointed for this purpose by the Board. Failing that, the meeting shall elect its own 

chairman. 
 

The office of scrutineer is performed by the two shareholders, provided they are present and agree, who have the 

most votes both in their own name and as proxies. 

 

The presiding officers, who are the meeting chairman and two scrutineers, shall appoint a secretary by a majority vote 

of its members. The secretary need not be a shareholder. 

 

Minutes are produced and copies or excerpts of decisions are issued and certified as required by law. 

 

 Quorum – Voting 

At Ordinary and Extraordinary Shareholders’ Meetings, the quorum is calculated based on all shares comprising the 

share capital and, at special meetings, based on all shares in the category concerned, less non-voting shares in 

accordance with the statutory provisions. 

 

For postal voting, only forms received by the Company at least three days prior to the Meeting are taken into account 

for calculating the quorum.  

 

Forms without instructions on how to vote or indicating abstention are regarded as votes against the motion. 

 

 Ordinary General Meeting 

The Ordinary General Meeting takes place at least once a year, within six (6) months of the financial year-end, to 

approve the accounts for that year. This time limit may be extended by a court. 

 

Its resolutions at first notice are only valid if the shareholders present or represented possess at least one fifth of the 

voting shares. At second notice, no quorum is required. 
 

It shall decide by majority of the votes of shareholders present or represented or voting by post. 

 

 Extraordinary General Meeting 

The Extraordinary General Meeting may amend any provisions of the Articles of Association and in particular change 

the legal or commercial status of the Company. 

 

However, it may not increase the commitments of shareholders, except for transactions resulting from a reverse 

share split which has been formally authorised and executed, it being understood that shareholders’ commitments 

may be increased by unanimous decision of the shareholders themselves. 

 

The Extraordinary General Meeting may only adopt resolutions if the shareholders present or represented possess at 

least one quarter of voting shares at first convocation and one fifth at second notice. 

 

In the absence of the latter quorum, the second meeting may be postponed for no more than one month from the date 

on which it was originally convened. 

 

It adopts resolutions based on a two-thirds majority of votes cast by shareholders present or represented, including 

shareholders opting for a postal vote. 

 

By legal derogation from the foregoing provisions, a shareholders’ meeting called to authorise a capital increase by 

the incorporation of reserves, profits or share premiums may do so under the conditions of quorum and majority of an 

Ordinary General Meeting. 
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Provisions of the Company’s Articles of Association, charter or regulations that might have the effect of 

delaying, postponing or preventing a change in control of the Company 

 

There are no provisions in the Company’s Articles of Association, charter or regulations that might have the effect of 

delaying, postponing or preventing a change in control. Nevertheless, Terreïs' shareholding structure will make it 

difficult to take control, since Jacky Lorenzetti and Ovalto Investissement control 57.2% of the capital. 
 

 

Crossing legal thresholds 

 

Any natural or legal person who possesses, either individually or jointly, bearer shares and who comes into 

possession of a number of shares representing a percentage of the capital or voting rights of the Company exceeding 

any of the thresholds stipulated by law, must inform the Company of the total number of shares and voting rights, and 

securities giving access to the capital or voting rights, that he holds, by registered letter, with confirmation of receipt, 

sent to the registered office within the statutory timeframe. 

 

He must also inform the French Financial Markets Authority (AMF) within the statutory timeframe. 

 

If the threshold of 10% or 20% of the capital or voting rights is exceeded, he must also declare his intentions for the 

subsequent 12 months. This declaration must indicate whether the buyer is acting alone or jointly, whether he plans 

to continue buying shares or to acquire control of the Company, or to seek his own appointment or that of one or 

more persons as a director or member of the executive committee or supervisory board.  
 

This declaration must be sent to the Company and to the AMF within the statutory timeframe. 

 

If the declaration is not made in accordance with the foregoing conditions, pursuant to Article L. 233-7 of the French 

Commercial Code, the right to vote at shareholders’ meetings will be forfeited for a period of two years following the 

date of submission of the proper notification in respect of shares exceeding the declaration threshold, in accordance 

with Article L. 233-1 4 of the French Commercial Code. Voting rights attached to these shares may not be exercised 

or delegated by the defaulting shareholder. 
 

In the event that a shareholder crossing the thresholds of 10% or 20% of the capital or voting rights makes no 

declaration concerning his intentions for the subsequent 12 months, the defaulting shareholder shall forfeit the voting 

rights attached to the shares exceeding the declaration threshold at any shareholders’ meeting which takes place for 

a period of two years following the date of submission of the proper notification. 

 

 

Particular stipulations governing changes to the share capital 

 

There are no particular stipulations in the Company’s Articles of Association governing changes to its share capital. 
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CHAIRMAN’S REPORT ON INTERNAL CONTROL AND CORPORATE 

GOVERNANCE 
 

 

This report is produced in accordance with Article L. 225-37, final paragraph of the French Commercial Code. It aims 

to report on: 
 

 the composition, preparation and organisation of the work of the Board of Directors; 

 the principles and rules adopted to calculate the remuneration of corporate officers; 

 the internal control and risk management procedures instituted by the Company. 

 

Composition, preparation and organisation of the works of the Board of Directors 

 

 Composition 

The Board is composed of nine (9) directors. The Board members are: 
 

- Jacky Lorenzetti, Chairman 

- Fabrice Paget-Domet, Chief Executive Officer 

- Jacques Soyer 

- Jacques Ferran 

- Michelle Pédel 

- Emmanuel Pineau 

- Du Thi Two, represented by Yves Thibault,  

- Ovalto Investissement, represented by François Lepicard. 

 

Each director must hold at least one share in the Company. The term of office of each director is six (6) years. 
 

The list of other appointments and directorships held by our directors can be found in the Board of Director’s report. 

 

The Board of Directors must include at least two independent members specifically elected or co-opted as such 

(Middlenext recommendation). 

 

Three directors meet the criteria set out in the Middlenext code to justify the independence of Board members. They 

are Michelle Pédel, Jacques Soyer and Yves Thibault, representative of Du Thi Two. 
 

No employee of the Company is currently elected to the Board. 

 

 Organisational and operating procedures 

The Board of Directors regularly debates and rules on the Company's policy, in particular with respect to the choice of 

property purchases and the strategy to merge with other property structures. It also makes sure that there are no 

serious malfunctions. 
 

The Chairman or, failing this, the Chief Executive Officer, convenes the Board and directs the proceedings. 

 

Meetings are convened in writing or by email with reasonable notice. 

 

A calendar of Board meetings is produced at the start of each year so that directors can be fully informed in advance, 

although if an important matter arises which requires a decision of the Board, an emergency meeting will be called. 

 

A dossier describing the content of business on the agenda, prepared by the Chief Executive Officer, is sent out 

before each meeting. In addition, the Chairman will endeavour to send directors any necessary documents prior to 

the Board meeting to allow them to prepare for meetings. 
 

Decisions are taken by majority of the members present or represented. 
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 Board activities in 2012 

The Board of Directors met seven (7) times in 2012. 

 

The statutory auditors, properly convened, were present at meetings where the approval of the interim and annual 

accounts was on the agenda. 

 

In addition to the regular business of the Board of Directors (approval of the annual and interim accounts, approval of 

regulatory agreements, convocation of the shareholders’ general meeting), in 2012 the agenda of these meetings 

also included: 

- the continued separation of the duties of Chairman of the Board of Directors and Chief Executive Officer,  

- the renewal of the directorship of the Chairman of the Board of Directors, Jacky Lorenzetti, 

- the Company's policy on professional and wage equality, 

- assessment of the composition, functioning and projects reviewed by the Board, 

- the dissolution without liquidation of its subsidiaries SCI 3BM and SCI Fessard Chartres, 

- the simplified merger of its subsidiaries Terreïs rue de la Paix, Terreïs Building AGV and EURL 103 rue 

Réaumur. 

 

The assessment of the composition, functioning and works of the Board revealed that the directors are satisfied with 

the functioning and preparation of Board projects and that they consider information to be transparent, especially 

since the Company has chosen to include a majority of the directors in the Investment and management committees.  
 

Board meetings and decisions are recorded in minutes produced at the end of each meeting, submitted for approval 

to the Board at the next meeting and then signed by the Chairman and a director. 

 

The physical presence of members at meetings is required subject to their availability and the nature of the meetings. 

The attendance rate was 80.7%. 
 

 Special committees 

The Board has decided to enlist the help of special committees and has therefore set up an Investment Committee 

and an Audit and Risk Management Committee. 

 

The Investment Committee was set up by the Board on 30 August 2007. 

 

Its members, all directors are: Jacky Lorenzetti, Fabrice Paget-Domet, Jacques Soyer and Emmanuel Pineau. 
 

It meets at least once a month to examine investment projects, their methods of implementation and any asset 

arbitrage decisions. 

 

The Audit and Risk Management Committee was set up by the Board on 2 September 2008. 

 

It members are: François Lepicard, Emmanuel Pineau and Jacques Soyer. 
 

Its task is to assist the Board in: 

- the analysis of the corporate and consolidated accounts, 

- an evaluation of the internal control system, 

- an examination with the external auditors of the scope and results of their audit, 

- financial reporting. 

 

In performing its duties during fiscal 2012, the Audit Committee drew on accounting and financial documents 

comprising classic financial statements and summary notes explaining certain sections.  
 

It met three times in 2012 and received the audit report from the auditors for the annual and interim accounts. 

 

As part of its internal control duties, in early 2012 the Audit Committee examined recoverable expenses and the 

method to be adopted for collecting outstanding rent. At the end of the year, the Audit Committee assessed the 
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implementation of its recommendations for the organisation of recovery of rental charges and the monitoring of past 

due rents by the property management firms.  
 

At its meetings, the Committee also examined capital gains on disposals, the booking of rent holidays and on-going 

works on the real estate assets, and the corporate value added contribution. It also examined the establishment of 

risk mapping. 
 

It submitted its own report on this to the Board of Directors. 

 

Furthermore, the Investment Committee, extended to two other members of the Board of Directors, Jacques Ferran 

and Yves Thibault, meets every fortnight to ensure the correct monitoring of: 

- acquisition processes decided by the Investment Committee 

- any arbitrages proposed 

- management of vacant premises 

- processing of past due rents 

 

and to oversee the general organisation and subcontractors for the rental management part. It also oversees the 

smooth functioning of Terreïs Real Estate. 
 

 Restrictions on the powers of the Chief Executive Officer 

On 13 May 2008, the Board of Directors reappointed Fabrice Paget-Domet as Chief Executive Officer for the 

remaining term of his directorship, subject to the continuing separation of the offices of Chairman of the Board of 

Directors and Chief Executive Officer of the Company. 

 

The powers vested in him are those envisaged by law and by Article 17.2 of the Articles of Association, which 

stipulates that: 

 

“The Chief Executive Officer shall be fully empowered to act in any situation on behalf of the Company. He shall 

exercise his powers within the limits of the corporate objectives and subject to the powers expressly recognised by 

law for shareholders’ meetings and the Board of Directors. 
 

He shall represent the Company in its dealings with third parties. The Company is also bound by the acts of the Chief 

Executive Officer that do not relate to the corporate objectives, unless it can prove that the third party was aware that 

the act exceeded such objectives or that the third party should have been aware of this in view of the circumstances. 

The publication of the Articles of Association is not on its own sufficient basis for such proof." 
 

On 11 September 2012, the Board of Directors decided to maintain the separation of the functions of Chairman of the 

Board of Directors and that of Chief Executive Officer. 

 

Consequently, Fabrice Paget-Domet retains all powers to make binding decisions on behalf of the Company in 

acquiring and selling real estate assets, taking out bank loans and creating guarantees with credit institutions. 

 

Principles and rules adopted to calculate the remuneration of corporate officers 

 

In determining the overall remuneration of executive directors, the Board of Directors must take the following 

principles into account:  

 Exhaustiveness: the determination of the remuneration of executive directors must be exhaustive: The fixed 

portion, variable portion (bonus), stock options, bonus shares, directors’ fees, pension benefits and special 

benefits must be included in the overall assessment of the remuneration. 

 Balance between the remuneration components: each remuneration component must be justified and 

correspond to the general interest of the Company. 

 Benchmark: the remuneration must be measurable, inasmuch as possible, against a reference profession 

and market and in proportion to the Company's position. 

 Consistency: the remuneration of the executive director must be determined to be consistent with that of the 

Company's other executives and employees. 
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 Clarity of rules: the rules must be simple and transparent; the performance criteria used to determine the 

variable portion of the remuneration or, if applicable, for awarding stock options or bonus shares, must 

correspond to the Company's objectives, be strict, explainable and, as much as possible, constant over time. 

 Moderation: the determination of the remuneration and allocation of stock options or bonus shares must 

strike a balance and take into account the general interest of the Company, market practices and the 

performance of company directors. 

 

In the case of Terreïs, only the Chief Executive Officer, Fabrice Paget-Domet, receives a salary from the Company.  
 

This was approved by the Board of Directors on 13 May 2008, when his gross basic annual pay was determined. This 

pay was reviewed in 2011. No performance-related pay or special benefits, particularly for retirement, have been 

stipulated. 
 

Fabrice Paget-Domet and Emmanuel Pineau were awarded bonus shares under the 13 May 2008 award plan. 

 

The other directors receive no remuneration from the Company other than directors’ fees. 

 

The management report, which is part of the registration document for the 2012 financial year prepared by 

Management, contains details of the remuneration of corporate officers in accordance with the AMF 

recommendations. 

 

Internal control and risk management procedure 

 

The Company has chosen the AMF's internal control reference framework, which states that: 

 

"Internal control is a corporate system, defined and implemented under its responsibility which seeks to ensure: 

- compliance with laws and regulations; 

- the application of instructions and guidelines set by General Management or the Executive Board; 

- the correct functioning of internal processes, in particular those that contribute to the safekeeping of assets; 

- the reliability of financial data (....)". 

 

The documents that Terreïs uses for its internal control are as follows: 

For commercial leases: 

French Commercial Code: 

Legislative section: Articles L. 145-1 to L. 145-60 
Regulatory section: Articles R. 145-1 to R. 145-33 
 

For co-ownership arrangements: 

Law 65-557 of 10 July 1965 on the co-ownership status of buildings. 

Decree 67-223 of 17 March 1967. 

 

For land registration: 

Decree 55-22 of 4 January 1955. 

Decree 55-1350 of 14 October 1955. 

 

 Company operation 

The Company operates through its Chairman and the Chief Executive Officer, who also sit on the Investment 

Committee. 
 

Investment decisions are taken by the Investment Committee and are implemented by the Chief Executive Officer 

with the help of a qualified advisor. 

 

The Company also operates through the following formalised and appropriate delegations: 

- for the real estate management primarily to Imodam; 

- for the processing of accounting and financial information to Ovalto Investissement. 
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These delegated responsibilities are recorded in formal agreements. 

 

The formalisation of building acquisitions is provided by a firm of solicitors (Notary Office). 

 

Furthermore, an enlarged committee chaired by the Company’s Chairman meets each week to examine the various 

operating aspects of the Company: acquisitions, disposals, leases, lease renewals, major works (with the architect), 

property management, etc. 
 

This weekly meeting is the first level of internal control within the Company. 

 

The resources and procedures used to achieve the Company’s internal control objectives mean that the following 

major risks are covered: 

 

 Asset protection risks 

Buildings, whether owned directly or through property investment companies, are insured under a proprietary non-

occupant policy. 

 

For co-owned property, the Company confirms with the building management association that the property is insured. 

 

The Company also ensures that the tenant’s obligation under the lease to insure the rental risks has been fulfilled. 

 

In the event of major building work, the Company purchases a special general insurance policy. 

 

Finally, technical inspections regularly ensure that technical installations conform to fire safety and other security 

regulations. 

 

 Internal control procedures linked to rental management  

Regular rental management is entrusted to property management companies and primarily to Imodam.  
 

Tenant risk is not insured. 

 

Rent is set by the Investment Committee and updated by the property management company, subject to the approval 

of the Company’s accredited agent. 
 

 Legal and litigation risks 

The Company’s business involves the signing of property purchase and sale agreements. These contracts are 

notarised, which makes them more secure and limits any liability for Terreïs. 
 

Compliance with environmental regulations is verified by our solicitors during each transaction. The Company uses 

accredited experts to conduct the necessary inspections and searches. 
 

Litigation, although rare, is monitored by the Chief Executive Officer and handled by a lawyer. 

 

 Accounting and financial procedures 

Financial and accounting information is processed by Ovalto Investissement. Accordingly, each quarter, property 

management companies send accounting data relating to asset management to the accounts department concerned, 

which is then responsible for preparing the Company’s separate accounts as well as the consolidated accounts. 
 

The Company's financial statements are prepared in accordance with IFRS accounting standards. 

 

Each closing is reviewed by General Management, particularly for the following two aspects: 

- budget, 

- consistency between rent charged and leases. 
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The group’s consolidated financial statements are prepared in accordance with the rules and principles of IFRS. 

Since nearly all companies within the area of consolidation are wholly owned by Terreïs and are involved in the same 

business activity, these companies are fully consolidated. 

 

All group entities use the same reporting system and, like Terreïs, their financial statements are prepared by the 

accounts department of Ovalto Investissement to ensure uniform accounting treatment. 

 

The corporate and consolidated accounts are reviewed every six months (limited audit) and 12 months (full audit) by 

the statutory auditors. 

 

They are also examined by the Audit Committee. 

 

 Financial Disclosure 

This is the responsibility of the Chief Executive Officer, who checks the information prior to its release. Under the 

service agreement mentioned earlier, this is carried out by Ovalto Investissement. 
 

Regulatory information is used to draw up a provisional calendar for the market. 

 

The Company produces a registration document each year. 

 

The Chairman of the Board
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AUDITOR’S REPORT PREPARED IN ACCORDANCE WITH ARTICLE L. 

225-235 OF THE FRENCH COMMERCIAL CODE 
 

 

To the Shareholders, 

As statutory auditors of Terreïs and in accordance with Article L. 225-235 of the French Commercial Code (Code de 

commerce), we hereby present our report on the report prepared by the Chairman of your Company in accordance 

with Article L. 225-37 of the French Commercial Code for the year ended 31 December 2012. 

It is the Chairman’s responsibility to prepare and submit for the Board of Directors’ approval a report on internal 

control and risk management procedures implemented by the Company and to provide other information required by 

Article L. 225-37 of the French Commercial Code relating to matters such as corporate governance. 

Our role is to: 

 report to you our observations on information contained in the Chairman’s report in respect of internal control 

and risk management procedures relating to the preparation and processing of accounting and financial 

information, and 

 confirm that this report also includes the other information required by Article L. 225-37 of the French 

Commercial Code. It should be noted that our role is not to verify the fairness of this other information. 

We performed our audit in accordance with the professional standards applicable in France. 

Information on internal control and risk management procedures relating to the preparation and processing 

of accounting and financial information 

The professional standards require that we perform the necessary procedures to assess the fairness of the 

information provided in the Chairman’s report in respect of internal control and risk management procedures relating 

to the preparation and processing of accounting and financial information. These measures specifically consist of: 

 obtaining an understanding of the internal control and risk management procedures relating to the preparation 

and processing of accounting and financial information underlying the information presented in the Chairman’s 

report, in addition to the existing documentation; 

 obtaining an understanding of the work involved in the preparation of this information and of the existing 

documentation; 

 determining whether the major shortcomings in internal controls and risk management relating to the preparation 

and processing of accounting and financial information which we highlighted during the audit were appropriately 

communicated in the Chairman's report. 

On the basis of our audit, we have nothing to report on the information in respect of the Company’s internal control 

and risk management procedures relating to the preparation and processing of the accounting and financial 

information contained in the report prepared by the Chairman of the Board of Directors in accordance with Article L. 

225-37 of the French Commercial Code. 

Other information 

We confirm that the report prepared by the Chairman of the Board of Directors also contains other information 

required by Article L. 225-37 of the French Commercial Code. 

 

Given in Paris on 9 April 2013, 

The Statutory Auditors 

 

RODL & Partner 

 

 

Erik Decourtray 

SOFIDEEC Baker Tilly 

 

 

Jean-Fabrice Subias Pierre Faucon 
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AUDITORS' REPORT ON REGULATORY AGREEMENTS  
 

 

To the Shareholders, 

As your Company’s statutory auditors, we present to you our report on regulatory agreements and commitments. 

Our duties include reporting to you, on the basis of the information at our disposal, on the characteristics and 

essential terms of the agreements of which we have been informed, or that we discovered during our audit, without 

expressing an opinion concerning their usefulness and validity or searching for the existence of any such agreements 

and commitments. It is your responsibility, pursuant to Article R. 225-31 of the French Commercial Code, to assess 

the value of concluding these agreements and commitments in order for you to approve them.  

It is also our duty, if necessary, to provide you with the information provided in Article R.225-31 of the French 

Commercial Code on the performance of agreements and commitments during the year under review that have 

already been approved by the General Meeting. 

We also carried out the necessary investigation in accordance with the professional guidelines of the French Institute 

of Statutory Auditors (Compagnie nationale des commissaires aux comptes). This consisted of verifying that the 

information given to us tallied with the original documents. 

I - AGREEMENTS AND COMMITMENTS SUBJECT TO THE APPROVAL OF THE GENERAL MEETING  

Agreements and commitments authorised during the period just ended 

We wish to inform you that we have not been made aware of any agreement or commitment entered into during the 

period and covered under the approval of the General Meeting pursuant to the provisions of Article L. 225-38 of the 

French Commercial Code.  

II - AGREEMENTS AND COMMITMENTS ALREADY APPROVED BY THE GENERAL MEETING 

Agreements and commitments approved in prior fiscal years that continued to be implemented during the 

year 

Pursuant to the provisions of Article R. 225-30 of the French Commercial Code, we were informed that the execution 

of the agreements below, already approved by the General Meeting during the previous fiscal years, continued during 

the last fiscal year. 

2.1 Marketing agreement with OVALTO INVESTISSEMENT: 

A marketing agreement has been signed with the company OVALTO INVESTISSEMENT, the majority shareholder of 

Terreïs, defining the role of OVALTO INVESTISSEMENT and the duties to be carried out by it on behalf of Terreïs, in 

addition to the arrangements for their implementation.  

The duties are carried out by OVALTO INVESTISSEMENT with the assistance of its strategic committee. The 

agreement was made for an indefinite period commencing on 29 December 2006 and not for valuable consideration.  

This agreement was authorised by the Board of Directors on 3 January 2007.  

2.2 Service agreement with the FONCIA Group 

Your Board of Directors, at its meeting on 29 September 2006, authorised your Company to enter into a service 

agreement with the Foncia Group. There have been four amendments to this agreement, signed in 2008, 2009 and 

2010.  

The Foncia Group is responsible for operational asset management (identifying acquisition opportunities) on behalf of 

Terreïs, in addition to technical management, lease management and management of rent and charges (property 

management) and legal services.  

 

In return, Terreïs pays the FONCIA Group the following fees:  

 2% of the total amount of rent excluding taxes and charges received under management contracts for a 

property leased to a Foncia Group company, 
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 2% to 5% of the total amount of rent excluding taxes and charges received in other cases, depending on the 

complexity of the management and the number of units leased per property,  

 5% of the value of acquisitions referred by FONCIA below €500,000, 

 4% of the value of acquisitions between €500,000 and €1,000,000,  

 3% of the value of acquisitions between €1,000,000 and €3,000,000  

 2% of the value of acquisitions between €3,000,000 and €10,000,000  

 1.5% of the value of acquisitions over €10,000,000 

The agreement was entered into for a period of 10 years from 1 October 2006 and is renewable by tacit agreement.  

This agreement was authorised by the Board of Directors on 29 September 2006.  

The amount capitalised during the period totalled €1,276,000 in respect of lease management.  

In 2012, Terreïs paid an acquisition commission of €234,000 excluding tax for the acquisition of the FONCIA Group.  

2.3 Collateral transfer agreement with OVALTO INVESTISSEMENT 

OVALTO INVESTISSEMENT transferred to your Company the benefit of all the declarations and warranties granted 

by the transferors of DAB EXPANSION. Accordingly, your Company undertakes to bear the expenses and obligations 

subscribed by OVALTO INVESTISSEMENT towards the transferors as earnout on the acquisition price of DAB 

EXPANSION which was taken over by the Company on 10 January 2011.  

This agreement was authorised by the Board of Directors on 21 January 2011.  

 

 

 

Given in Paris on 9 April 2013, 

The Statutory Auditors 

 

RODL & Partner 

 

 

Erik Decourtray 

SOFIDEEC Baker Tilly 

 

 

Jean-Fabrice Subias Pierre Faucon 
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THIRD PARTY INFORMATION, STATEMENT BY EXPERTS AND 

DECLARATIONS OF ANY INTEREST 
 

The portfolio of the Company and its subsidiaries is valued each year by an independent expert, BNP Paribas Real 

Estate. Only one independent expert was selected to avoid the risk of significant differences between the individual 

valuations of each property. 
 

The valuations carried out are consistent with French industry standards enshrined in the Property Valuation Charter 

(Charte de l’Expertise en Evaluation Immobilière), drawn up under the aegis of the French Property Valuation Institute 

(IFEI), as well as the joint recommendations of the CNC/COB (February 2000). The valuations also comply with 

European TEGoVA standards and the principles of the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (RICS). 

 

The methods used by BNP PARIBAS REAL ESTATE to value the property were as follows: 

- capitalisation of rental income: this method consists of applying a yield to actual or expected rent, taking into 

account the current level of rent compared with the corresponding market rental values. The yield is based on 

observations of rates applied on the property market; 

- by direct comparison with similar cases obtained from a study of transactions on the market. 

 

These two methods are not equally suited to each property: the method used depends on the type of property and its 

occupancy. The first method is more suited to the valuation of properties purchased by investors, where the primary 

concern is to obtain optimum return on invested capital. 
 

This can come from two sources: 

- steady rental yield; 

- long-term capital growth. 

 

Depending on their exact requirements, investors can opt for one or the other of these two components, bearing in 

mind that as a rule, rental yield is higher when long-term growth is less certain. 

 

Consequently, this method is mainly suited to commercial property (offices, warehouses, retail outlets, etc.) where the 

yield is generally higher, and where occupants avoid tying up cash in purchases wherever possible. It is also suited to 

certain types of residential apartment buildings. 

 

Generally the direct comparison method is better for residential premises, as it is more geared towards this market, 

regardless of whether potential buyers are property traders, users or developers, if the land value of the property 

makes it worthwhile. 

 

However, in many cases the two methods can be combined to produce a mid-range value which best reflects market 

trends. 

 

The various properties were valued by BNP Paribas Real Estate by considering each property in isolation. These 

valuations therefore differ from those in which the value of each unit in a building is calculated individually (since a 

block value is always less than the individual price). 
 

In return for its work, BNP Paribas Real Estate charged the Company €77,035 excluding tax (compared with 

€109,035 in 2011). 

 

Only the assets of Terreïs were valued by BNP Paribas Real Estate; the assets of Terreïs Valorisation were excluded 

from the valuation. 
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Values of Terreïs' asset portfolio as at 31/12/2012  
according to the valuation by BNP PARIBAS REAL ESTATE 

 

Post 

code  Town/city Type & size of 

premises 

Total potential 

income  

 

(€) 

Vhd approach 

Dec. 2012 

income 

capitalisation  

(€) 

Vhd approach 

Dec. 2012 

comparison to 

market 

(€) 

Market value 

Excluding fees 

 

 

(€) 

Effective 

yield 

01210 Ferney-Voltaire 
Office

: 
354 m² 53,201 € 528,000 € 626,000 € 580,000 € 8.64% 

64100 Bayonne 0 88 m² 15,012 € 177,000 € 167,000 € 170,000 € 8.29% 

14000 Caen Retail 259 m² 44,486 € 480,000 € 440,000 € 460,000 € 9.10% 

14000 Caen Retail 116 m² 15,014 € 176,000 € 157,000 € 165,000 € 8.58% 

86100 Châtellerault 0 82 m² 14,458 € 142,000 € 148,000 € 145,000 € 9.39% 

31770 Colomiers 0 71 m² 8,341 € 95,000 € 98,000 € 97,000 € 8.10% 

38000 Grenoble 0 281 m² 50,047 € 464,000 € 478,000 € 470,000 € 10.03% 

92300 Levallois-Perret Retail 99 m² 23,141 € 410,000 € 380,000 € 400,000 € 5.51% 

56100 Lorient 0 73 m² 10,421 € 119,000 € 124,000 € 120,000 € 8.21% 

75008 Paris Res 9,099 m² 4,299,822 € 99,693,000 € 104,420,000 € 102,100,000 € 3.97% 

28000 Chartres 0 3,034 m² 820,429 € 10,481,000 € 11,524,000 € 11,000,000 € 7.02% 

80000 Amiens Retail 142 m² 16,026 € 216,000 € 221,000 € 220,000 € 6.85% 

33000 Bordeaux Retail 299 m² 40,211 € 522,000 € 571,000 € 550,000 € 6.89% 

67000 Strasbourg Retail 229 m² 39,734 € 440,000 € 435,000 € 440,000 € 8.51% 

06400 Cannes Retail 146 m² 40,763 € 548,000 € 555,000 € 550,000 € 6.98% 

06000 Nice Retail 501 m² 133,841 € 1,867,000 € 1,903,000 € 1,900,000 € 6.63% 

74000 Annecy 0 186 m² 29,240 € 344,000 € 335,000 € 340,000 € 8.10% 

38000 Grenoble 0 246 m² 37,696 € 458,000 € 456,000 € 455,000 € 7.80% 

69002 Lyon 0 450 m² 87,781 € 1,033,000 € 990,000 € 1,000,000 € 8.27% 

54000 Nancy Retail 239 m² 34,655 € 375,000 € 406,000 € 390,000 € 8.37% 

75012 Paris Retail 143 m² 85,257 € 1,191,000 € 1,180,000 € 1,190,000 € 6.75% 

76000 Rouen Retail 165 m² 27,508 € 324,000 € 330,000 € 330,000 € 7.86% 
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Post 

code  Town/city Type & size of 

premises 

Total potential 

income  

 

(€) 

Vhd approach 

Dec. 2012 

income 

capitalisation  

(€) 

Vhd approach 

Dec. 2012 

comparison to 

market 

(€) 

Market value 

Excluding fees 

 

 

(€) 

Effective 

yield 

78000 Versailles Ar : 152 m² 33,876 € 456,000 € 464,000 € 460,000 € 6.93% 

49000 Angers Office 626 m² 98,578 € 1,432,000 € 1,460,000 € 1,450,000 € 6.40% 

75001 Paris 0 1,092 m² 568,471 € 10,048,000 € 10,645,000 € 10,350,000 € 5.17% 

74100 Cluses 0 180 m² 27,487 € 296,000 € 297,000 € 300,000 € 8.62% 

74100 Annemasse 0 39 m² 9,862 € 94,000 € 98,000 € 96,000 € 9.67% 

75002 Paris 0 3,041 m² 1,206,194 € 21,240,000 € 22,046,000 € 21,640,000 € 5.25% 

75001 Paris 0 1,372 m² 606,403 € 10,126,000 € 11,010,000 € 10,570,000 € 5.40% 

75010 Paris Office 749 m² 204,174 € 2,973,000 € 3,294,000 € 3,130,000 € 6.14% 

75007 Paris 0 1,785 m² 462,102 € 13,471,000 € 17,297,000 € 17,300,000 € 2.52% 

75007 Paris 0 2,181 m² 515,737 € 16,170,000 € 21,157,000 € 19,500,000 € 2.49% 

75007 Paris 0 1,785 m² 451,119 € 14,024,000 € 18,494,000 € 18,500,000 € 2.30% 

75008 Paris 0 1,160 m² 231,448 € 6,704,000 € 8,094,000 € 8,100,000 € 2.69% 

75009 Paris 0 885 m² 196,276 € 5,687,000 € 6,013,000 € 5,900,000 € 3.13% 

75015 Paris 0 653 m² 170,922 € 4,216,000 € 4,969,000 € 4,970,000 € 3.24% 

75015 Paris 0 921 m² 196,004 € 5,269,000 € 6,125,000 € 6,130,000 € 3.01% 

75015 Paris 0 660 m² 149,815 € 4,100,000 € 4,500,000 € 4,500,000 € 3.12% 

75015 Paris 0 658 m² 141,651 € 3,900,000 € 4,270,000 € 4,270,000 € 3.12% 

75015 Paris 0 562 m² 117,695 € 2,970,000 € 4,060,000 € 4,060,000 € 2.73% 

75015 Paris 0 749 m² 168,442 € 4,300,000 € 5,100,000 € 5,100,000 € 3.11% 

75016 Paris Res 1,572 m² 396,401 € 11,030,000 € 11,750,000 € 11,750,000 € 3.18% 

75017 Paris Res 3,121 m² 653,475 € 19,736,000 € 25,178,000 € 25,200,000 € 2.44% 

75017 Paris Res 2,390 m² 604,002 € 16,479,000 € 19,989,000 € 20,000,000 € 2.84% 

75017 Paris E : 2,454 m² 490,224 € 13,189,000 € 17,530,000 € 17,530,000 € 2.63% 

75017 Paris Res 1,875 m² 424,584 € 11,543,000 € 16,052,000 € 16,100,000 € 2.48% 

54000 Nancy Office 4,271 m² 446,995 € 3,788,000 € 3,708,000 € 3,750,000 € 11.22% 

07500 
Guilherand-

Granges 
Office 362 m² 25,452 € 246,000 € 289,000 € 268,000 € 8.93% 

13001 Marseille 0 363 m² 39,806 € 577,000 € 604,000 € 590,000 € 6.35% 
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14000 Caen Retail 447 m² 184,768 € 1,950,000 € 1,900,000 € 1,930,000 € 9.01% 

29200 Brest 0 659 m² 138,720 € 1,092,000 € 953,000 € 1,000,000 € 13.06% 

30000 Nîmes Office 49 m² 11,814 € 131,000 € 134,000 € 133,000 € 8.38% 

31000 Toulouse 0 311 m² 87,534 € 807,000 € 883,000 € 845,000 € 9.76% 

33000 Bordeaux Office 523 m² 67,526 € 1,098,000 € 1,229,000 € 1,160,000 € 5.48% 

33120 Arcachon Retail 145 m² 51,252 € 480,000 € 508,000 € 490,000 € 9.86% 

38200 Vienne 0 623 m² 69,832 € 822,000 € 810,000 € 820,000 € 8.02% 

38300 Bourgoin-Jallieu 0 146 m² 14,830 € 155,000 € 175,000 € 165,000 € 8.47% 

44600 Saint-Nazaire Retail 82 m² 8,063 € 77,000 € 89,000 € 83,000 € 9.16% 

45000 Orléans 0 544 m² 44,240 € 448,000 € 523,000 € 490,000 € 8.51% 

56100 Lorient 0 639 m² 89,064 € 1,001,000 € 1,166,000 € 1,100,000 € 7.63% 

59000 Lille 0 17 m² 4,302 € 51,000 € 45,000 € 48,000 € 8.43% 

64000 Pau 0 98 m² 13,720 € 131,000 € 137,000 € 130,000 € 9.94% 

64200 Biarritz Retail 216 m² 32,641 € 384,000 € 399,000 € 390,000 € 7.88% 

66000 Perpignan 0 224 m² 23,190 € 235,000 € 250,000 € 240,000 € 9.09% 

67000 Strasbourg Office 753 m² 91,447 € 1,044,000 € 1,054,000 € 1,050,000 € 8.20% 

67000 Strasbourg Office 657 m² 85,474 € 947,000 € 953,000 € 950,000 € 8.47% 

67100 Strasbourg Office 447 m² 71,287 € 814,000 € 827,000 € 820,000 € 8.18% 

69002 Lyon 0 654 m² 103,906 € 1,305,000 € 1,373,000 € 1,340,000 € 7.30% 

74100 Annemasse 0 30 m² 4,591 € 43,000 € 48,000 € 46,000 € 9.37% 

74100 Annemasse 0 39 m² 5,604 € 57,000 € 62,000 € 60,000 € 8.76% 

74200 
Thonon-les-

Bains 
0 525 m² 64,868 € 719,000 € 788,000 € 755,000 € 8.09% 

75009 Paris Office 167 m² 65,890 € 951,000 € 967,000 € 960,000 € 6.46% 

75014 Paris Retail 405 m² 99,759 € 1,445,000 € 1,431,000 € 1,440,000 € 6.52% 

75017 Paris Retail 418 m² 107,860 € 1,493,000 € 1,502,000 € 1,500,000 € 6.77% 

75018 Paris Office 1,098 m² 415,000 € 6,012,000 € 6,657,000 € 6,330,000 € 6.17% 

75008 Paris Office 280 m² 166,509 € 2,580,000 € 2,520,000 € 2,550,000 € 6.15% 
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75009 Paris Office 2,527 m² 893,806 € 14,637,000 € 14,891,000 € 14,800,000 € 5.69% 

75014 Paris 0 235 m² 134,481 € 2,202,000 € 2,119,000 € 2,200,000 € 5.76% 

77700 
Bailly-

Romainvilliers 
Retail 136 m² 38,731 € 466,000 € 476,000 € 470,000 € 7.76% 

78100 
Saint-Germain-

en-Laye 
Office 215 m² 86,067 € 1,456,000 € 1,505,000 € 1,480,000 € 5.48% 

78500 Sartrouville Retail 753 m² 89,810 € 1,060,000 € 1,100,000 € 1,080,000 € 7.83% 

78500 Sartrouville Office 175 m² 35,424 € 392,000 € 350,000 € 370,000 € 9.01% 

78700 
Conflans-Sainte-

Honorine 
Retail 188 m² 22,509 € 215,000 € 239,000 € 230,000 € 9.23% 

83000 Toulon 0 2,510 m² 207,000 € 2,688,000 € 2,792,000 € 2,740,000 € 7.11% 

83270 
Saint-Cyr-sur-

Mer 
0 85 m² 8,500 € 86,000 € 94,000 € 90,000 € 8.85% 

84000 Avignon Office 740 m² 83,591 € 1,153,000 € 1,201,000 € 1,180,000 € 6.67% 

92130 
Issy-les-

Moulineaux 
Retail 37 m² 18,377 € 256,000 € 241,000 € 250,000 € 6.91% 

92200 Neuilly-sur-Seine Office 443 m² 198,099 € 2,770,000 € 3,100,000 € 2,940,000 € 6.35% 

92160 Antony Retail 80 m² 45,724 € 638,000 € 600,000 € 620,000 € 6.95% 

92160 Antony Office 
10,749 

m² 
3,015,599 € 39,667,000 € 42,996,000 € 41,300,000 € 6.88% 

92340 Bourg-la-Reine Office 813 m² 186,056 € 2,232,000 € 2,276,000 € 2,250,000 € 7.78% 

92505 Rueil-Malmaison Office 374 m² 113,190 € 1,453,000 € 1,459,000 € 1,460,000 € 7.30% 

93160 Noisy-le-Grand Office 655 m² 51,344 € 675,000 € 721,000 € 700,000 € 6.91% 

94190 
Villeneuve-Saint-

Georges 
0 361 m² 61,630 € 663,000 € 650,000 € 660,000 € 8.79% 

95150 Taverny 0 450 m² 60,654 € 653,000 € 720,000 € 690,000 € 8.27% 

92320 Châtillon Retail 165 m² 42,505 € 534,000 € 561,000 € 550,000 € 7.28% 

73200 Albertville 0 2,263 m² 100,458 € 1,051,000 € 962,000 € 1,000,000 € 9.46% 

42000 Saint Etienne 0 616 m² 33,975 € 457,000 € 537,000 € 500,000 € 6.40% 

75010 Paris Office 1,303 m² 373,688 € 5,760,000 € 6,087,000 € 5,920,000 € 5.94% 

75010 Paris Office 1,890 m² 577,307 € 8,513,000 € 8,928,000 € 8,720,000 € 6.23% 

75010 Paris Office 2,958 m² 877,488 € 13,382,000 € 13,961,000 € 13,700,000 € 6.03% 

49000 Angers Retail 95 m² 13,346 € 144,000 € 142,000 € 140,000 € 8.96% 

74000 Annecy 0 78 m² 12,901 € 141,000 € 148,000 € 145,000 € 8.38% 
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93600 
Aulnay-sous-

Bois 
Retail 41 m² 8,099 € 85,000 € 86,000 € 85,000 € 9.00% 

37000 Tours 0 4,696 m² 631,578 € 6,055,000 € 6,263,000 € 6,160,000 € 9.65% 

75019 Paris Office 4,454 m² 1,196,055 € 15,518,000 € 15,959,000 € 15,740,000 € 7.16% 

75010 Paris Office 7,871 m² 2,813,890 € 41,652,000 € 43,290,000 € 42,500,000 € 6.23% 

75015 Paris 0 213 m² 88,000 € 1,454,000 € 1,364,000 € 1,410,000 € 5.88% 

75008 Paris 0 135 m² 51,903 € 931,000 € 894,000 € 910,000 € 5.37% 

75016 Paris Retail 49 m² 27,988 € 502,000 € 535,000 € 520,000 € 5.07% 

75011 Paris Retail 50 m² 19,840 € 287,000 € 273,000 € 280,000 € 6.68% 

75005 Paris 0 37 m² 18,165 € 297,000 € 285,000 € 290,000 € 5.90% 

75005 Paris 0 50 m² 26,670 € 394,000 € 381,000 € 390,000 € 6.44% 

75017 Paris Retail 36 m² 25,949 € 331,000 € 293,000 € 310,000 € 7.89% 

92160 Antony Office 3,201 m² 889,720 € 12,412,000 € 12,313,000 € 12,360,000 € 6.78% 

17000 La Rochelle Office 447 m² 80,000 € 972,000 € 1,028,000 € 1,000,000 € 7.53% 

75010 Paris 0 786 m² 291,270 € 4,155,000 € 4,323,000 € 4,240,000 € 6.47% 

75010 Paris 0 352 m² 91,560 € 1,232,000 € 1,232,000 € 1,230,000 € 7.01% 

75017 Paris Office 1,172 m² 529,837 € 9,503,000 € 10,216,000 € 9,860,000 € 5.06% 

75020 Paris Office 1,152 m² 247,816 € 3,219,000 € 3,363,000 € 3,290,000 € 7.09% 

30000 Nîmes Office 878 m² 98,167 € 1,132,000 € 1,269,000 € 1,200,000 € 7.71% 

75002 Paris 0 3,495 m² 2,370,999 € 45,453,000 € 45,360,000 € 45,400,000 € 4.92% 

75008 Paris Office 4,056 m² 2,594,437 € 46,098,000 € 47,904,000 € 47,000,000 € 5.20% 

75008 Paris 0 3,836 m² 1,936,029 € 35,569,000 € 38,761,000 € 37,200,000 € 4.90% 

75009 Paris 0 134 m² 48,688 € 665,000 € 672,000 € 670,000 € 6.84% 

75006 Paris 0 115 m² 87,738 € 1,422,000 € 1,532,000 € 1,480,000 € 5.58% 

75008 Paris 0 786 m² 392,029 € 7,023,000 € 7,263,000 € 7,100,000 € 5.20% 

75116 Paris Office 843 m² 451,773 € 7,700,000 € 7,250,000 € 7,480,000 € 5.69% 

17000 La Rochelle Office 167 m² 35,000 € 455,000 € 498,000 € 480,000 € 6.86% 

17000 La Rochelle Retail 180 m² 27,114 € 340,000 € 353,000 € 350,000 € 7.29% 
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92130 
Issy-les-

Moulineaux 
Office 

10,683 

m² 
2,892,915 € 43,822,000 € 46,846,000 € 45,330,000 € 6.01% 

94200 Ivry sur Seine Office 
13,013 

m² 
4,324,792 € 46,861,000 € 47,507,000 € 47,180,000 € 8.63% 

75008 Paris Office 2,404 m² 1,141,776 € 19,403,000 € 20,995,000 € 20,200,000 € 5.32% 

75002 Paris Office 3,573 m² 1,718,376 € 32,431,000 € 32,688,000 € 32,560,000 € 4.97% 

92600 
Asnières-sur-

Seine 
LP : 283 m² 45,367 € 640,000 € 700,000 € 670,000 € 6.39% 

92350 
Le Plessis-

Robinson 
Retail 221 m² 61,325 € 825,000 € 815,000 € 820,000 € 7.04% 

75009 Paris 0 
19,265 

m² 
7,586,596 € 123,093,000 € 130,384,000 € 126,700,000 € 5.64% 

75001 Paris 0 9,749 m² 4,246,487 € 76,027,000 € 80,107,000 € 78,100,000 € 5.12% 

75002 Paris Retail 373 m² 219,267 € 3,790,000 € 3,990,000 € 3,900,000 € 5.30% 

47000 Agen 0 103 m² 12,029 € 145,000 € 146,000 € 145,000 € 7.81% 

63000 
Clermont 

Ferrand 
0 436 m² 49,874 € 657,000 € 641,000 € 650,000 € 7.23% 

Subtotal 
 

192,382 

m² 61 449 351 € 1,046,313,000 € 1,124,455,000 € 1,102,786,000 € 
 

75 Paris 
 

4,928 m² 1,934,630 € 33,604,000 € 36,545,000 € 35,100,000 € 
 

Subtotal of 2012 

acquisitions   
4,928 m² 1 934 630 € 33,604,000 € 36,545,000 € 35,100,000 € 

 

      

197,310 

m² 63,383,981 € 1,079,917,000 € 1,161,000,000 € 1,137,886,000 €  - 

 
In Issy-les-Moulineaux on:  

17 December 2012  

 

Jean-Claude Dubois 

 

Chairman 
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DOCUMENTS ON DISPLAY 
 

Copies of this registration document are available free of charge from the Company, as well as on Terreïs’ website 

(http://www.terreis.fr) and on the AMF website (http://www.amf-france.org). 

 

All legal and financial documents relating to the Company and made available to shareholders under current 

regulations and the corporate governance charter can be consulted at the Company’s administrative headquarters at 

11, avenue Paul Langevin, Le Plessis Robinson 92350, France. 

 

In accordance with Article 28 of Commission Regulation (EC) 809/2004, the following information is incorporated by 

reference into this registration document: 

 The corporate and consolidated accounts for the year ended 31 December 2010, their analysis and the 

corresponding statutory auditors’ reports, which can be found in the 2010 registration document filed under 

number D.11-0339 with the AMF on 20 April 2011. 

 The corporate and consolidated accounts for the year ended 31 December 2011, their analysis and the 

corresponding statutory auditors’ reports, which can be found in the 2011 registration document filed under 

number D.12-0375 with the AMF on 19 April 2012. 

 

http://www.terreis.fr/
http://www.amf-france.org/
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AUDITORS 
 

The Company’s statutory auditors are SOFIDEEC BAKER TILLY and RÖDL & PARTNER COM AUDIT, appointed 

until the General Meeting called to approve the accounts for the year ended 31 December 2017. 

 

Statutory auditors: 

 

RÖDL & PARTNER COM AUDIT 

Represented by Erik DECOURTRAY  
138, Boulevard Haussmann 

75008 Paris 

 

 

Date appointed: 10 May 2012 

SOFIDEEC BAKER TILLY 

Represented by Pierre FAUCON and Jean-Fabrice 

SUBIAS 

138, Boulevard Haussmann 

75008 Paris 

 

Date appointed: 17 April 2000 
 

 

Alternate statutory auditors: 

 

Jean-Loïc LEFAUCHEUX 

26, allée des Chênes 

69280 MARCY L’ETOILE 

 

Date appointed: 10 May 2012 

Christophe BRUANT 

138, Boulevard Haussmann 

75008 Paris 

 

Date appointed: 10 May 2012 
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DECLARATION BY THE PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR THE 

REGISTRATION DOCUMENT 
 

"Having made every reasonable effort in this respect, I hereby certify that the information contained in this registration 

document is, to the best of my knowledge, true and complete and free from any material misstatement. 

 

I certify that to my knowledge the accounts have been prepared in accordance with applicable accounting standards 

and provide a true reflection of the real estate portfolio, financial position and earnings of Terreïs and of all its 

consolidated companies, and that the management report accurately reflects the changes in business operations, 

earnings and financial position of Terreïs and of all its consolidated companies in addition to a description of the major 

risks and uncertainties they have to deal with. 

 

I have received a letter from the statutory auditors in which they confirm that they have verified the information 

relating to the financial position and accounts contained in this document and that they have reviewed the entire 

document. 

 

The auditors' report on the consolidated accounts for the year ended 31 December 2012 contains the following 

observation: “Without qualifying the opinion expressed above, we would like to draw your attention to the corrections 

of errors made during the year according to the procedures set out in the note INTRODUCTION TO THE CONSOLIDATED 

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS concerning: 

 the treatment of the exit tax booked in connection with the merger-takeover of DAB Expansion and Avenir et 

Investissement initially recorded under assets on the balance sheet (investment property) in the 2011 

accounts and which has now been expensed over the same year; 

 the recognition of hedging derivative financial instruments implemented within the Group in accordance with 

IAS 39." 

 

 

 

Fabrice Paget-Domet 

Chief Executive Officer 
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TABLE OF CONCORDANCE 
 

Commission Regulation (EC) No 809/2004 of 29 April 2004 

 

 Registration document headings Page 

1 PERSONS RESPONSIBLE  

1.1 Name and title of the persons responsible for the registration document 125 

1.2 Certification of the registration document by the persons responsible 125 

2 STATUTORY AUDITORS  

2.1 Names and addresses of the issuer’s auditors 124 

2.2 If auditors have resigned, been removed or not been re-appointed during the 

period covered by the historical financial information, indicate details if material 
Not applicable. 

3 SELECTED FINANCIAL INFORMATION  

3.1 Selected historical financial information regarding the issuer, presented for each 

financial year for the period covered by the historical financial information, and 

any subsequent interim financial period, in the same currency as the financial 

information. 

8, 12 to 15 

3.2 If selected financial information for interim periods is provided, comparative data 

from the same period in the prior financial year must also be provided 
Not applicable. 

4 RISK FACTORS 30 to 36, 76 to 77 

5 INFORMATION ABOUT THE ISSUER  

5.1 History and development of the Company 6 

5.1.1 Legal and commercial name of the issuer 98 

5.1.2 Place of registration of the issuer and its registration number 98 

5.1.3 Date of incorporation and the length of life of the issuer 98 

5.1.4 Domicile and legal form of the issuer, the legislation under which the issuer 

operates, its country of incorporation, and the address and telephone number of 

its registered office (or principal place of business if different from its registered 

office) 

98 

5.1.5 Important events in the development of the issuer's business 11, 46 and 78 

5.2 Investments  

5.2.1 Description (including the amount) of the issuer's principal investments for each 

financial year for the period covered by the historical financial information up to 

the date of the registration document 

12, 46 and 78 

5.2.2 Description of the issuer’s principal investments that are in progress Not applicable. 

5.2.3 Information concerning the issuer's principal future investments on which its 

management bodies have already made firm commitments 
Not applicable. 

6 BUSINESS OVERVIEW  

6.1 Principal activities  

6.1.1 Nature of the issuer’s operations and its principal activities 6, 11 to 15 and 71 

6.1.2 Any significant new products and/or services that have been introduced Not applicable. 

6.2 Principal markets 6, 12 to 13 and 79 

6.3 Description of any unusual events that influenced the information provided under 

sections 6.1 and 6.2  
Not applicable. 

6.4 If material to the issuer's business or profitability, summary information regarding 

the extent to which the issuer is dependent on patents or licences, industrial, 

commercial or financial contracts or new manufacturing processes 

39 

6.5 The basis for any statements made by the issuer regarding its competitive 

position 
6 

7 ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE  

7.1 Brief description of the group and the issuer's position within the group 7 

7.2 List of the issuer’s significant subsidiaries 7, 58 and 79 

8 PROPERTY, PLANTS AND EQUIPMENT  
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8.1 Existing or planned material tangible fixed assets, including leased properties, 

and any major encumbrances thereon 
12 to 14, 50 to 51 and  

83 to 84 
8.2 Environmental issues that may affect the issuer’s use of the tangible fixed assets 39 

9 OPERATING INCOME AND FINANCIAL REVIEW  

9.1 Financial position 14 to 15 

9.2 Operating income  

9.2.1 Significant factors materially affecting the issuer's income from operations 14 to 15 

9.2.2 Reasons for material changes in net sales or revenues 11 to 15, 42, 47, 66, 79 

to 80 
9.2.3 Any governmental, economic, financial, monetary or political policies or factors 

that have materially affected, or could materially affect, directly or indirectly, the 

issuer's operations 

30 to 36, 76 to 77 

10 CAPITAL RESOURCES  

10.1 Information about the issuer’s capital resources (both short and long term) 69 

10.2 Sources and amounts of the issuer's cash flows and a description of the cash 

flows  
68 

10.3 Information on the borrowing requirements and funding structure of the issuer  14, 54 to 56, 87 to 88 

10.4 Information regarding any restrictions on the use of capital resources that have 

materially affected, or could materially affect, directly or indirectly, the issuer’s 

operations 

Not applicable. 

10.5 Information regarding the anticipated sources of funds needed to fulfil 

commitments referred to in items 5.2.3 and 8.1 
Not applicable. 

11 RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, PATENTS AND LICENCES 39 

12 TREND INFORMATION  

12.1 The most significant recent trends in production, sales and inventory, and costs 

and selling prices since the end of the last financial year to the date of the 

registration document 

11 to 15 

12.2 Known trends, uncertainties, demands, commitments or events that are 

reasonably likely to have a material effect on the issuer's prospects for at least 

the current financial year 

Not applicable. 

13 PROFIT FORECASTS OR ESTIMATES Not applicable. 

13.1 A statement setting out the principal assumptions underlying the issuer's forecast 

or estimate 
 

13.2 A report prepared by independent accountants or auditors stating that, in the 

opinion of the independent accountants or auditors, the forecast or estimate has 

been properly compiled on the basis stated and that the basis of accounting used 

for the profit forecast or estimate is consistent with the accounting policies of the 

issuer 

 

13.3 Profit forecast or estimate prepared on a basis comparable with the historical 

financial information 
 

13.4 Statement setting out whether or not that forecast is still correct as at the time of 

the registration document, and an explanation of why such forecast is no longer 

valid if that is the case 

 

14 ADMINISTRATIVE, MANAGEMENT, AND SUPERVISORY BODIES AND 

SENIOR MANAGEMENT 
 

14.1 Identification of corporate officers 22 to 29 and 107 

14.2 Conflicts of interest concerning administrative, management, supervisory bodies 

and senior management 
22 
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15 REMUNERATION AND BENEFITS  

15.1 The amount of remuneration paid (including any contingent or deferred 

compensation), and benefits in kind granted by the issuer and its subsidiaries for 

services of all kinds provided to them by corporate officers 

23 to 24, 60 and 93 

15.2 The total amount set aside or accrued by the issuer or its subsidiaries to provide 

pension, retirement or similar benefits 
Not applicable. 

16 BOARD PRACTICES  

16.1 Date of expiration of the current term of office, if applicable, and the period during 

which the person has served in that office 
22 

16.2 Information about the service contracts binding members of the administrative, 

management or supervisory bodies to the issuer or any of its subsidiaries and 

providing for benefits upon termination of such a contract, or an appropriate 

negative statement 

37 to 38, 60, 93 to 94 

16.3 Information about the issuer's audit committee and remuneration committee, 

including the names of committee members and a summary of the terms of 

reference under which the committees operate 

101,108 to 109 

16.4 A statement as to whether or not the issuer complies with the corporate 

governance regime of its country of incorporation. In the event that the issuer 

does not comply with such a regime, the statement must be accompanied by an 

explanation 

99 

17 EMPLOYEES  

17.1 Number of employees at the end of the period or the average for each financial 

year for the period covered by the historical financial information up to the date of 

the registration document (changes in such numbers, if material) and, if possible 

and material, a breakdown of persons employed by main category of activity and 

site. If the issuer employs a significant number of temporary employees, average 

number of temporary employees during the most recent financial year 

39, 40 and 80 

17.2 Shareholdings and stock options Not applicable. 

17.3 Description of any arrangements for involving the employees in the capital of the 

issuer 
Not applicable. 

18 MAJOR SHAREHOLDERS  

18.1 Insofar as is known to the issuer, the name of any person other than a member of 

the administrative, management or supervisory bodies who, directly or indirectly, 

has an interest in the issuer’s capital or voting rights which is notifiable under the 

issuer's national law, together with the amount of each such person’s interest or, if 

there are no such persons, an appropriate negative statement 

20 

18.2 Different voting rights, or an appropriate negative statement 20 

18.3 To the extent known to the issuer, state whether the issuer is directly or indirectly 

owned or controlled and by whom; describe the nature of such control and the 

measures in place to ensure that such control is not abused 

20 

18.4 A description of any arrangements, known to the issuer, the operation of which 

may at a subsequent date result in a change in control of the issuer 
20 

19 RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS 37 to 38 

20 FINANCIAL INFORMATION CONCERNING THE ISSUER’S ASSETS AND 

LIABILITIES, FINANCIAL POSITION AND PROFITS AND LOSSES 
 

20.1 Historical financial information 8 

20.2 Pro forma financial information Not applicable. 

20.3 Financial statements  42 to 62, 65 to 94 

20.4 Auditing of historical annual financial information  

20.4.1 A statement that the historical financial information has been audited 63 to 64, 95 to 96 

20.4.2 Other information in the registration document which has been audited by the 

auditors 
Not applicable. 

20.4.3 Where financial data in the registration document is not extracted from the 

issuer's audited financial statements, state the source of the data and specify that 

the data is unaudited 

Not applicable. 
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20.5 Date of latest financial information 123 

20.6 Interim and other financial information  Not applicable. 

20.7 Dividend distribution policy / historic information  17 and 98 

20.8 Legal and arbitration proceedings  35 

20.9 Significant change in the issuer’s financial or trading position 12 to 15 

21 ADDITIONAL INFORMATION  

21.1 Share capital  

21.1.1 Amount of issued capital  19 

21.1.2 Shares not representing capital  Not applicable. 

21.1.3 Shares in the issuer held by or on behalf of the issuer itself or by its subsidiaries  20 to 21 and 86 

21.1.4 The amount of any convertible or exchangeable securities, or securities with 

warrants, with an indication of the conditions governing and the procedures for 

conversion, exchange or subscription 

Not applicable. 

21.1.5 Information about the terms of any acquisition rights and/or obligations over 

authorised but unissued capital or an undertaking to increase the capital 
20 

21.1.6 Information about the capital of any member of the group which is under option or 

agreed conditionally or unconditionally to be put under option and details of such 

options including those persons to whom such options relate 

Not applicable. 

21.1.7 A history of the share capital, highlighting information about any changes, for the 

period covered by the historical financial information 
19 

21.2 Memorandum and Articles of Association  

21.2.1 A description of the issuer’s objects and purposes  98 

21.2.2 A summary of any provisions of the issuer's memorandum and Articles of 

Association,  charter or regulations with respect to the members of the 

administrative, management and supervisory bodies 

103 to 106 

21.2.3 Rights, preferences and restrictions attaching to each class of the existing shares  103 

21.2.4 A description of what action is necessary to change the rights of the shareholders, 

indicating where the conditions are stricter than is required by law 
104 

21.2.5 A description of the conditions governing the manner in which annual general 

meetings and extraordinary general meetings of shareholders are called, 

including the conditions of admission 

104 to 106 

21.2.6 A brief description of any provision of the issuer's memorandum and Articles of 

Association, charter or regulations that would have the effect of delaying, 

deferring or preventing a change in control of the issuer 

106 

21.2.7 An indication of the memorandum and Articles of Association, charter or 

regulations, if any, governing the ownership threshold above which shareholder 

ownership must be disclosed 

106 

21.2.8 A description of the conditions imposed by the memorandum and Articles of 

Association, charter or regulations governing changes in the capital, where such 

conditions are more stringent than is required by law 

Not applicable. 

22 MATERIAL CONTRACTS 37 to 38 

23 THIRD PARTY INFORMATION AND STATEMENT BY EXPERTS AND 

DECLARATIONS OF ANY INTEREST 
 

23.1 Statement or report attributed to a person in their capacity as an expert 117 to 122 

23.2 Information from a third party  

24 DOCUMENTS ON DISPLAY 123 

25 INFORMATION ON HOLDINGS 58 to 59 and 79 
 

 

 

 


